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SCOPE AND CONTENTS: 

The addition compounds of selenium tetrafluoride with sulfur 

trioxide, boron trifluoride, and arsenic, antimony, bismuth, Tanadium, 

niobiWI and tantalum pentafluorides haTe been prepared. These compounds 

haTe been studiel!l in the solid state using X-ray powder diffraction, and 

infra-red and Raman spectroscopy; in the molten state using Raman spectro

acopy, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, and conductimetrie and 

Tiscosity measurements; and in solution using Raman spectroscopy, cryoscopy, 

conducti'f'ity and nuclear m«~aetic resonance.1pectroscopy. 

The compound Ser4so has a fluorosulfate-bridged polymeric struature.
3 

The remaining compounds han· fluorine-bridged structures, this interaction 

being the strongest in SeF'+BF
3 

and SeP'4VJ'.5 and decreasing in the order 

SeF NDF ) SeF hJ' ) SeF AsF ) SeJ' sbJ' ~ SeF Bi1 •
4 5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4 5
 

+
The cbaracterietica of the SeJ' group are discussed. The properties
3 

of fluorine ~ldging and yarious methods of detecting such interactions 

are also considered. 
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CHAPTER I 


Introduction: 

Selenium tetrafluoride was prepared first by Lebeau(l) by the 

direct fluorination of selenium metal. Later, Prideaux and Cox( 2) found 

that the tetrafluoride could be prepared by the reaction of selenium tet 

rachloride with silver (II) fluoride. However, the compound was not pro

perly characterized until Aynsley, Peacock and Robinson( 3) obtained the 

compound pure by the direct fluorination of selenium metal at 0°C. This 

is the best method of preparation for selenium tetrafluoride, and the one 

used for this work. 

Selenium tetrafluoride, SeF4, is a clear,colourless liquid which 

attacks pyrex glass slowly at room temperature. It can be handled easily 

in glass apparatus. It hae a liquid range from -9.5°C to +108°C; density, 

2.733 g./ml.; and viscosity, 34.3 dynes/em. (i.e., 3.50 centipoise)~ 4 ) 
The structure of SeF4 has been investigated by Raman and infra-red 

spectroscopy and by electron diffraction. Both methods show the molecule 

to have c2v symmetry. 

Prom the electron diffraction data( 5) the following molecular para

meters 	were obtained: 

Se-P' 1.76 A 

F-F 3.o X 
Two opposing L P'-Se-F 

Remaining four L F-Se-F 

1 
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The structure of the molecule is best described as a distorted tetrahedron. 

There is some discrepancy between these molecular parameters for SeF4 and 

those recently obtained from the microwave spectrum of sr .< 6>
4

Axial S-F 1.646 R 

Equatorial S-F 1.545 R 

L F-S-F 101°33' 

Opposite L F-S-F 186°56' 

The structure of SF4 can be described as a trigonal bipyramid with one 

equatorial position occupied by a lone-pair of electrons. A related 

structure might be expected for SeF4(?), and a reevaluation of the electron 

diffraction data, using a model distorted in the same manner as sr4, 

would prove informative. 

One would expect five fundamental frequencies in the vibrational 

spectrum for a molecule with five atoms and regular tetrahedral symmetry, 

Td. Rolfe, Woodward and Long(B) observed seven frequencies in the Raman 

spectrum of SeF4, which is sufficient to exclude Td symmetry for ser4• 

However, if the molecule had C2v symmetry, nine fundamental frequencies 

would be expected. Thus the Raman spectrum is consistent with C2v 

symmetry for Ser4• 
(9 10 19) 

The behaviour of SeF4 as a solvent has been interpreted ' ' 

assuming the self-dissociation 

(1.1)2 SeF SeF - + SeF +
4 
~ 

5 3 
Then the reactions 

and 

(1.3) 



can be interpreted as neutralization reactions in SeF • The compounds, 4

S.F-!""6 and Se:r 0eJ'6, are acida in this system, and TJ.SeF.5 and CsSer
3 5 

are bases. The small conductivity of liquid SeF4 has been attributed 

to a small equilibrium concentration of the self-dissociation ionl~9,lO,lZtl3)u 

Selenium tetrafluoride is a non-oxidizing solvent, but it can 

behaYe as a reducing medium, in which case it· ia oxidized by' fluorination 

to selenium hexafluoride· An example of such behaYiour is the reaction 

of oemiWI hexafluoride with ser4 to gi't'e the SeF4 adduct of osmium (V) 

and selenium hexafluoride.(lO) 

Selenium tetrafluoride migbt be expected to exhibit both acceptor 

and donor properties in its reactions with other compounds. The lone pair 

of electrone on s.r4, under suitable conditions, might be able to donate 

electrona, and, as molecules with five electron pairs in the valency shells 

(e.g., PF and SbF ) often show a tendency to acquire an extra pair to give
5 5

an octahedral arrangement of six pairs, selenium tetrafluoride might be 

expected to show the same tendency and thus to exhibit acceptor properties. 

The acceptor properties for SeF4 are clearly demonstrated by its reactions 

with a number of metal fluorides to give the salts, MSeJ' ( Hi • Li, Na, K, 
5 

Cs and Tl.).(3) 

There are also a large nwaber of compound& of Se:r4 with metal 

fluorides for which the behaviour of the SeF4 is leas clear. These c011pounds 

are listed in Table 1·1· 



TABLE 1.1 

ADDITION COMPOUNDS OF SELENIUM TETRAFLUORIDE 

Complex M.P. (°C) Colour Reference 

SeF4so 70 white (11)
3 

BeF4BF -46 white (12)
3 

SeF4AsF 120 white (12)
5 

SeF4SbF 122 white (12)5 
SeF4NbF

5 
80 white (80) 

SeF4T~5 120 white <so> 
SeF4osF 158 pale blue (10)

5 

(SeF4>0•4osF5 distils 200, l0-2mm ( 10) 

SeF4IrF 130 - 133 buff' (10)
5 

(SeF4)0•4IrF distils 200. 1 10-2 
~ (10)

5 
SeF4RuF

5 
in solution in SeF4 (10, 19) 

only 

SeF4AuF 210 (dec.) yellow (19)
3 

(SeF4)2GeF4 subl. 100 white (14)
·' 

(SeF4)2PtF4 300 (dec.) lt. orange (17, 19) 

(SeF4)2Pd.F4 155 (dec.) yellow (18) 

(SeF4)2VoF dec. > 60 cream (11)
3 

BeF4Mo02F2 71 - 72 cream ( 20) 

SeF4woF4 60 - 63 yellow (20) 

SeF4VF4 lt. brown (15) 

SeF4CrF2 non-volatile pink (16) 

SeF4CrF subl. 80 - 90 buff' (16)
3 

http:SeF4)2Pd.F4
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Peacock(ll) discovered the first of these addition compounds 

by reacting sulfur trioxide with SeF4• He isolated a white solid, 

+ SeF4so
3

, which he suggested might have the structure SeF
3 

so
3
r • He 

also prepared the compounds HgSeF , by reaction of SeF with mercury,
5 4 

and VOF (ser4>2, by reaction of vanadium pentoxide with SeF4. He
3

suggested that the latter compound had the constitution (SeF ) vor •
3 2 5

(12) .
Bartlett and Robinson reported the preparation of the 

adducts of SeF4 with boron trifluoride, arsenic pentafluoride and 

antimony pentafluoride. They made no statement concerning the structure 

of these compounds• 

The adducts SeF40sF and SeF4IrF
5 

were reported by Hepworth, 
5 

Robinson and Westland.(lO) They carried out acid-base neutralization 

reactions in SeF4 between these compounds and CsSeF in order to prepare5 
hexafluoroiridate (V) and hexafluoroosmate (V) salts. Their behaviour 

as acids in SeF4, as well as the fact that with water the compounds 

gave clear solutions containing selenious and hydrofluoric acids together 

with either hexa!luoro-osmic or -iridic acid, indicated that the compounds 

could be formulated as SeF .osr6 and SeF .IrF6•
3 3 

Peacock(l3), in a review article on transition metal fluorides, 

discussed the adducts of SeF4 with niobium pentafluoride, tantalum penta

fluoride, platinum tetrafluoride, gold trifluoride, palladium trifluoride, 

and molybdenum (VI) oxydifluoride. In the text of the article, the ionic 

character of SeF4 adducte was again affirmed. 
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Not all the adducts mentioned by Peacock above have been properly 

characterized. No information on the niobium and tantalum pentafluoride 

adducts has been published elsewhere.(80) Bartlett and Robinson( 20) have 

described the preparation of SeF4Mo02F2 and SeF4wor4 by the fluorination 
I 

of molybdenum and tungsten trioxide in SeF4. They made no suggestion for 

their possible structures. The adducts (SeF ) 2PdF and SeF4AuF were4 4 3 
described further by Bartlett and Robinson~ 19) The platinum (IV) adduct 

is isomorphous with the palladium (IV) and germanium (IV) adducts. They 

also reported that they were unable to isolate an adduct between ruthenium 

pentafluoride and SeF4 although the two are miscible. Bartlett and Quail(lS) 

have reported the properties of the adduct (SeF4) PdF4. The palladium (III)2

adduct, SeF4PdF , reported earlier(GB>, was said to be a mixture of palladium
3

difluoride and the palladium (IV) adduct. Bartlett and Yu(l4) described the 

preparation of the adduct (SeF4) GeF4•2

Although there is no structural evidence available for any of the 

SeF4 adducts, there is some structural information concerning addition 

compounds related to those of SeF4• Bartlett and Robinson(l9) have 

reported indexing the X-ray powder pattern of sr4sbF as a simple cubic
5 

cell· Although they had not completed the structure determination, they 

+ said the symmetry was suggestive of an ionic formulation sr SbF6 •
3 

(21)
Cotton and George have discussed the chemical and physical 

evidence concerning the constitution of the adduct of sr with BF • They
4 3 

discussed the donor ability of sr4 relative to other molecules, e.g., PF ,
3

and concluded that it is unlikely that compound formation was by donation 
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of electrons from sr4• Although BF can act both as a general Lewis acid 
3 

and as a strong F- acceptor, they pointed out that for AsF and SbF ,
5 5

known to be strong F- acceptors, there was little evidence that they 

were also good general Lewis acids. F.rom this the authors postulated 

+ - + that the AsF and SbF adducts must be SF AsF and sr SbF , implyinq;
5 5 3 6 3 6 

+the ability of sr4 to form ionic adducts containing the sr ion. The
3 

infra-red spectrum showed SF4BF to be at least 95% dissociated in the
3 

vapour, and from Yapour pressure measurements they calculated the enthalpy 

for the dissociation 

AH =29·6 kcal./mole 

{19) {22)Bartlett and Robinson and Seel and Detmar have also obtained 

similar data and calculatedYalues for AH =24.8 ± 0.2 and 25·5 kcal./mole 

respectively. All these workers concluded that their AH values were 

consistent with dissociation of an ionic solid. 

e.g., (Pc14+ PC16- ) s =PC15{g) Ali= 21.5 kcal./mole{22) 

CsBF4 Ali= 26.9 kcal./mole{l9) 


RbBF4 Ali= 27.0 kcal./mole{l9) 


(22)but ( N0 + NO.,- J = N2o (g) Ali= 13·5 kcal./mole2 8 5
(22)

( BrFfbl'6... ) • BrF (g) + SbF {g) Ali= 13·9 kcal./mole
8 3 5

Bartlett and Robinson pointed out that a fluorine-bridged structure would 

also be consistent with the above data, but that fluorine bridging was 

unlikely in the sr4 adducts since sr4 was a poor acceptor. They 
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suggested that fluorine bridging may be more significant in the SeF4 
adduots since SeF4 is a better acceptor than SF4 (e.g., reacts with NOF, 

and forms MSeF compounds).
5 

As shown in the preceding discussion, many of the addition 

compounds of SeF have been postulated to be ionic compounds on the basis4 

of their chemical properties. However, the majority of these compounds 

are low-melting solids, a somewhat unusual property for ionic compounds. 

Also, these complexes have some vapour pressure at room temperature, and 

most of them can be sublimed under vacuum at temperatures below 1000 c. 

Indeed, the adducts OsF5(seF4>0 •4 and IrF5(~eF4> 0 • 4 can be distilled 

unchanged~lO) Thus there is some question concerning the best description 

of the nature of the bonding in these compounds of seleni11m tetrafluoride. 
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Purpose of This Work 

The purpose of this study has been to obtain some definite 

information concerning the structures of some of these addition complexes 

of selenium tetrafluoride, in particular some of the Ul adducts. The 

adducts with sulf~ trioxide, boron trifiuoride, and antilllon;y, arsenic, 

bismuth, vanadium, niobium and tantalum pentafluorides were prepared. 

Of these, the bismuth and vanadium pentafluoride adducts are new compounds. 

The compounds have been studied in the solid state uatng X-ray 

powder diffraction, and infra-red and Raman spectroscopy; in the molten 

state using Raman spectroecop;y, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, 

and conductivity and viscosity measurements; and in solution using Raman 

spectroscopy, cryoscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, and 

conductivity measurements. 



CHAPTER II 

Infra-red and Raman Spectroscop1 

Theorz ,... · 

Intra-red spectra arise t.rom transitions between ratational and 

vibrational levels of the ground electrGnE>State of the molecule• The 

frequencies of the bands in the spectrum are determined b.1 the mechanical 

motion of the molecule; their intensities, however, are connected with 

the electrical properties of the molecule. To a first approximation the 

mechanical and electrical effects can be d!acussed separately. 

Vibrational transitiona can be discussed most simply in terms of 

the harmonic oscillator model, for which the restoring force is proportional 

to the first order of the displacement, and the potential energy is 

proportional to the square of the displacement. 'l'hia model accounts 

satisfactorily for frequencies corresponding to transitions in which only 

one quantum of Yibration is excited. However, it is necessary to use a 

potential function with terms higher than the square of the potential to 

explain observed overtones and combination frequencies. If the potential 

energy, v, 1a expanded for small displacements, ~' of the mass points k 

in a Taylor series about the equilibrium position of the mass points,due 

obtains: 

10 




u 


(2.1) 

where q • x 1y 1 z. The subscript zero aeane that the deriTatiTes- are 

evaluated at the equilibrium positioa ot the aus point. Thua, th• f'lrat 

two terms equal zero since the potential enerQ net be zero tor aero dis

placaent 1 and since at equil1br1\lll no forces will be actina on the aaas 

points. The third tera is the s811e potential as the haraonic oscillator. 

'1'be subsequent teras introduce aechanical anharaonicit:r into the potential 

enerc1. Althouah it is not possible to solve the Schre4iqer equation 

exactl¥ usiq this potential, solutions which are obtained by pert~~ation 
' ·t;l· 

'. _; :~ 

aetho48 yield ener11 levels vhiCb account for the observed overt~ and 

ccabination frequenciea. 

The intenaities of tran8ition 'between two energy atatea,li;:;.d J)
' ~; 

··' :.·._-:·• 

of a m.olecule are determined theontical.ly by an integral ot tbe ,(enu 

The functions • 1 and 1jlj are tiae dependent vave-tunctiona of spatial co

ordinates . , and aust have the properties: 

(2.3). 

P is a vector operator vhoae tona 1a &OYerned laraelJr by the type of tra.n

eition under consideration. 

for i!ltra-red tranaitions 1 P ia the dipole aoaent, M, of the 

m.olecule. 

http:theontical.ly
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(2.4) 


where ek is the charge on the mass point k, and rk is the vector distance 

in same suitable coordinate system. Thus in a Cartesian system: 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

For vibrational transitions, the coordinate rk must change during 

a vibration, and conseq_uently the dipole mcment mtcy" be changing. If' the 

mass points are not displaced greatly from their equilibrium positions, 

the dipole maaent, M, can be expanded by a Ttcy"lor series in the small dis

placement, qk' or in the normal coordinate, t 1 , to give: 

M • M
0 

+ Il 
aM-at1 0 

1 I · 
E;l + 2 l,m 

a~ 
at1at. 

0 
tltm 

+! l
3 l,m,n 

a3M 
at1atmatn 0 

tlt E;mn + ----- (2.7) 

This expansion is used tor P in equation (2.2) to determine the intensity 

of' intra-red transitions. The first term is zero since the two wave tunc

tions • • 1 and 111 j • must be orthogonal. Thus the second term must determine 

the intensity, and it follows that there must be a change in dipole moment 

during the vibration tor an intra-red frequency to be observed. 

The higher terms in the expansion result in electrical anhannonicity 

which permits the appearance of' overtones and combination f'requeacies with 
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measurable intensity. This effect is similar to that produced by mechanical 
• 

anharmonicity. 

Raman spectroscopy is a result or an effect observed in the scatter

ing or light by molecules. The maJority of the scattered light from a 

monochromatic source is scattered without change in wavelength, but a small 

part of the scattered 'light is observed at wavelengths different from the 

incident light, and this phenomenon is known as the Raman effect. 

The scattering occurs by an interaction between the light and the 

molecule which, in most cases, results only in a change in direction of 

the light (Rayleigh scattering). There is no absorption of the light energy 

by the molecule. However, in a small number of cases, changes in vibra

tional and rotational energy of the molecule take place during the inter

action between the light and the molecule; the light is then scattered at 

a frequency changed from the incident frequency (Raman scattering). Some 

of the scattered light occurs at a smaller absolute frequency, (v - Av),. . 0 

than the exciting frequency, v ; these lines are known as Stokes frequencies,
0 

and correspond to absorption of energy by the molecule during the scatter

ing interaction. There are also frequencies at higher absolute frequency, 

(v + Av), which are called anti-Stokes frequencies, and which correspond
0 

to a loss of energy by the molecule during the interaction with the light. 

The observed frequency shirts, ·Av , are independent of v , the exciting freo 

quency, provided v is not too close to an electronic absorption band of 
0 

the molecule. 
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The shift in frequency from the exciting light, Av, corresponds to 

the energy change which takes place when the light is scattered, and thus 

corresponds to the energy of the rotational and vibrational levels of the 

molecule which changed during the interaction with the light. According 

to classical theory, no difference in intensity of the Stokes and anti-

Stokes frequencies is expected, but from a quantum mechanical approach, it 

is easily shown that the Stokes frequencies will appear much more strongly 

than the anti-Stokes frequencies. This is a result ot the much larger 

population ot molecules in the ground state than in the excited states. 

The Stokes frequencies are caused by ch&Qges traa the around state of the 

molecule; thus the Stokes frequencies are much stronger than the anti-Stokes 

frequencies which are a result of interaction with molecules in the excited 

state. Only when the Raman frequency is small enough that thermal energy 

allows a population of the excited state comparable with that of the ground 

state does the intensity of the anti-Stokes frequencies approach that of 

the Stokes frequencies. The Raman frequencies tor a compound are generally 

obtained using the Stokes region of the Raman spectrum. 

In the scattering process, the incident light wave, represented by 
+ 

an electric field, E, induces a dipole moment in the molecule. This in

duced moment, 
+ 
p, is related to 

+
E by: 

+ 
p • aE 

+ 
(2.8) 

where a is the polarizability. It the vectors 
+
p and E 

+ 
are resolved into 

three components, Px• Py• Pz' and Ex• Ey• Ez' then a is the matrix or 

tensor 



a a a a a {2.9)
yx yy yz 

a zz 

where aiJ • aji" 

For light scattering to occur, there must be variation of the in

duced moment with time. The intensity of scattering depends on the magni

tude of matrix elements of the type 

where the ;iv are vibrational wave functions of the molecule. From clas

sical considerations, the intensity of the scattered light can be shown to 

be given by: 

{2.11) 


where E is the magnitude or the electric field vector, and e, the velocity
0 

of l1.ght. From this relationship, it is evident that the intensity of the 

scattering varies as the fourth power or the frequency or the incident light. 

If the nuclei remain in fixed positions, only scattering of light 

of the same frequency as the incident light would be observed. However. if 

the nuclei are allowed to move, the polarizability can be represented by: 

a • a + Aa (2.12)
0 
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where a is the value of a for fixed nuclei and Aa, the change in a 
0 

resulting from the motion of the nuclei. In terms of the normal co

ordinates, ~· ot the molecule, Aa is ot the form: 

Aa • I (..!2..) (2.13)
i 3qi 0 

q
1 

If the molecule has a normal vibration of frequency v~ it can be shown 

by classical methodsthat the scattered light will contain frequencies 

v
0 

! v tor the incident light of frequeney v
0 

• 

In a quantum mechanical treatment, the polarizability is given by: 

(2.14) 

-1where v is the frequency of the incident light in em. , v e is the wave
0 

number of an electronic level e above the normal level, and M is the oe 

average dipole moment J'' (er) •e dt between the normal and the electronic
0 

level. Although the summation is made over all excited states of the mole

cule, the principal contribution to a will came from the lover excited 

electronic states. The components of a are given by a similar expression, 

e.g. • 

M y •j• y l/1 dt (2.15)oe o e 



1? 

lor a vibratin& molecule, equation {2.12) must be applied, and the caa

ponents ot u are the same form u (2.15) above. The ca~~.ponenta of Au 
0 

can be shown to have the form: 

{2.16) 

where v v is the wave number of a vibrational state. Since in general
0

v << v + v, and since M i ~ M i, then (2.16) simplifies to: ov oe ev oe 

v M X. M y

( ) SElioeoe oe 
 {2.17)Aaxy ov iiC e 2 2 

v - voe 

Then eveey component of Au will be equal to zero unless there exists at 

1least one excited state e tor which the transition probabilities M
08 

and M ej are simultaneously different fraa zero. For the R•an effect to
0 

occur, there must exist one excited electronic state which is capable of 
' 

combining optically with tvo vibrational levels of the ground state. 

The intensity of a Raaan line will depend on the macriltude ot 

intesrals of the fora: 

(2.18)~•oo (Abtj) •ov dt 

which must be sumaed over all excited states ot the aolecule. It is not 

possible to handle this quantity to calculate intensities. However, as 

will be shown later, it is possible to set up selection rules baaed on the 
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transformation properties ot the wave tunction and aij under the Yarious 

aymaetry operations tor the molecule. 

It the matrix multiplication ot equation (2.8) tor the components 

ot p and E is carried out, the tollowina equations are obtained: 

p•aE+aE+aE
X XX X xy 7 XZ Z 

+ + + + 
Pz • a E + a E + o. E (2.19)zxx zyy zzz 

where x • 1 and z are the axes ot a coordinate system fixed in the molecule. 

The polarizability tensor used to senerate the above equation can be Ybua

lized by means ot a polarizability ellipsoid, generated by a plot tree a 

given point ot all moments which are induced by unit vectors f. The t!llip

aoid has a maximum or minillum only in the direction ot the princi~l exes 

ot the ellipsoid, and it b onl)- when E lies aloag one ot these directions 

that p can have the sae direction as i. In aeneral, the direction of E 
~ + + + .

does not coincide vith the tixed axea, x, 1 and z, and the induced aOIIlent 

p will not lie entirely in the direction Ebecause ot the contribution tram 

ott-diasonal el•ents ot the polarizability tensor. This tact can be used 

in conJunction with polarized lisht to obtain turther information concern

ing the nature ot the molecular vibration which is responsible tor the 

obserYed R•an line. 

It the polarizability ellipsoid ot a molecule is a sphere,_ the 

+
direction ot the induced moment p tor any orientation ot the aystea coin

cides with the direction ot the tield vector Eproducina it. Therefore, 
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it a substance containing such molecules is irradiated and the scattered 

light observed at right angles to the incident beam, then the scattered 

light will be completely polarized in the plane at right angles to the 

incident beam whether the incident light is polarized or not. However, 

it the polarization ellipsoid is not a sphere, the direction of + p coin

cides with Eonly when Ecoincides with one of the axes of the polariza

+bility ellipsoid. Thus, if such molecules are irradiated, p is no longer 

restricted to the plane at right angles to the incident beam. 

When the polarizability ellipsoid is not a sphere, it can be re-

I 2solved into the sum of a spherical part a and an anisotropic part B • 

It can be shown that: 

ai • .!. (a + a + a ) (2.20)
3 XX yy ZZ 

82 • .!.2 r,(a - a )2 + ( )2 + (a - a )2Lxx yy ayy - azz zz xx 

. + a 2~ (2.21)+ 6(a 2 + a 2 )xy yz zx 

These two quantities are called the invariants of the polarizability tensor 

since their value is independent of the orientation of the coordinate axes 

relative to the polarizability ellipsoid. 

The degree of polarization p can be defined as the ratio of the 

intensity of the scattered light polarized perpendicular to the xy plane, 

I~, to that polarized parallel to this plane, Iu, where the z axis is 

taken as the direction of propagation of the incident light and observation 

is made perpendicular to this direction. It can be shown that for natural 

incident light 
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~... 
(2.22)Pn •- •In 

The degree of polarization for linear polarized incident light is related 

(2.23)pl • 2 - p 
n 

pn can have a maximum value of 6/7 and a minimum value of zero, and thus 

P1 max. • 3/4 and p1 min. • o. 

It is useful to have some method to determine conditions when a 

transition between two states will be zero or same finite value. Such a 

di~tinction constitutes a selection rule and can be determined by examining 

the molecular symmetry of the states involved in the transitions. 

For a given molecule, a series of symmetry operations can be found 

for which the molecule is unchanged. The wave functions for the molecule 

will be affected in various w~s by these symmetry operators, as will the 

components of Manda. However, the integrand (ljliP;J) must remain invarJant 

or remain totally symmetric under all symmetry operations, since a symmetry 

operation, which exchanges coordinates of identical particles, leads only 

to a change in the order of integration. For a case where a symmetry opera

tion leads to a change in sign of the above integrand, then the value of 

the integrand must be zero. Thus we can use molecular symmetry to determine 

the basic selection rules for infra-red and Raman spectroscopy. 
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As stated lij~ove, a series or symmetry operations can be determined 

for any given molecule. These symmetry operations are said to form a 

group. The product· of any two operations must be equal to another opera

tion or the group. In this manner, a group multiplication table can be 

let up from which t~e product of any two operations can immediately be 

determined. Operation multiplication need not be commutative, i.e. 

AB ~ BA. 

Any set of elements, which ma, be numbers or matrices, etc., which 

can be substituted for the symmetry operations yet conform to the group 

multiplication table, are said to be representations of a group. The rep

resentations of a group which cannot be reduced by suitable transformations 

are said to be irreducible representations or the group, and for each group 

it can be shown that there is a limited set of irreducible representations 

equal to the number or symmetr.v classes in the group. 

The product or two representations is obtained by multiplication 

or the appropriate elements of the two representations. The resulting 

product must itself be a representation of a group. It may be one of the 

irreducible representations or a reducible representation, which can be 

reduced by a set of orthogonal transformations to the sum or several irre

ducible representations. This is called the direct product of the two 

representations. 

These basic theorems or group theory can be used to determine the 

selection rules for spectroscopic transitions. The group representations 

for the various vibrational modes of the molecule can be determined by 



examining the ettecta ot the various symmetry operations on the molecule 

during vibration. Siailarl.y 1 the behaviour ot the various components ot 

the vector operator 1 P1 sovernins the type ot transition can be claasitied. 

Using this 1ntormat1on it can be shown vhen the integrand (;i~j) will be 

totally symmetric and thus t1n1te. 

In intra-red spectroscopy, the intecrand (;iM;j) must be totally 

symaetric; tor this to be true, the direct product ot the representations 

tor ;i and ;j must corresiQnd to the representation ot one ot the caaponents 

ot M. The c<llllponents ot .~ in Cartesian coordinates 1 transtom exactly 

the same as the coordinates thaselves. Thus a simple rule can be made to 

detine vhen intra-red frequencies will be allowed: A tund ..ental will be 

intra-red active it the normal mode involved belongs to the aame represen

tation as SQ7 one or several ot the Cartesian coordinates. 

In Raman spectroscopy, tor the 1ntecral { 2.18) to be totally sym

metric, the direct product ot the representations ot ; and •ov must be 
00 

the s•e as or contain the representation ot one ot the cCDponents of All' 

or since, generally, the ground state representation must be totally sym

metric, the upper state and at least one component ot Aa must have the same 

representation. This can be stated aore generally: A fundamental tranei

tion vill be Raman active it the nol'll&l mode involved belongs to the s-. 

representation as one or more ot the components of the polarizability ten• 

sor ot the molecule. 

One further selection rule relatins intra-red and Raman spectra 

arises in molecules poaseasing a centre ot ay.aaetr,y. Since the repreaen

tations ot the dipole llCBent transtorm the same as the Cartelian coordinates, 



and the representation ot the polarizability, as products or the Cartesian 

coordinates, the only case where a·vibration can be both intra-red and 

Raaan-actin is it all the representations tor the cCIIlponenta or both 

intensity intesrala are totally s,._etric. This cannot arise in a centro

a)'lllllletric point group. Thus in a centroaymaetric molecule, no Raman-active 

vibration is intra-red active, and no intra-red active vibration is also 

R•an-active. 

The desree or polarization in Raman spectroscopy is related to the 

SyJIIIIletry ot the two states involved in the transition. The polarizability 

ccmponenta • axx • a and azz • all have a totally syaetric representation
77 

in each ot the possible point sroups. Thua it 'v ' •v " are totally symmetric 

I ' n as well, then a will be non-zero, but it • • are non-totally S7JIIIletric 1v v 

I
then a equals zero. Thus the degree or polarization, ~n' ot totally sym

metric R•an lines has a value between zero and 617 1 while tor a non

totally sy!lllletric Raman line it is 617. A totally syDIIIletric R•an line is 

one tor which •v ' •v" ia totally ~etric. Thus, it the nomal a~ode in

volved in the transition has a totally symmetric representation in the 

point group ot the molecule, then the R•an trequeney will have a decree 

or polarization between zero and 6/7. In the cubic point groups (T4 , oh, 

etc.) the polarizability ellipsoid ~at be a sphere, and consequently the 

anisotropy S equals zero. Thus, in the cubic point groups, totally sp

aetric Raman linea are ccmpletely polarize~- (~n • O, .,1 • 0). P'or all non

cubic point groups, the degree or polarization tor totally ~etric vibra

tions is intermediate between zero and 6/7. 



One further use ot group theory can be discussed here. The 

preceding discussion has considered a molecule as being coapletely 

isolated from other molecules. In ]li'aot±de-,,. this may be a good 

approximation. However, in liquids and crystals, it is frequently the 

cue that the symmetry about the species ot interest is affected 'by 

interaction with neighbouring molecules. Such interactions can be 

treated by considering an enviroruaent of fixed symmetry about the : ·~· · 

molecule, and it will be the symmet1"7( ot this enviroruaent which will 

determine the obaerved frequencies. fhe effective symmetry governing 

the behaviour of the rlbrational states is called the site symmetry. 

The site symmetry about a molecule cannot contain elements of 

symmetry not present in the molecule itself• HoweTer, it is frequently 

the case that symmetry elements present in the molecule are absent in 

the site symmetry. This lower site symmetry leada to changes in the 

selection rules and the splitting of degenerate states. 

Previous Spectroscopic Work 

Since the discussion in the literature of the structure of the 

adducts of selenium tetrafluoride is mainly in terms of ionic models, a 

search has been made of the literature to obtain the intra-red and Raman 

frequencies characteristic ot the anions encountered during this work· 

These are summarized in Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2·39 2.4. 
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(~1 ~2)a. H. Olah and eo-workers ' report studies on a series of 

acyl fluoride adduets with BF , SbF
5

, AaF and PF • By studying the
3 5 5

infra-red and n.m.r. spectra of these compounds, they conclude that the 

compounds are all ionic, forming the complex fluoro anion and an acyl 

carbonium ion. In the n.m.r. spectrum of the acetyl, propion11 and 

benzoyl fluoroborate adducts, one :pJ-9 resonance is observed both in HF 

solution and in so2• HoweTer, in so2 the chellli.cal shifts are shifted 

63•3 - 6~.8 p.p.m. from trifluoroaeetic acid, whereas the ch..ical shifts 

are from 7~.6 - 76·3 p.p.m. from cr cooH in li'uid HF. This is stated as
3

evidence for some complex formation in so2 solution. 

The later paper reports the preparation and characterization of 
. (~2)

a aeries of acyl fluoride adducta of SbF • The infra•red spectra were5 .•interpreted on the basis of ionic heXafluoroantimonate. However, the 

proton n.m.r. spectra show more than one species present in solution, and 

they suggest a complex of the following type might also be present in 

eolutien.t 

(I) 

The rl9 n.m.r. spectra are interpreted on the basis of the SbF6- ion. 

However, several of the resonances are nry broad, and they pointed out 

that the QlNierved spectra would also be consistent with a nuorine-bridgej 

structure, •·g. , 
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The data in these papers is poorly presented, and it is not pos

sible to obtain all the observed spectroscopic frequencies and chemical 

shifts. The ionic structure of the compounds is based mainly on the ob

served carbonyl frequencies of the compounds, and no complete assignment 

is attempted. The frequencies tor anionic species are tabulated without 

comment. It seems possible that the proton n.m.r. resonances which are 

consistent with a complex ot type (I) would also be consistent with a 

complex of type (II) (i.e., both have two types ofF in the ratio: or 5:1). 

The absence or fluorine spin-spin coupling would be more consistent with 

(II) than with (I). Although coordination or the oxygen is observed in 

acetyl chloride complexes with aluminum trichloride< 43 ) and titanium tetra

chloride<44> • the coordination through oxygen need not be the case with 

acetyl fluoride, and with strong fluoride acceptors coordination through 

fluorine is indeed likely. Thus, the nature of the complex observed is 

more likely to be of type (II) than or type (I) • 

Clark and O'Brien( 27 ) have reported the preparation and characteri

zation of the trimethyl tin compounds with tetratluoroborate and.hexatluoro

phosphate, -arsenate, and -antimonate. The infra-red spectra are· all re
' + 

produced and are discussed tully. Strong interaction of the (CH )
3
sn3

group with the anion is indicated from the spectra, and the frequencies tor 

BF4- and SbF6- are reported tor a site symmetry or c2v due to strong ion 

interaction. The observed frequencies tor AsF are interpreted. on the6

basis of a aite symmetry or n4h. A site symmetry or c2v corresponds to 

polymers formed by cis fluorine brid$ing. This paper gives the best data 
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available in the literature pertaining to the behaviour of the anions 

BF4-, SbF6- and AsF6- under conditions of strong fluorine bridging. 

Possible Structural Models 

Model 1. The simple ionic model is the easiest possible structure 

to examine and, as shown in the precediag section, is the model which has 

been proposed most frequently for the structure of these compounds. With 

this model, all the compounds are expected to give the pyramidal SeF3 
+ 

ion. The anion is formed by fluoride ion donation to the other component 

of the adduct. 

Model 2. This model is an extension of the first. The interaction ' 

of the ions in the solid and the melt is considered, and the observed data 

is examined taking into consideration a possible reduced site symmetry for 

the ions. This model is essentially ionic, but in the limit it approaches 

closely conditions for covalent bonding between groups. 

Model 3. This model is essentially covalent in character. Fluorine 

bridging between the two groups is considered to give structures such as: 

In such a structure, both the Se and the metal have six electron pairs as

sociated with them. Fluorine bridging could also lead to linear or cyclic 
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This model is the opposite extreme to model 1. It is the con

sequence ot strons interaction in model 2, and thus can be treated in much 

the same v~ as model 2, except that it must be extended to include charac

teristics associated with the bridging groups. 

Model 4. The simple Levis acid-base adduct must be mentioned tor 

completeness. As tor the SF4 adducts, this structure is least likely for 

these compounds, and can be excluded on chemical grounds without the use 

of physical measurements. The stability ot the fluoroanion to hydrolysis 

is the strongest chemical evidence asainst this model, and the n.m.r. 

data in Chapter III precludes any possibility of these adducts being Lewis 

aci4•base adducts. 



Infra-red and Raman Spectra ot Ser4 Adducts 

The intra-red spectra are tabulated in Table 2.5, and the Raman 

spectra, in Tables 2.6 and 2.7. Table 2.10 contains the intra-red and 

Raman frequencies ot SeF4, AaF3 and the second component of each adduct 

where available. 

In Figures 2.2 to 2.7 typical spectra tor each ot the compounds 

are reproduced. 

In the following discussion, the abbreviations (IR), (R1 ) and 

(R ) are used to denote frequencies arising in the intra-red, the Rsman 
8 

ot the liquid, and the Raman ot the solid respectively. 



TABLE 2·1 

VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCIES FOR FLUOROSULFATE ION* 

Infra-red Assignment Raman 

NaSOf 
(23) 

KSOf 
(23) 

RbS0
3
F 

(23) 

CsSOf 

(23) 

NH4so
3
F 

(23) 

AgS0
3
F 

(23) 

f11,
3
cso

3
F 

(24) 
(23,25} 

KS0
3
F 

in H2o 
HS03F 
in H2o 

a2o in 

HSO~ 

(25,26) (25) (25) 

v6 (SF wag) 409 408 4o8 

565 
583 

v
3 

u 
5 

(SO sym.bend} 

(SO asym. bend} 

566 
592 

562 
600 

562 
608 

740 
785 

732 

970 

729 

973 

728 

971 

737 

970 

767 
785 

975 

710 u 2 (SF str·} 

c6 + v3 

786 782 808 

"6 + "5 

1095 10?3 1072 1071 1072 1057 1070 v1(SO syma str.) 1082 1080 1083 

12?5 J..Zrl 1274 1258 1270 1235 1289 "2 + "5 
1.295 1299 1294 1300 13()4 1282 1336 u 4(so asym. str.} 1.250 1225 1235 

1656 1661 1662 1631. 1643 "'1 + "5 
2370 2349 2342 2353 2273 2320 "1 + "4 

• All Frequencies are in em. -1 
The heading of each column contains the compound and the appropriate 
reference. 

~ 






TABLE 2·3 


VIBRATIONAL FREQU»lCIES FOR HEXA:FWOROANTIMONATE AND HEXAFLUOROARS:mATE IONS* 


SbF AsF6- 6

Inf'ra-red Infra-red 

(CH ) SnSbF SbF6-HF NOSbF6 ( Cll3) fmAsF6 ,AgAsF6 RbAsF6 CsAsF633-=··· 6 
(2?) {39) (35) (32) (2?) (35) (36). <36> <36> 

-

454 
472 400 

640 675 
656 650 660 667 710 700 695 700 699 
675 827 823 

972 970 
870 1064 1068 
990 1295 1300 

TABLE 2.4 

VIBRATIONAL FREQU»lCIES OF THE GROUP Va HEXA.FI'.UORIDE ANIONS* 

VF6- NbF6- TaF6

Infra-red Infra-red Ramari Infra-red 

(35) (35) (40) (35) 

280v5 
562"2 


715 580 v4 580 

683
"1 

* All Frequencies are in em. -1 
N

The heading of each column contains the compound and the appropriate reference. 
VI 



tABLE 2·5 


RAJWf FUQUDICIES FOR MOL'm'i COMPLEXES • 


S.F4S03 SeF4BF
3 

SeF4sbF
5 

SeF4AaF
5 

SeF4VF
5 SeF4NbF.5 SeF4'l'al'5 

154 Y1l 163 vw 144 vw 155. 
235 

178. 
269 vw 
3Zl.V 
34.5 .. 

208vw 
Zl5• 
300• 
325m 

2.76• 
309 sh m 
326 sh w 

239. 

311• 
312• 

215 vw 

260w 

21). 

256 sh.s 
ms 

,Slw 357 II 373m 335 YW ~7 sh II 
382m 506 sh w 394 sh • 372• 

408 sh w . 
416 • 
567 .. 

420"' 
525 m 

522 s 
537 s sh. 

5,0 11 

569• 
br· 

449. 
587•
605···
670 sh w 

657 ll 
678 m sh 

561 8 

618 sh s 652 sh • 
!t69• 
'*88w 
500• 

709 8 br· 7?1) 8 \)r. 634 ah s 675 s 522. 
753 s 763 TS 648s 547• 556 w 

754 d br. 
780 sh. s 663 s sh 579. 643• 

805w 784 TS 596m 669• 
829• 

1083 s 
974 s br. 742 s 

775 TS 

626 sh • 
650 sh m 715 sh s 

1050 w sh 719 m 724 s br. 721 8 

1235 m br 753 s 769 vs 740 s 
1.290 Ill 764 8 7!4s 

829 II 

987• 
1036 8 

• RelatiYe intensity of lines 
a-strong, a-medium, w-weak, vw-veey weak, 
'br-broad, sh-shoulder 

~ 



TABLE 2.6 

RAMAN FREQUl!JiCIES FOR SOLID COMPLEXES • 

SeF4so SeF4BF3 SeF4sbF S.Fq.ABF5 
SeF4VF SeF4NbF s.r4TaF SeF4BiF

3 	 5 5 5 5 5 

144" 213 ,. 149" 
~4111 380 245. 375• 354n 216 .. 

264 V1r 350. 361 ,. 390vw 371• 241• 
331. 400 	 285. Yl5• 

400 ....363• 449 	 398• 400w 450. 335" 
472 	 410 • ~2 ah 472 • 355 •.380• 

408 vw 516 m br. 445. 376 • 
530 560• 465• 57? m 565• 40o" 

5~. 574 490. 

596" 646 600w 540m 663• 620. 4.50. 

610" 665 645 vs 560• "~7. 

717 Ill br. 695 675 • 616 • ?12m 72.0. 510m 


530 sh· 
7.53 8 ?2il 690 sh. 660 8 7.38 II 742 m 582 8 

819 II 759 s 746 8 690. 769s 773s 596 8 

lo8l 8 774 vs 721 II 615 sh 
753 II 760 8 7~ Ill 

778s 742 IIi~} m br· 	 840m 769 • 
1290 II 1034 8 

850ft 

. 
• 	Relative intensity of lines 


a-strong, m-118dium, •-weak, vw..-rrery weak 

br-'broad. sh-shftlaer 


~ 




INJ'RA-REJ> FREQUD(CIES or ADDITION COMPOUNDS • 

SeJ'4S03 	 s.:r4173 ser4sbf5 
poly. AgCl. pol.J. AgC1 jtOly. AgQl. 

2.58• 260w .257• 

271• 269e 

285w 289w 284s 

292w 290ah 

31711 305• ,o~+n-
329sh 332sh. 3!10nw
,.,.
~: 

:375m 379w 	 3741! 
.lto6w 45l.JI 
'+26w 475shw 48911 lt8&a 
540ah 502Aihw vw538J.519• .514. .56} II TW 

56la 558m 5338 .590sh 586sh 
597m {5921 	 .5.52ahm 550shw 618s.597 8 


652J
668 II 	 655s 
6838 

716sh 725s f06shw 
f::l· 	 64ls 

?36m 746shs 7,Ssbm 
752shw 765eh 
80'711 83lw 90S. 
824m 	 942w 
8}4sh 948sb 


1076a 

1&,,. 


ll67shw 10,0 

1224s 1057• 

1238s 	 1076}

1089 8 


1276& ll458bl 

1422w 119.5shw 


1290w 
2845 
2915 

• 	Relative intensity ot lines 

•-strong, 11-medium, •-weak, vw•very nak 

ah•shoulder, shw-weak shoulder, abm-mediliiD shoulder, 

she-strong shoulder, br•broad line 




SeJ'4AsF
5 

poly. AgCl 

285w 
305m 

366m 
38th39 ehw 

5211· 
5~ .5lt?a 
558a(br) 568m 

6.5)11
697shw 
?128 
720J728 8 

7438 
760sh 
?8lw 

922111(br.) 
95,.(br.) 

SeF4vr5 
poly• AgCl 

278m 
305m 
326sh 
370m 
506ah 
534m 
549m 
560sh 570sh 
590111 6038 

626s 
65.5 
668s 
702& 
754sh 
962m.br. 

102211 

TABLE 2.7, cont'd 

SeF4NbJ'.5 

pol1· AgCl 

257shw 

268sh 

287shm 

299sh 

307m 

32l.shw 

47a.t'llr,'~ a(br) .502 wahI 
560 571 8 
583eh 

6.57}·6'70 
7l5s 
~6s 

953'11 

SeJ'4'fa.11'5 

poly. AgCl 

264shw 
279ah 

~' 
304 

345 
3.57 
42511hw 

488a 
.512 
.530 
.548 

4938 
.5lls 

576m 
635s 

66&t 
?28m 

?69m 
95.5mbr· 
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TABLE 2.8 


CORRELATION TABLES* FOR Td and Oh POINT GROUPS 


(a) 

Td c3v c2v c3 c2 c 
1!1 

Al Al Al A A A' 

A2 A2 A2 A A A" 

E E Al+A2 E 2A A'+A" 

Tl A2+E A2+Bl+B2 A+E A+2B A '+2A" 

'1'2 A1+E Al+~+B2 A+E A+2B 2A '+A" 

(b) 

oh Td D4h 04v 02v 

Alg Al Alg Al Al 

A2g A2 Blg Bl A2 

E g E Alg+Blg Al+Bl Al+A2 

Tlg Tl A2 +E g g A2+E A2+~+B2 

T2g T2 B2 +E g g B2+E Al+l1_+B2 

Alu A2 Alu A2 A2 

A2u Al Blu B2 Al 

E u E Alu+~u A2+B2 Al+A2 

Tlu T2 A2u+Eu A1+E Al+~+B2 

T2u Tl B2u+Eu B1+E A2+Bl+B2 

*'l'he correlation table for the group c v is a sub-group in the Td correlation
3table. 

(a) Ref. 66 - in part 
(b) Ref· 67 - in part 



if'ABLE 2.10 * 
VIBRATIONAL SPECTRUM OF SELENIUM TE'l'RAFLUORIDE, ARSENIC TRIFWORIDE 

and ANTIMONY PENTAFLUORIDE. 

SeF4 AsF SbF
3 5 

Intra-red Raman Inf'ra-red R81Ran WE .red bman 

so~A vapour liquid solid vapour liquid 

(70} (19) (8) (TO) (JO) (69) (39) (64) (64) (39) (65) 

194 214 90 137 
360 341 188gg4oo 228 232 

470 644 264 265 267 
545 -300 300 

570 660 ' 622 690 701 .JOT 335 345 -72o 736 713 738. 439 

745 745 744 478 


490 491 

1009 1399 511 
 5851439 615 

655 667. 668 673 
685 684 
710 710 712 712 716 

727 
745 749 

760 
ll40 

1420 

* All frequencies are in em. -1 
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Discussion 

It has been sussested that this compound is an ionic tluo~o-

sulfate. The observed fundamental frequencies fo~ the tluo~aultate 

ion are given in Table 2.1. In SeF4so
3

, the t~equenciea at 1238, 1076, 

807 1 597 1 560 and 406 cm71 in the inf~a-~ed and at 1235 1 1083, 805, 605 1 

567 and 416 cm71 in the Raman can be asaigned to an ionic fluo~osultate. 

The remaining ion, SeF + , must have tou~ lines in both the int~a-~ed
3 

+and Raman. Howeve~, even it suitable t~equencies a~e selected fo~ SeF ,3 

almost as many linea ~emain unexplained as have been assigned. The 

-1 6 -1at~ong frequencies at 1290 em. in the Raman, and 127 em. in the inf~a-

~ed, the band at 829 cm71 in the Raman, and 824 cm':'1 in the intra-~ed, 

and the many frequencies below 600 cm':'1 in both int~a-Nd and Raman are 

some o! the more evident features unexplained by an ionic model. 

An interp~etation of the spectra on th~ basis of model 2 is more 

satisfactory. It the nuo~aultate ion inte~acts through one or two of 

the OX7gen atoms, the site symmetry fo~ the ion is c2T o~ C • Reference 
8 

to the co~relation table (Table 2.8) tor the c3v point group shows that 

all degeneracies in the !luo~sultate ion will be removed by such a re

duct ion 1n symmetry. Thus, the th~ee E modes in the nuo~osulfate g~oup 

should be split into two frequencies. The expected correlation is shown 

below: 



c:sv v1(A1) v2(A1) v3(A1) v4(E} v
5

(E) -v6(E} 

10 sr so so so SF 
ap. atr. atr. asya. str. aaya. bend vas

·1111· brl ! J 
c2v v2(~) v3(~} v5(~) v1(~) v7(~) 

\ J~~ j~\
(C.. )• v s<"3> v9(A~ 

In the C2v point aroup, the ~ aodes are forbidden in the intra-red. The 

expected ap1ittilll is observed in both the intra-red and RUl&D, and thus 

the so F group must have Cs s,.aetry.3

Thua the tollovina aaaignments 4&n be made: 

S0 F-(C;.) IR3 R1iq. !solid 


1276 1290 1290
\1~ 

1076 1083 1081"z
824 829 819"3 
597 605 610"'4 


vr 560 567 525 
~ 

v 4o6 416 -o8 
6 


v 1238 1235 1237 

7 


592 587 596 '
"'a 
426 416 408,v9 

The symaetry ot the SeF3 
+ ion auat also be reduced in the process. 

Ita a1te ayaetry ma;y be C2v or C \· in either cue all degeneracies are
1 

~ond. The expected chana•• are shown below: 



•• 

•• 

v (E) v CE)"1(Al) "z(A1) 3 4
Se:r SeF SeF SeF 


sya. atr. .,.. bend asym. str. aaym. bend 


jl 1 \ J \ 

c2Y "l(Al) "3(Al) "2(~) "5(~) "4(Al) v6(A2) 

c 
8 

All frequencies ar'e Raman actiTe, but under C2Y symmetry the 1 aodes are
2 

inactiTe in the intra-red• 

The possible frequencies for SeF +can be selected by comparison with 
3 

the observed frequencies for arsenic trifluoride which is isoelectronic with 

Se:r
3 
+• The effect of the positiTe charge on the seleniWII will be tltt:·clrMw:•ore 

electron density into the Se-F bonds ot ser + than that in the As-F bonds ot
3 

AsF • This will result in relatively stronger Se-J' bonds and thus slightl;r
3

+higher vibrational frequencies in Se:r than in As:r • Using this information,
3 3

the following aasignments can be made tor SeF +: 
3 

AsF (69)Sel'·/ (C8 ) 
IR Ru,q. R 

3 

752 753 753 707
"1 
"J)6 109 717 341"2 
375 381 363 644"3 
317 321 331 274"4 

716 709 717
"5 

285 269 274
"6 

This assignment satisfactorily explains the main features of the spectra• 

-1 ( -1 (The lines at 1224 Cll• IR) and 1250 Cll• R ) can be assigned to the 
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combination band v + v (A ) of the fluorosulfate ion, which is increased
3 9

in intensity by Fermi resonance with v (A" ) • The shoulder on frequency 

v (A • ) at 805 em. -1 <~.) and 807 em• -1 
7

( IR) may be th• overtone 2v6(A '> •
3

The additional splitting of bands observed in the infra-red may be due to 

changes in the crystal at low temperatures. 

An extension of the above interpretation must be made for model 

3• There will be six additional frequencies as a result of the bridge, 

three associated with the bridge and three torsional type vibrations. 

The bridge asymaetric stretch essentially involves motion of the bridging 

atom only, and will occur at a reasonably high frequency. In SOS bridged 

compounds, this frequency has been assigned at 760-814 em• -l ( 45) depending 

on the mass of the end groups. For the SeOS bridge in SeF so it might4 3 

be expected to be about 800 cm.-1• The frequency at 807 cm.-l (IR) and 

805 em• -l (R ) can reasonably be assigned to this vibration. The remaining1

five additional frequencies will probably be less than 350 cm.-l and can 

be assigned to the weak bands unassigned in that region. One difficulty 

arises with this interpretation. For a covalent fluorosulfate, the SO 

-1asymmetric stretch has always been observed above 1400 em. (46). Thus 

it is necessary to assign the SO asymmetric stretch in SeF4so at 1422
3 

cm.-l and the SO symmetric stretch at 1224 cm.-1• This leaves the 

strong line at 1080 cm.-l in all spectra unexplained, and the lines at 

1276 and 1234 cm.-l would have to be assigned to overtones. Thus model 

3, although solving certain difficulties, presents other difficulties which 

are difficult to ratimnalize. 
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One further possibility can be considered, that of a fluoro

sulfate-bridged polymer, i.e. 

OF 

•• •• FIGURE 2·8 

The compound SbF4so F has a fluorosulfate-bridged structure as shown by
3

its r9 n.m.r. spectrum. <47) The intra-red and Raman spectra of the 

-1compound are also reported. There are lines observed at 1430 and 1080 ca. 

in the Raman, and 1400, 1216 and 1020 em. -l in the intra-red. In SeF4so ,
3

bands are observed in each of these regions, at 1422, 1276-1224 and 

1076 cm.-l in the infra-red, and at 1290, 1250, 1235 and 1082 cm.-l in 

the Raman. These frequencies appear to be typical of a bridged fluorosul

fate group in the SO stretching region. 

The S-F stretching frequency in SbF4so F is observed at 890 em. -1 
3

in the Raman, and 865 em. -l in the infra-red. In SeF4so , this frequency
3

-1 8 -1( -1( )is assigned at 824 em. (IR), 29 em. R ) and 819 em. R • This1 8 

assignment is intermediate between the value assigned for fluorosulfate 

-1ion which varies between 808 and 782 em. -l in the Raman, and 740 and 729 em. 

in the infra-red, and that assigned for SbF4so F. The S-F stretches of some 
3 

covalent fluorosulfates in Table 2.9 give a basis for comparison. 



TABLE 2·9 


Compound S-F Stretch(cm.-1) Refere1 ce 

C2F4(so F)
2 906, 846 (48)

3

SF4(S03F)2 887, 839 (48) 

S02F 885, 848 (49)2 

S308F2 876 (50,51) 

S205F2 872 (50,51) 

C5F8(SOY)2 853 (48) 

so r 852 (52)
3 2 

HS0 F 850 (25)
3

S206F2 848 (52) 

sr5so~ 842 (56) 

1These values vary between 906 and 839 cm.- , and although the SF stretch in 

SeF4so is not in this region, it is definitely higher than an ionic
3 

nuorosulfate, and the assi·gned frequency is consistent with nuorosulfate 

bridges of somewhat weaker strength than those in SbF4so F.
3

The remaining features of the spectrum will be essentially t;he 

same as for model 2. The symmetry of the SeF units of the polymer is
3 

no higher than C and six frequencies can be expected as in model 2. The 
8 

assignment of the SeF frequencies will be the same. Also, additional 

frequencies below 300 em. -1 will be expected in the polymer, and additional 

splitting at low temperatures can be expected as motion of adjacent units 

in the polymer becomes frozen in the crystal. Thus, the bridged polymeric 

structure for SeF4so appears most likely since this is the only model
3 

capable of rationalizing all observed features of the spectra. 
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The Raman spectrum of SeF4so in fluorosulfuric acid gives some
3 

information of the vibrational frequencies of the SeF + group. Lines 
3 

were observed at 1088, ?63, 729 and 321 cm.-1 in addition to the lines 

from the solvent at 1436, 1233, 1205, 966, 847, 553 and 402 cm.-1• The 

line at 1088 cm.-l can be assigned to the fluorosulfate group, and the 

1 . 6· -1 +1nes at 7 3, 729 and 321 em• can be assigned to the SeF group. These
3 

frequencies are in good agreement with those already assigned for SeF4so
3 

itself. 

As is shown in Chapter V, SeF4so ionizes with appreciabl~
3 

polymerization in fluorosulturic acid, and the n.m.r. spectrum indicated 

that the SeF
3 
+ ion is strongly solvated in fluorosulfuric acid· Thus 

the vibration frequencies for the SeF + group are .likely those for the
3 

solvated species. The broad appearance of the line at 721 cm.-l is 

consistent with this interpretation, and this line may actually be two 

unresolved frequencies as expected for C symmetry of the solvated ion. s 
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An assignment of the spectra for SeF4BF according to model 1 
3 

is s011ewhat unsatisfactory. In tetrahedral BF4 ~ only v and v4 are
3 

intra-red actin, and have been assigned preYiousl:r (Table 2.2) at 1030 

and 1060 em. -l, and 520 and 535 em.-l respectively (the splitting being 

due to B10 and B11 isotopes). All tour fundamentals are allowed in the 

Raman, and the observed frequencies are given in Table 2.2. The ion 

Ser + can h.a'Ye tour fundamentals, all intra-red and Raman active. 'rhus
3 

the frequencies at 1050, 763, 525 and 357 cm.-l in the Raman of the 

liquid, at 759 and 530 em. -l in the Raman of the solid, and at 1090, 

1057, 533 and 519 em. 
-1 

in the intra-red can be assigned to the BF4 
• 

ion, and the lines at 763, 730, 382 and ;!15 em. -l in the Raman of the 

liquid, at 759, 726 and 380 em.·l in the Raman of the solid, and at 746, 

-1 +8 in the intra-red can ion.725, 379 and 2 9 Cll• be assigned to the SeF
3 

However, many lines remain unassigned, and thus this model must be 

rejected. 

Interaction between the ions can reduce the site symmetry of 

BF4- to c v (interaction at one fluorine) or to C2T (interaction at two
3

fluorines). The degeneracy is only partially removed in c v (Table 2.8)
3

but is completely removed under c2v symmetry. The strong band between 

1200 and 950 em. ·l in the infra-red has three maxima at 1000, 1057 and 

1080 cm.-l which is consistent only with the complete removal of the 

degeneracy ot v • The further splitting observed is due to the isotopic
3



shift of :a10 and :a11• This uaignment is in good agreement with that of 

Clark and O'Brien for BF4.. in {CB >,snBr4 ~~J where C2Y site S1JII"tl'7
3

tor the sr4• ion is also found. Thus the following correlation table 

shows the expected changes: 

"l(Al) "z<~> v.,<rrz> "4(':2) 

SYJI• str• 

l ·r\ !Y\ ~-~ 
"2<~> "4(Al) "5(A2) "1<A1> "6<~> "a' 82> v-,CAJ "!(11_) .;;9(Brf 

The A mode is intra-red inactive for C2v SJSMetry.2 

Thus the three frequencies· at 10$0, '1080 and 1000 em.•l (IR) can be 

a.saigned to v1, v6 and v8 respectiYel;r, and similarly 1050 and 974 Clh 
-1 

(~) to v and v • v can be assigned at 746 em•-l (IR), 780 em. -l (R )
1 8 2 1

and 759 em. ·l (R
8 

) • v4 and v
5 

can be assigned at 343 and 305 em••l (Ii) ~ 

and 357 and 300 ca.•l (R ) reepectin1y (the syraetric bend being lHs
1

than the u,..etric bend in cc14 ( 59), and CF4 (63)) • '!'he frequencies 

1arising from v
4 

("td) 	 can be aaeigned as v at 519 cuh - (IR), 525 em. • 1 
3 

(~), and 530 cm.-1 (R ), v at 652 cm.·l (IR), 657 cm.-l <~t> and 646 
8 7 

cm.-1 (R ), and v
9 

at 475 cm.-1 (IR), 420 cm.-1 (R}) and 472 cm.-1 (R ) • 
8	 8 

The following frequencies can be assigned to SeF
... 

:
3 ...

SeF:5 (C
8

} 	 IR ~ R
8 

746 763 759"1 
'~z 725 130 726 

379 }82 380"3 
332 325"4 	 668 678 695"5 
289 275"6 	 



This assisnment sa.tiafactoril.r accounts for the observed spectra. .Scae 

of the shoulders will be due to B10 and .Bl1 isotopic splitting, but this 

will be large only where the noNa.l. mode involTes significant motion of 

the boron. '!'his 11ust be the case with the t:Mquencies between 950-1200 

Clh -l aad around 650 em.•l and 5.50 era.-~, particularly in the infra•red• 

The interpretation of the spectra on the basis of model 3 is 

essentially the aame as tor model 2, since fluorine bridging is onl1 a 

t:.rpe of strong interaction• 'l'he frequency at~j[, a.•l (IR) and 780 •~"":1 (~) 

can well be aeeigned to t9 u,_.tric stretch of the nuorine bridge. 

The other bridge freqgencies are likely of much lower frequency and can 

be assigned, along with the skeletal frequencies, to the lines below 

250 Cll• -l. The remaining features of the spectrWII can be aasiped in •uoh 

the aaae manner as for model 2· 

Thue it is difficult to distinguish between the structures baaed 

on models 2 and 3• Howe.er, the essential difference between these two 

structures is in the desree of interaction only. Model 3 is the same as 

model 2 except the interaction between ions is stronger and more directed. 

The large splittings observed in the spectra would seem to faTOur the 

fluorine-bridged structure. 
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The vibrational frequencies tor hexafluoroantimonate ion (Table 2·3) 

can be ueed to interpret the spectra for Ser4sbF according to model 1. For5 
the free octahedral ion, there are only two infra-red active vibrations, 

v (T1u) and v4 (T1u>· There are three active fUndamentals in the Raman,
3 

v1 CA1g)' v2(Eg), and v5CT2g)' and the remaining fundamental, v6(T2u)' is 

inactive in both infra-red and Raman. Thus, including the four possible 

frequencies for SeF + ion, model 1 can give only six frequencies for
3 

ser4sbr in the~int.ra-red, and seven frequencies in the Raman. Since many
5 

more frequencies are observed,the simple ionic structure is not tenable• 

Interaction between the ions involving essentially one fluorine 

in SbF6- produces a site symmetry of c4v. Interaction through two tluorines 

reduces the symmetry further to C2v or D4h for cis and trans interaction 

respectively. If three fluorines were to interact, the symmetry would be 

either C V or C2v• The degeneracies of the octahedral ion are only partially
3

removed under the site symmetries D4h, c4v and c3v (Table 2.8), but complete 

removal of the degeneracies is expected under c2v symmetry. The frequency 

v in the octahedral ion has been assigned around 660 em.-l ~39~32).
3 

Frequencies in this region are observed in both the infra-red and the Raman 

spectra, and these bands can be described best as triplets at 641, 655 and 

-1 ( -1 -1683 em. IR), at 634, 648 and 663 em. (~) and at 645, 675 and 690 em. 

(R ). This observation is only consistent with complete removal of the s 

degeneracy of v and is evidence for C2v site symmetry for SbF6• • Thus,
3 

the following changes are expected for the Sbr6- frequencies: 
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The two A2 modes are forbidden in the intra-red• 

Clark and o• Brien have assigned frequencies tor SbF on the basis6

ot c2v site .symmetry in (CH ) SnSbF6 (2?) • They observed three lines at
3 3

l . 
675, 6.56 and 640 Cll•- , which they assigned to v {Oh) with the degeneracy

3 
removed. This is in excellent agreement with the frequencies observed in 

SeF4sbJ' • They also observed lines at 990, 870, 472 and 454 cah .. 1 ;
5

corresponding lines are observed at 942, 908, 486 and 451 em. - 1 in seY4sb1 •
5

This gives further confirllation tor C2v symmetry of the SbF6- ion in Sefl+Sb1 •
5

An interesting comparison can be made with the vibrational spectrum 

of SbF
5

• From the r9 n.m.r. spectruna, Hoffman et al (57) have shown that 

liquid SbF consists of linear polymers formed by cis-fluorine bridging.
5 

Also the vapour is associated to the extent (sbF ) at 152°C and (SbF )
5 3 5 2 

at 252°C (58). Tb.u the fluorine environment about each antimony in SbJ'.5 

}las the same symmetry as in an SbF6- ion of C2v SJIU!Ietry. In the Raman 

ot SbF
5 

(Table 2.10), there are two strong lines at 719 and 673 cm.-1 and 

three weak lines at 749, 617 and ,580 em.-l which can be assigned to SbF 

stretching modes. In SeF4sbF5, there are two strong bands at 663 and 648 

em.-l and shoulders at 634 and 618 em. -l. A band with maxima at 5229 537 

and 561 cm.·l occurs in Se:r4sDF which has no equivalence in the spectrum
5 

of SbF5, but a band shifted to lower frequency at ~91, 478 and 439 cm.·l 



is found in the infra-red of the vapour; these may well be of similar 

origin. Two lines in SeF sbF at 308 and 235 em. -l correspond to
4 5 

. -1 6 -1sim1.lar lines in SbF at 302 and 232 em. • The line at 2 9 em. in
5 

-1SbF
5 

is coincident with an SeF bend at 2'76 em. in SeF4SbF
5

• This 

frequency is stronger in Ser4sbr than in the other compounds, and
5 

thus two lines may be contributing to the band. The two remaining lines 

in Sbr at 188 and 137 em.·l may have analogies in SeF4SbF
5

, but the
5 

background of the spectrum is too high to observe the frequencies. In 

the infra-red, the SbF stretches are at ?45, 710, 685 and 655 cm.·l in 

SbF and at 683, 655 and 641 em•·l in SeF4Sbr • The bands at 51?, 491, 
5 5

4?8 and 439 em.-l in SbF are found at 489 and 451 em. -l in SeF4SbF
5

,
5 

-1and bands at 335, 326 and approximately 300 em. in SbF
5 

are found at 

330 and 290 em. -1 in SeF4SbF • The apparent similarity between SbF
5 5 

and SeF4SbF indicates some structural similarity and gives good
5 

support to assigning frequencies for Sbr6• ion in SeF4SbF5 on the basis 

of C2Y symmetry for the ion. Thus the following assignment can be made 

for Sbr • in SeF4SbF :6 5

Rl R s 
IR Assignment 

663 6?5 683 
648 645 

634 
6551
641 SbF asym. str. 

618 600 618. 

561 

539 

,560 
590}
563 SbF asym. bend 

522 516 538 
506 

489 SbF sym. bend 

451 

326 330 
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(cont'd) 
R 

8 
IR Assignment 

304 
269 

257 
235 

Fifteen frequencies are expected in the Raman, and thirteen in the 

infra~red, and the observed number of frequencies is consistent with 

these facts. 

The frequencies for SeF + , given below, are consistent with
3 

C site symmetry for the ion: s 

IR R 
8 

765 775"1 

738 742 

374 373 

330 326 

706 742 

284 276 

The frequencies for "l are rather high compared with the previous 

assignments for ser +• This may be a result of lese interaction between
3 

ions ~.,a greater charge on SeF + relative to other compounds).
3 

The assignment of the spectra according to model 2 is excellent, 

and little improvement can be expected for model 3• The high SeF 

stretching frequency may be coincident with the asywametric stretching 
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frequency of a bridging fluorine atom. The other additional frequencies 

expected for model 3 are all likely below 300 cm.-l and can easily be 

a.ccanmodated by the obserTed spectra. In any case, beoaUBe of the grouping 

of frequencies in the spectra, it is difficult to distinguish between an 

interpretation of the spectra based on model 2 or on model 3, and either 

model can give a satisfactory explanation of the vibrational frequencies. 

One further possibility can give additional Sb-F frequencies, but ..

its importance is difficult to estimate. ~ana interaction with the SbF6 
group is possible, and such interaction is likely to giTe slightly different 

frequencies for the SbF6- group. The higher site symmetry of the ion and 

the unknown concentration of such species make it difficult to assign any 

frequencies to such interaction. 

Thus the main features of the vibrational spectra of SeF4sbF can
5 

be explained by cis interaction between two fluorine atoms on the SbF6

group and the SeF + group giving a structural relationship between the
3 

- +SbJ' and SeF ions as shown below:6 3 
F F 

F...., I ........ F F-..... I __...F 

F _.........-~b-........_ F /lb-........ 


.........,._ I /F
Se 

F F..........,._ I /F
Se 

F F--...,.. 

F....... "F F..... 'F 
FIGURE 2.9 

The importance of fluorine bridging in such interaction is difficult to 

estimate from the spectra alone, and the possibility of trans interaction 

of the SbF6- group maJ also make some contribution. 
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The assignment of the vibrational spectra for SeF4AsF5 is 

complicated by the small difference in mass between arsenic and 

selenium, and thus many of the vibrational frequencies occur in the 

same regions. The bands between 785 and 650 em.-l must contain all 

the SeF and AsF stretching frequencies. Thus some overlap is expected 

for any interpretation. 

As !or SeF4SbF
5

, in an ionic model, only six vibrational 

frequencies are expected in the intra-red, and seven in the Raman. 

Many more frequencies than this are observed, and thus such a structure 

is unlikely. 

An assignment based on model 2 is a more satisfactory possibility. 

+As in SeF4sbF
5

, the frequencies for SeF can be assigned tor Cs symmetry
3 

for the ion, i.e., 

+SeF3 (Cs) IR ~ R s 

"1 781 784 778 

"2 760 754 753 

"3 366 372 375 

"4 305 311 

v5 720 754 721 

285"6 

The lower frequency lines are not obaerved in the solid Raman because of 

the high backsround. 
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\r' 
\__! 

A marked similarity can be seen between the spectra of SeF4Asr5 
and Ser4sbr particularly in the Raman, although the resolution is not as

5 
good in SeF4Asr • In the Raman or the melt, the band at 675 em.-l with

5
a shoulder at 652 em. •l correaponds to the band at 648 em. -l with shoulders 

at 634 and 618 CJI• -l in Se:r4sbF • A shoulder at 714 em.•l and the band
5

at 663 cm.-l in Ser4sbF can be attributed to the respective symmetric
5 

stretching modes. The liand at 569, 530 and 480 em.-l in SeP'4AeF has the
5 

same contour as the band at 561, 537 and 522 em. -l in s.r sbJ' • The lower4 6

frequency bands in SeF4AsF
5 

are shifted to higher frequency, and lines at 

394, 311 and 239 cm.-l correspond to the lines at }26, 308, 276 and 233 cm.·l 

in Ser4sbF • In the intra-red, a similar c011parieon can be made. The
5

1AsF stretching frequencies, 7129 697 and 653 cm.- , are shifted, as in 

the Raman, to higher frequency from 706, 68;, 655 and 641 Cll•·l in SeF;SbF •
5

A band with maxima at 568, 558, 547, 538 and 527 Cll• -l is shifted very little 

from that in SeF4sbP' at 586, .563 and 538 cm.-1• The doublet at 489 and
5 

451 cm.-1 in Ser4sbF
5 

is absent in SeF4AsF
5

, and must be shifted up into 

the region of the previous band where two additional frequencies are observed· 

The remaining bands at 398, ;8!) and 305 em.-l must correspond to the series 

of lines at 330, ,304, 290, 269 and 257 em. •l in Ser4sbP' • A comparison of
5

the Raman frequencies of the solid is not warranted since the very high 

backg:ro\Uld on these spectra makes the position of the lines somewhat uncertain. 

The frequencies given are for lines which appear in more than one exposure. 

- (3) .
The frequencies tor Asr observed by Clark and O'Brien : were6 

assigned to Dq.h symmetry for the ion. Although similar frequencies are 
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5

observed in SeF4AsF
5

, the number of frequencies observed in both the 

intra-red and Raman is not consistent with such an assignment in SeF4Asr • 

Also, the point group D4h has a centre of symmetry, and duplication of 

frequencies in the infra-red and Raman, as observed in SeJ'4Asr
5

, is not 

allowed for this point group. 

Thus the structure of SeF4Asr appears to be closely related
5 

+to that of Ser sbF • The spectra are consistent with a SeF ion of c
3
v4 5 3 

site e;ymmetry and an AsF6.. ion of C2Y site symmetr::r• The shift of the 

SeF stretching frequencies to higher wave number is another indication 

of related structure for these corapo\ll'lds and may well be an indication 

of increased fluorine bridging. 
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'l'he infra-red spectra for this compound all show broad, poorly 

resolved bands, and the niobium frequencies in the Raman are all Yery 

weak. These difficulties make a complete interpretation of the spectra 

difticul.t• As with the previous compounds, the number of frequencies 

eliminates immediately the possibility of a simple ionic structure. 

The SeF stretch is again shifted to higher fl"equency as in 

+SeF4SbJ' and SeF4Asr • Thus the following assignment of SeF frequencies,
5 5 3 

assuming C symmetry, seems reasonable: 
8 

ser
3
+cc 

8 
) IR ~ 

"1 766 769 

"2 71.5 724 

"3 370 372 

"4 321 317 

".5 71.5 724 712 

"6 287 279 

The high background in the solid spectra obscures any frequencies . below 

-1350 Cll• • 

Raman frequencies for octahedral NbF6- haYe been observed and 

-1 -1 8o . -1 (18)
assigned as v1 at 683 em. , v 2 at .562 em. and ".5 at 2 Cll• ; • 

-1 '·In SeF4Nb!' , a band with many maxima is observed from 6.50 em. to ....50
5

-1cnt- in the Raman of the liquid, and in the solid, lines are observed 

at 712, 663, 577, 462 and 450 em.-l in the Raman and at 670, 657, 583, 

1560 and 470 cm.- in the infra-red. Reduced symmetry is apparent, and 



for C2v site symmetry, v1 , v2, v and v4 for the octahedral ion should
3 

give rise to eight lines in the infra-redt and nine linea in the Raman 

in this frequency range. The obserYed number of lines is corusistent 

with this change, and the appearance in the intra-red of frequencies 

in the range of v and v of the octahedral ion is also good indication
1 2 

of such changes• 

Thus the spectra for SeF4NbF5 can be interpreted in the same 

manner as those for SeF4SbF , and related structures are expected for
5

the two compounds. 
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The appearance of these spectra are almost identical to those 

of SeF4NbF
5

, and the same difficulties are encountered. EVen with a 

colourless aelt, the tantalum frequencies in the Raman are too weak and 

di:t!use to be measured consistently. However, the number of frequencit• 

which are present in all spectra eliminates any possibility of the 

compound having simple ionic character. 

+ .
By analoQ with SeF4NbF , an assignment of the SeF frequencies

5 3 
can be made as follows: 

se:r •ccs) IR
3

769 773vl 

728 742v2 

357 3'77v3 

v4 304. 

728 721 720v5 


279
v6 

The variation in frequency is similar to that observed in SeF4NbF
5

, and 

this assignment is reasonable in view ot the experimental difficulties 

in the Raman. 

In the infra-red, frequencies at 668, 635 9 576, 548, .530, 512, 

488 and 425 em.-l are observed in SeF4TaY
5 

and at 670, 657, 583, 571 and 

560-4'70 em. -1 in SeF4NbF • The similar appearance of these bands and the
5

frequency relationship between them indicate related structures tor the two 



compounds. Thus vibration spectra for SeF4TaF can be assigned on the
5 

basis of model 2, SeF4TaF having a structure related to that of
5 

SeF4sbF •
5
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The Raman spectra of this compound are Tery weak because 

of the yellow colour of the melt; the solid spectra were obtained 

after solidification of the •elt. Thus it is beat to base an 

interpretation of the Yibrational spectra of Ser4vr5 on the intra

red spectra. 

The appearance of the infra-red spectrum of this compound 

ia Tery similar to that of SeF4sb:r and a similar interpretation of
5 

the spectra appears reasonable. The frequencies tor the SeF + group
3 

can be assigned on the basis of Cs symmetry as follows: 

s.r
3
+(C

8 
) IR Rl R s 

"1 ?60 ?64 760 

"2 722 753 

"3 3?0 361 

"4 326 335 

"5 702 ?19 ... 

"6 2?8 260 ... 

This is in good agreement with the frequencies assigned for this group 

in the other complexes. 

The remaining frequencies in the spectra can be assigned to the 

vr6- group. The V-F stretching frequencies are obaerTed at somewhat 

lower frequency than reported previously for v:r6- (Table 2.4), but the 

splitting obserTed in these bands is conaiatent with lower site symmetry 
' 

for the vr ion.6



The one apparent difference between the spectra of SeF~vr5 
and Se:r4sb:r

5 
is the marked increase in intensity of the lines at 962 

-1 8 4 -1and 1022 em. in SeF4VF compared with the lines at 90 and 9 2 em.
5 

in SeF4sbl • These bands must have their origin with the MF • group
5 6

and are possibly the frequency v (oh) which is inactiYe for the2

free octahedral ion. The increased intensity in Se:r4vr5 may indicate 

+ stronger interaction between the SeF
3 

and MF6 groups in Ser4v:r
5 

than is present in Se:r4sb:r • Indeed, the ~tensity of these frequencies
5

relati•e to the intensity of the stretching frequencies may be the 

best criterion of the degree to which the two ions interact and as 

such is a measure of the importance of fluorine bridging in these 

compounds. The compound SeF4VP' is the only compound to show this
5 

pair of frequencies in both the infra-red and Raman spect~. 
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A.n interpretation of the solid Raman spectrum of this compoWld 

can be made by comparitlon with that of SeF'+SbF • As with the latter
5

compound, the number of frequencies excludes an interpretation based 

on a simple ionic model, and some ion interaction must be considered. 

On the basis or C 
8 

site symmetry, the following. assignment can 

+
be made for the SeF

3 
ion: 

SeF + 
3 

(C
8 

) R s 

"1 769 

"2 742 

"3 376 

"4 33.5 

".5 727 

241"6 
The remaining lines are shifted to lower frequency than in SeF4sbF •5

The lines at 61.5, 596, and 586 cm.·l are shifted from 690, 675 and 64.5 cm.-l 

-1 -1in SeF4SbF
5

, and a doublet at 600 em. . is foWld at 530 and .510 em. in 

SeF4BiF • The lines at 467, 4.50 and 400 cm.-l in SeF4BiF.5 can be related
5

to those at 560 and 516 em.-1 in SeF4SbF • The lower frequencies are more
5

numerous in SeF4BiF than in SeF4sbF and ma;r indicate somewhat greater
5 5 

interaction between ions. In any case, the structural relationship between 

the two compounds is apparent from this comparison. 
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Raman Spectra of Solutions of SeF~, and SeF ~3 
Raman spectra of solutions of ser4so and SeF Br in dimethyl

3 4 3 
formamide, formamide and nitromethane have been obtained. The compounds 

are soluble in acetonitrile, but these solutions are not stable, darkening 

in two or three minutes even at •35°~and thus the spectra in acetonitrile 

were not obtained. The observed changes in the spectra of these solutions 

cQilpared with that of the solvent are almost the same for both compounds, 

the similarities in the spectra following the solvent rather than the 

compound. 

In dimethylformamide, a solvent line at 661 cm.-l is surrounded 

by additional lines at 555, 580, 629 and 690 cm.-l for solutions of 

-1and by lines at 598, 620, 639 and 691 em• for solutions of 

A band with maxima at 1012, 1096 and 1168 em• -l is much more 

complex in both solutions, the solution of Ser4so having maxima at 1010,
3 

1070, 1099, 112'7, 1153, 1170 and 1237 cut-
.. l 

, and for SeF4BF having maxima
3 

at 1018, 1055, 1099, 1123, 1177, 1233 and 1252 em.-l. The remaining bands 

in the spectrum are essentially unchanged f'rom the pure solvent. In 

formamide, for solutions of both SeF4so and Ser4ar
3

, a solvent line at
3 

608 em. -l is shifted to 586 em.-1, and weak lines are observed at 408, 

436, 453, 501, 763, 813, 856 and 1077 cm.·l for solutions of Ser4so ,
3

and at 4,30, 450, 523, 769, 821 and 852 em.-l tor SeF4BF • The lines at
3

408 and 1077 em.-l oan be assigned to the fluorosulfate ion, and the line 
-1 . 

at 7 9 6 em. to the tetrafluorobarate ion. The remaining lines must 
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correspond to species associated with the SeF + group. In nitromethane,
3

lines are obserYed for solutions of SeF4so at 264, 321, 382, 431, 557, 703, 
3 

731 9 Boo and 1062 cm.-l whieh are not present in the pure solvent, and 

for SeF4BF lines at 270, 324, 364, 381, 434, 543, 707 and 739 em. -l are
3 

observed in addition to the solvent peaks. For the solutions of SeF4so ,
3

the lines at 1062, 800 and 557 cm.-l can be assigned to the fluorosulfate 

ion, and for SeF4BF the lines at 543 and 364 cm.-l to the tetrafluoroborate
3 

ion. The remaining lines must belong to the SeF + group. 'l'he lines at 
3 

731, 703, 382, 321, and 264 for SeF4so and at 739, 707, 381, 364, and
3 

270 em. -1 for SeF4BF are in good agreement with previous assignments for
3 

SeF + of C symmetry. Thus it is likely that nitromethane is coordinating
3 8 

with the SeF + ion and removing the degeneracy of the SeF vibrational
3 

frequencies. 

These Raman spectra indicate considerable interaction between the 

solvent and the Ser
3 
+ group, particularly in dimethylformamide and formamide 

where the frequencies expected for the SeF + group are not observed. In
3 

nitromethane, the frequenCies assigned to SeF + are the same for both
3 

compounds and are consistent with C symmetry for the group. Thus frequencies
6 

characteristic of a free SeF + ion are not observed. It is possible that
3 

the free SeF + ion is not stable, and it must be stabilized by coordination
3 

with the solvent or with a suitable anion~ 



CHAPTER III 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

Theory 

Certain atomic nuclei possess mae;netic moments as well as the 

other properties characteristic of' nuclei. In the presence or a magnetic 

field, the degeneracy or these nuclear levels is removed, and thenDal dis

tribution of' the population of' these levels will result. Although this 

change can only be observed directly in special cases, it is possible to 

induce transition between the various DU,fJietic levels or the nucleus by 

irradiation with enersy of appropriate frequency., Under these conditions 

enersy is absorbed by the nucleus, and thus a resonance signal can be ob

served. It is this phenomenon which is the basis or nuclear magnetic 

resonance spectroscopy (NMR). 

If' the maximum observable component of' the angular momentum of a 

nucleus is I, it is found that the nucleus will have 2I + l spin states 

in which the components of' angular momentum in any given direction will be 

I, (I-1), ----- 1 (-I+l), -I. These states are all degenerate in the ab

sence or a magnetic field. When I • 0 1 the observed magnetic moment of' the 

nucleus is zero, but when I is finite, a masnetic moment is observed which 

is always parallel to the magnetic moment vector. The complete set of ob

servable values is given by Jllll /I where ll is defined as the maximum observable 

component of the maanetic moment, and m is the magnetic quantum number 

havins the possible values I, (I-1), -----, (-I+l), -I. The magnitude of' ll 

is given bys 

?3 



?4 


~ • y Iii (3.1) 

where y is the magnetogyric ratio. The magnetic moment can also be expressed 

in terms of the nuclear masneton 1 and it can be shown that the observed 

magnetic moment of a nucleus of spin I is given by: 

(3.2) 

where e is the charge on the proton, M 1 the mass of the proton, c, the p 

velocity of light, and g, the nuclear g factor. 

If a nucleus with a magnetic moment is placed in a uniform magnetic 

field H in the z direction, the change in energy is given by 
0 

-~ (3.3)zH0 

where ~z is the component of the nuclear moment in that direction. For a 

nucleus of spin I, ~z will have 21 - 1 distinct values, and the energy tor 

the various states will be mpzH
0 
/I. These levels will be equally spaced, 

their separation being ~zH0/I. 

During an NMR experiment, trans!tiona are induced between these 

various magnetic levels by radiation ot the appropriate frequency. The 

trequena,r ot radiation tor transitions between neighbouring levels is given 

by 

or in teras ot the magnetogyric ratio 

yHo
v•2w 
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The frequency is dependent on the magnetic field strength, and tor applied 

fields around 10,000 gauss, the frequency is in the megacycle region. The 

intensity of the observed resonance is directly proportional to the number 

of magnetic nuclei involved. 

With no other effects operating, the resonance frequency tor a 

given nucleus would be the same regardless of the chemical environment. 

However, there are several effects ot the environaent which alter the 

situation. The magnetic mamentsQf neighbouring nuclei produce a magnetic 

field at a given nucleus. When the neighbouring nuclei are in fixed posi

tion, as in a solid, different nuclei in a specimen will experience various 

fields because of this effect, and the observed resonance will occur over 

a range of frequencies. However, in liquids and gases, the thermal motion 

ot the molecules averages out the magnetic field tram this effect to zero. 

Thus the resonances observed tor liquids and gases are sharp and well de

fined. This averaging of the fluctuating magnetic environment does not 

produce any change in the expected frequency of the resonance. 

The electrons surrounding a nucleus give rise to a s~cond.eftect. 

In the magnetic field, the induced orbi.tal motion of the electron$,produces 

a field at the nucleus in opposition tc)the applied field. 

effect is proportional to the field: H ; thus the local masnetic ftfttld at 
0 

the nucleus is given by 

H • H (1 - a)
0 

where a is the screening constant~ and~he separation between,thenuclear 
. . ·~· . 

spin states is reduced. It obaertations are made at constant. trMU.*ncy, 



an increased field strength must be used in order to observe resonance. 

Since the effect of the electrons surrounding a nucleus varies with the 

chemical environment, the value of the screening constant is different 

tor each cherdcally unique magnetic nucleus. Thus resonance will occur 

in a different part of the spectrum for each chemically distinct site, 

and their relative intensities are proportional to the numbers of magnetic 

nuclei at each site. 

Separate resonances are observed for each type of nucleus in a 

compound as long as there is no mechanism which allows the masnetic nuclei 

to exchanse positions. However, if such an exchange is sufficiently rapid, 

coalescence of the resonance signals is observed. This is a result or the 

uncertain~y principle which can be expressed as: 

tAv iW 2! ( 3.7) 

where Av is the separation between the resonance lines, and t the saallest 

time for which the tvo separate states can be distinguished. Thus if the 

rate of exchange is sufficiently rapid, the lifetimes of the states will 

becCJIIle less than this critical value, and the signals cannot be separated. 

Under such conditions, a resonance is observed at a position between the 

two resonances determined by the weighted average of the number of Jll88netic 

nuclei at each or the exchansins sites. 

An effect known as spin-spin coupling occurs when a magnetic nucleus 

haa other magnetic nuclei as near neighbours. The nuclear spin of the one 

nucleus tends to orient the spins of the electrons nearby, vhieh in turn 



orient the spins of other electrons and thence the spins of neighbouring 

nuclei. For two types of neishbouring nuclei, nA and mB, with large 

chemical shifts, it can be shown that this electron-coupled spin inter

action results in 2miB-l lines for the A nuclei, and 2niA-l lines tor the 

B nuclei, where IA and IB are the nuclear spins of the respective nuclei. 

The separation between the observed lines, J, is called the coupling con

stant and is independent of the applied masnetic field. The simple spin

spin pattern described above is obtained only when the ratio of the chemi

cal shift to the coupling constant, ~/J, is large. Mixing of spin states 

occurs when the coupling constant and the chemical shift are of the same 

order of magnitude, resulting in more complicated splitting. 

Spin multiplet& may be collapsed by rapid disturbance or relaxation 

of the second nucleus causing the splitting. When the second nucleus has 

a spin sreater than l/2 1 the nucleus possesses a nuclear quadrupole moment 

which allows spin-lattice relaxation to occur from fluctuating electric 

field sradients. This quadrupole relaxation generally results in the com

plete collapse of any spin-spin multiplets which might be observed by 

coupling with nuclei with spins greater than l/2. 
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6 (ppm. t-el. CF cooH) J(c/s) T(°C)
3

SeF4so
3 

in HS0
3
F -ll9.4(15) -86.6(9) 28 

-119.4(10) -84.9(23) -35 
-119.4(24) -84.8(23) -45 
-119.4(10) -84.8(37) -54 
-n9.4(13) -83.8(48) 1088 -85 

TABLE 3·2* 

Compound 6 (ppm.rel. cr cOOH) Relative area T(°C)
3

SeF4so
3 

-119 (14) -84.2(61) 0·33 87 

SeF4B:r
3 

-41.4(690) 75 

SeF4SbF +27·0(360) -95·7(27) 2.0 1585 
SeF4AsF -52·5(310) 1765 
SeF4NbF -170 (260) 1505 
SeF4TaF -56.4(200) 1585 

*figure in brackets following chemical shift gives line width in c/s• 



TABLE 3•3 

Compound or Ion b(ppm.re1· cr
3
cooa) Conditions Reference 

HB0 r •119·4 pure
3

+71·0 Na.BF4 in H20 72. 4 

Asr6• -18.1 AIAsF6 in H2o 72. 

Sb1- +32·3 KBbF6 in H2o 726 
Nb1 -no NbJ'.5 in ~ BJ'6 

-1VS · Nb!'.5 + IJQ' in acetonitrile 73 

_TaF6 
• +3·7 Tal.5 in 48% HI' 

ser4 -141 pure 72 

+.54-2 pure 72 

AsF •11·3 pure 72 

:ar, 
5 

Sbll'5 +6·83, +26.2, + 52.0 pure 72 

Nbr -257 melt at ll7°C
5 


'l'aF5 -177 melt at 124°C 
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I.M.R. Spectra ot Seleniua Tetrafluoride Addueta 

Table 3.1 ciTes the observed n.a.r. data tor a solution ot 

Ser4so in fluoroaulturic acid. The doublet due to SeTT (I • 1/2, 7. 5%3 

abundance) coupline vith fluorine ia only obaervecl at the loveat t•pera.

ture, althouch a careful search vu made at each t•perature. An exchance 

process can result in the collapse ot such spin-spin couplin&' the ara4ual 

broadeniua ot the fluorine on seleni'IDI resonance u the taperature is 

loverecl indicat4t• that the rate ot scae exch&DCe process is beinc recluced, 

thereb7 .upportina this explanation tor the observed absence of se17., 

coup lin& at hiper teaperaturea. 

lo intr..olecular exchanae process ia possible in the Ser + ion3 
since all three fluorinea are equiTalent. Thus some intemolecular ex

change process auat be inTolTed, ancl exchance inTolTinc aoae solTated 

species appears J&Ost reasonable. The auccesaiTe addi'tion of a solvent 

molecule (X) can be representecl b7 the equilibria below: 

X 
~ 

X 
~ .. 

L.,.F ~ /F ~ 

Se Se Se 
X/ I 'F I 'F / I ' 

F F F F F/
FIGURE 3-1 ~ 

Either equillbriua alone can accOUilt tor the observed exchaaae, and a con

tribution troa both equilibria would lead to eYeD aore rapicl exchuae. In 

both solYated ions there are two t7})8a ot fluorine atcaa' the cain .or loll 

ot a solTent molecule can result in exchan&e between tvo different fluorine 

atcaa on re-fomation of the o:rtainal solTated species. For example, 
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addition ot a solvent molecule at 'a' to the monosolvated ion can aive 

the illustrated iscaer ot the disolvated ion, but addition at ''b' aives 

an iacaer ot the disolvated ion with the solvent molecules trans to each 

other. In the subsequent loss ot a solvent molecule traa the disolvated 

ion • the oricinal aonosolvated ion is toraed it the su.e solvent molecule 

leaves as entered. It the other molecule leaves, then a ditterent mono

solvated ion results with the axial and equatorial atcas interchanpd. 

A similar exehanae can be described with reJpect to the disolvated ion. 

The disolvated ion is possibly the aore stable ion because ot the tavCNzo.:

able presence ot six electron pairs about the selenium atea (i.e. • pseudo-

six coordination). 

The two peaks in the observecl apectrwa are assipecl to the tluoro

sulturic aoicl solvent exchanaina with tluoroaultate ion, and to a aolvated 

Ser
3 
+ ion. 

Table 3.2 contains the n.m.r. data tor the aolten coaplexea at 

temperatures Just above their •ltinc pointa. The recordecl t•perature 

is hiah (approximately 20° hi&h at l00°C) • the error beins areater the 

higher the temperature; this is due to the position ot the theraocouple 

in the variable teaperature probe. The teaperature reported ( 'W1corrected) 

is that vhioh vaa Just sutticient to aelt the s..ple completely. 

The spectrum ot SeJI'4so hu two peaks 1 one with a chellical ahitt
3 

the same u tluoroaulturic acid and the other the tame aa the tluorine 

on seleniwa resonance in the solution ot SeF4so in tluoroaulf'llrio .aid.3 

The ratio ot the areaa ot the two peaks 11 consistent with the toraula 

SeF3so F. llo tine structure vaa observed in either resonance.3
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As indica~ed above, it is likely that the SeF3 
+ ion is solvated 

in solution. The close relationship between the spectra ot SeF4so in
3 

solution and in the melt must indicate allloat identical environments under 

both conditiona. The intra-red spectra have been interpreted on the basis 

ot a tluorosultate-bridged pol111er (Fig. 2.8). Such a structure provides 

a covalent :tluoroaultate group, and an enYiromaent tor the SeF3 arou.p 

almost identical to the diaolYated ion. Thus the observed chellical shitt 

tor the tluoroaulfate group is close to tluorosulturic acid, and the ob

serYed fluorine on selenium reaoniDce must correspond to that otan BeF
3 

group with six electron pairs around the selenium. This suasests that 

the disolYated ion must be the predaainant species in solution. 

Two peaks are also observed in the spectrum or SeF4BbF • The low5
field resonance ie shifted to slightly lover field than the fluorine on 

seleniua peak in SeF4so3, and can be uai&ned to fluorine on selenium as 

well; the hf.ah field resonance h in the fluorine on antimony region 

(ct. BbF5, SbF6-. Table 3.3). The relative areas ot the two resonances 

are consistent with the formula SeF3SbF6• No tine structure vas obserYed 

in either signal. 

The observed shitt ot the fluorine on selenium resonance to lower 

field can be explained by the ch~e in environment between SeF4so and3 
SeF4SbF • In Ser4so3, there are t~o tluoroaultate groups attached to the5
SeF3 group to give six electron pair• about selenium. In SeF4SbF

5
, the 

SeF3 group can only coordinate through fluorine bridges vith fluorine 

atCIIla on antiJJODy. This chan&• from coordination by oxygen to coordina

tion by fluorine must be accompanied by a shirt to lover field. 



The apectrua or each or the resainins COIIlpO\Ulds contains only 

one broad line. No other resonance could be located. The onl.J posaible 

explanation tor these observations 18 that all the fluorine atcas are 

undergoing exchange, and an averaae sipal OYer all possible types ot 

fluorine in the caapound is beinc observed. Such exchanse can occur in 

a fluorine-bridged systea throuah the breaking and retoraing ot the 

fluorine bridges. 

A JaODomer atructure, such u I above, is converted to II by the breakinc 

ot a fluorine bridle. From II, structure I ~ be reformed atter rota

tion about either the Se-P' bond (a) or the F-M bond (b) 1 reaul.ting in 

the exchanae or the fluorine atca1 on the seleniwa and on the other metal. 

The possibility or either aide or the bridge breaking allova exchanse be

tween a fluorine &tea on seleniu and a fluorine atom. on the Mtal, and 

thus this type or structure allows complete exchange between all fluorine 

atcaa. A linear or C7clic polyaeric fluorine-bridged qstea voul.d alao 

be capable or such total exehup. It ia 4itt1eult to1 devise aay other 

exchanse scheme which would give coaplete and rapid exchanae ot fluorine 

atoas in these ccapounda. Muetterties ud Phillips (Tl) hue proposed an 

analoaoua tluor1ne-br1qed structure to explain the obaerYation or a 

a1nsle vl9 resonance trca the compound.AaF3Sbr5• 
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Of the compounds capable of fo~ing fluorine bridged structures, 

SeF4SbF is the only one to show more than one fluorine resonance. This5 
can be explained by the large chemical shift between fluorine on selenium 

and fluorine on antimony and by the more ionic nature of the bonding in 

SeF4SbF than in the other complexes. The ionic character describes the5 
degree of aaymmetry of the fluorine bridge, and in Ser4sbr the fluorine

5 
atOllS in such bridges are displaced toward the antimony atom. Such 

bridges have a greater tendency to break leaving the fluorine atom on 

the antimony rather than on the selenium, and this m.akes exchance of 

fluorine atoms between selenium and antimony more difficult and thus 

slower. Although SeF4BF3 baa a larger chemical shirt between fluorine 

on selenium and fluorine on boron, the greater covalent character of 

SeF4BF3 leads to more rapid exchanae. Also the fact that there are fewer 

fluorine atoms to exchange in SeF4BF
3 

makes some contribution to the more 

rapid exchanse rate. 

An attempt can be made to calculate the expected chemical shift 

of the compounds exhibiting complete collapse from the known chemical 

shirts of the starting com.pounda. A formula such as 

~Se M • &M - ...!... ftK - ~Se )
X Y y X+y \ y X 

• 4se + ..L- (&M - &se ) {3.8)
X X+y y X 

m_, be used, where Sex is the selenium fluoride with x fluorine atoms, 

and My is the second component with y fluorine atoms. Uling the chemical 

shift data in Table 3.3 1 the following values relative to cr cooH are
3

obtained trom SeF4 and MF : 
1 



SeF4BF -29 ppm.3 

SeF4AsP' -67 ppa.
5 

SeF4lfbr
5 

-207 ppm. 

SeP'4T&F
5 

-162 ppa. 

These values correspond to the chemical ahitt ot a lal aixture ot SeP'4 
and MF which is undergoing complete exchange to give one signal, and may

7 

be valid tor the covalent cClllpound s.,F4MP' • Except tor SeF4BF
3

, these 
7 

values are all to lower tield than the observed cheaical. shitt. 

+A value tor SeP'3 can be taken troa SeF4SbP'5 as -95 ppa. relative 

to tritluoroacetic acid. Usin« thb value and the chemical ahitt ot the 

appropriate anion, the tollovins cheaical shirts relative to tritluoro

acetic acid are calculated usina equation (3.8)z 

SeF BF4 0 ppm.
3

SeP' AaF6 -44 ppm.3

SeP'3!'bP'6 -105 ppm. (baaed on lbF6- -110_ ppm.) 

-153 ppm. (baaed on NbF6- -178 ppm.) 

SeF
3
TaF6 -29 ,.... 

These values are all to hi&her field than the observed chemical shitt. 

It appears that the tirst method tor calculatins the chemical 

shirt overestimates the covalent character, and the second,the ionic 

character ot the ccaplexes. Except tor Sel"4BF
3

, the observed chemical 

shitt lies between the two calculated values. It no other etfecta are 

conaidered, the poaition ot the observed resonance between the two cal

culated values gives the relative importance ot ionic and covalent 
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5 
30% ionic 1 and SeF4T&P5 70 - 80% ionic. The compound SeF4BF3 auat be 

eaaentiall7 covalent. 

atructurea. Then SeF4AsF6 is approxiaately 50% ionic • Sel\lfbP' about 



CHAPTER IV 

Ctyoscopy in Nitrobenzene 

Theory 

The depression ot the freezing point ot a solvent by the addition 

ot a solute is well known and is a result of chanaes in the phase equili

bria due to the lowerina ot the vapour pressure. Assuming linear changes 

in vapour pressure with temperature near the freezing point, tor dilute 

solutions which obey Raoult's Law the freezing point depression, AT, 11 

given by 

RT2 

(4.1)AT • 1000°1 • m 
t 

Where T is the freezing point of the solvent, lt' the heat ot tusion per
0 

graa tor the solvent, and m, the molality ot the solute. The molal 

treezing point constant is defined by 

RT2 
0 ( 4.2) 

and thus 

( 4.3) 

This equation applies 1 vithin the lWta ot the usuaptiona made in the 

derivation, tor any solute as lona as no dissociation takes place. However, 
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in cases where the solute dissociates to form more than one particle, a 

more general expression can be used, i.e., 

(4.4) 

where ~ is equal to the number or particles formed tram each molecule of 
/ 

solute. 

~suming ~ • l, the freezing point depression in a solvent where 

Kt is known can be us~d to deteraine the molecular weight or the solute. 

From equation (4.1) the following relation is obtained: 

( 4. 5} 

where w1 and w2 are the weight of solvent and solute respectively. 

Ctyoscopic Measurements in Nitrobenzene 

The experimental data for each of the complexes is given in 

Table 4.1. The solutions are not stable and darken slowly during the time 

tor each experiaental run. The solutions or SeF4so3 and SeF4BF3 are the 

aoat: stable, and the stability increases in the order SeF4SbF5~seF4AsF5 
< SeF4NbF5~seF4Tar5 • The decomposition increases the observed freezing 

point depression. The total time tor each experiaent varied between 
1 

three and four hours, and the decomposition during this time, although 

noticeable, is SJDall enough to be neslected. The compounds SeF4BiF and5 
SeF4vr5 were not obtained in sufficient quantity to study by this technique. 

The slope ot a plot or C vs. flT tor each campound can be used to 

obtain the molecular weisht. However, such a plot does not aive a linear 
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Change vith increasing AT, and thus the molecular weight must be changing 

with concentration. 

More information can be obtained from a plot of m vs. AT, as shown 

in Fig. 4.1. The straight lines, A, drawn from the origin for each com

pound correspond to the formation of two aolecules for each solute (i.e., 

v • 2) • this corresponds to complete ionization of the compound. The 

slope, v • 1 1 is represented by the trinitrobenzene curve, and by the 

line, :a, at the orisin of the SeF4so3 curve. The tangent, c, to the curve 

for SeF4so3 at higher concentration is the theoretical slope for v • 0.5. 

For seF4BF31 8eF4AsF51 SeF4NbF and SeF4Ta.F an initial slope of
5 5 

2.0 is observed. The initial slope of SeF4SbF is slightly greater than
5 

2.0. This ~ be due to same decomposition of the first addition which 

vas made to the nitrobenzene at room temperature or to trace amounts of 

water which reacted with the first addition. 

As the concentration of the compound increases, the observed slope 

decreases, and in the case of SeF4BF approaches unity. This observation
3 

can be explained either by association as ion pairs or by the presence of 

molecular units which are incampletely dissociated into ions. The rela

tively high dielectric constant of nitrobenzene (37.6 at l0°C(53)) reduces 

the likelihood of ion pair formation. Although the formation of ion pairs 

cannot be disregarded, it is likely ·that the observed association is by 

fluorine bridcing between the ions. Thus SeF4Asr and SeF4SbF
5 

appear5 
to be associated to the smallest extent, with SeF41VbF and Sel\TaF shov

5 5 
ing somewhat greater association. The compound Ser4:aF shows strong

3 



association, and ar.ound the concentration ot 0.08 m. it is alaost cam

pletely associated. 

The behaviour ot SeF4so3 is very different tram the other com

pounds. The initial slope of the curve is much less than 2.0 and close 

to 1.0. The slope of the curve decreuea rapidly and at higher concen

trationa approaches a slope ot 0. 5. These facta can be explained by the 

toraation of a tluorosultate-bridged dimer in solution, i.e., 
0,, 1 F 

F --s........ ..

F ...... I ,.._....0:;..--- 0- ,.......F 
F .... Se ,..A"Se.._ F 

.. 'o, s-:Yo ~ 
I \\ 

F 0 
Figure 4.2 

The presence of monomer, dimer and higher polymers in solution would also 

explain the observed behaviour. However, even at the highest concentra

tiona studied, the slope approaches 0.5, and this is more consistent with 

the predoainant fomation of dimers. 

Conclulionl 

In nitrobenzene, the compounds capable ot formiq octahedra.l. anions 

are complete:cy ionized in dilute solution, and show some degree of usocia

tion as the concen-tration increases. The compound BeF4BP shows similar
3 

behaviour initi&lly, but is more highly associated as the concentration 

increases. The association ·~ be explained by fluorine bridging between 

the ions. 

The compound SeF4so3 is associated into tluorosulfate·bridged poly

mers and is only slightly dissociated into ions at lover concentrations. 

The observed behaviour is consistent vith the predominant formation of 

dimers in solution. 
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CRYOSCOPY in NITROBENZENE 


FIGURE 4.1 
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TABLE 4.1 


CRYOSCOPIC MEASURF>tENTS IN NITROBENZEJU: 


Triaitrobenzene 	 F.w. = 213.108 

Expt. 125 w (g) C(g/kg.) molality 

T .., 5·564°c 0.2246 2.418 0.01135 0.071 
0 	 0.5189 5·559 ·o.o26o8 0.169 

0.8595 9·299 o.o4_363 0.289 
1·3772 14-71 0.06902 0.455 
1·9050 20·19 0.09474 0.618 
2·3941 25·51 0.1197 0.786 

SeF~3 r.w. =235.03 

Expt. 131 w(g) C(g/kg) molality l.\T(C0 
) 

T =5·704°C 0.6400 6.462 0.02749 Ool99 
0 1·1319 11.46- 0.04876 0·324 

l-8609 19·00 · o.o8084 0.488 

Expt. 143 

T • 5·698°C 2·1528 22.01 0.09367 0·538 
0 	 2-8280 28.84 0.1227 0.668 

3·4923 35·60 0-1515 0.792 
4·3395 44.02 0.1873 0-936 

SeF~3 	 :r. w. = 222·78 

Expt. 135 w(g) C(g/kg) molality aT(C0 
) 

0T =5.689 C 0.6080 6.360 0.02855 0.270 
0 	 1.0031 10·52 0.04722 0.423 

1·5545 16-34 0.07335 0.613 

SeF4SbF	 F.W. =371·725 
E:x:pt. 126 w(g) C(g/kg) molality AT(C0 

) 

0T • 5·573 C 0.8338 8.663 0.02331 0.371 
0 1·3383 13·98 0.03761 0·533 

14.15 0.03807 0-538 
1-9808 20·19 0.05432 O.?o8 

20.63 0.05550 o.?26 
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SeF4AsF
5 r.w. • 324.87 

Expt. 129 w(g) C(g/kg.) molality AT(C0 
) 

T 
0 

=5·678°C 0.'7028 
1·0993 

7·264 
11.49 

. 0.02236 
0.03537 

0.282 
0.425 

1·4743 15·35 0.04725 0·556 

SePO,.!JbJ5 r.w. = 342.87 

Expt. 128 w(g) C(g/kg) molality AT(C0 
) 

T 
0 

• 5·671°C 0.5437 
1-0318 

5·717 
10.81 

0.01667 
0.03153 

0-196 
0.324 

1·5947 16·77 o.o4891 0.471 
1·9214 20.22 0.05896 0.556 

SeF4Tar5 r.w. = 430·91 

Expt. 130 w(g) C(g/kg) molality AT(C0 
) 

T
0 

0=5·702 C 0.2622 
0.5698 

2-759 
5·971 

0.006403 
0.01386 

0.089 
0.164 

0·9522 9·981 0.02316 0.251 
1·3515 14.16 0.03286 0·343 



CHAPTER V 

Conductivitl 

Theotz and Introduction 

The electrical conductivity of solutions obeys Ohm's Law, and 
. 

thus the specific resistance of a solution m~ be defined as the resistance 

in ohms of a specimen l em. in length and l sq. em. in cross section by 

analogy with the resistivity in conductors. The specific conductapce, X, 

of a solution is defined as the recip~ocal of the specific resistance. 

In solvents highly associated by hydrogen bonding, ionic conduction 

can take place by a proton transfer mechani•, in which case ions capable 

of conduction by this method show abnormally high mobilities. This is ob

served with such solvents as water, sulfuric acid and fluoroaulturic acid. 

Conductivities in such solvents can be interpreted simply by assuming con

duction to be due only to these highly conducting ions. 

In fluorosulturic acid, the self-diasociation ions, so r- and
3

+H2so r • conduct by the proton transfer mechanisa through the nydrogen
3

bonded structures in the liquid. The conductivity of a solute can be in

terpreted to show the number of so r- or H2so F+ ions formed per molecule
3 3

of solute by comparison with the conduction of a compound whoae ionization 

is known, e.s., KSo3r. From this information the mode or ionization of the 

solute in tluorosulturic acid can often be determined. 

For solutions vhere conduction occurs by proton transfer, it ia 

sufficient to use the specific conductance at various concentrations to 

94 
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interpret the behaviour in solution, since the auto-protolyais ions are 

essentially responsible tor the observed conductivity, However, in elec

trolyte solutions where such conduction does not occur or is not possible, 

it is more convenient to define a quantity called the equivalent conduc

tuce, A, as 

A • 1000 ~ ( 5.1) 

where C is the concentration in srem equivalents per litre. 

The theoretical variation of A with concentration is expressed by 
.. 

the Debye-Huckel-Onsaser equation, 

A • A • r. 82,4 + 8.20 x 105 A 1/C (5.2)o l<DT)l/211 (DT)3/2 oj 
where D is the dielectric constant, l1 , the viscosity, T, the absolute 

temperature, and A , the equivalent conductance at infinite dilution. 
0 

For electrolytes which are only partially ionized in solution, a 

modi:tied :rona o:t the above equation is used. The desree o:t dissociation 

can be defined as the traction ot the solute which is dissociated into 

ions that are :tree to carry current. The form ot the relation. is 

where A and B represent the constants in equation (5.2), and~~· the degree 

ot diasociation. For weak electrolytes, the tem IOc is small, and thus 

the correction term, (A+ BA0)~, can be neslected relative to A • Thus
0 

equation (5. 3) can be simplified• and an approximate value tor the. degree 

ot dissociation can be obtained readily trcm the conductance ratio, i.e., 



A a • - (5.4)
Ao 

Greenwood and Martin< 54 •55 ) have developed a method ot estimating 

the degree ot ionic dissociation ot molten salts by considering conduction 

to be due to the normal independent migration of ions whose mobility is 

controlled by their size and charse and by the viscosity of the medium. 

A distinction is made between ionization, an appreciable charge separation 

within a molecule, and ionic dissociation, a separation of the molecule 

into cations and anions which are tree to •tcrate unde.r an applied t'~eld. 

Thus they estimate the extent to which kinetically tree iona are formed; 

the structure ot the undissociated to~ ot the complex is not involved, and 

it mq or may not be ionized. 

The following derivation applies only when conduction is due to an 

ionic transport mechanim. In general, the specific conductance, X, and 

-1molar conductance, 1.1 • MlCd 1 vary exponentially vith temperature, 1.e. 1 

-rx 
X •K e'Pli 

0 

-E
rr'; 

1.1 • 1.1 e (5.6)
0 

where M is the molecular weiS}lt 1 d, the density, and E';c and El.l. the activa

tion enersies of ionic migration tor the aubstance, calculated on the basis 

of 1 al. and 1 mole respectively. 

The viscosity can also be represented by an exponential relation 



where En is the activation energy tor viscous flow. El~inatins T from 

equations (5.5) and (5.7) gives 

::ra'n • constant ( 5.8) 

where m • En/~. St.1larly 1 ~ equations (5.6) and (5.7} 

p•• n • constant 

where m' • En/E.,. 

The follovinc derivation tor the desree of dissociation vas shown 

experimentally to be applicable only where m or m • vas approximately 

unity< 53}, and thus 

Pn • constant (5.10} 

This implies that s~ilar processes must be involved in both viscous flow 

and ionic mobility. 

The specific conductivity depends on the nuaber of cations and 

anions (n+, n_), their mobilities (v+, v_) and the electronic charge, i.e., 

(5.11) 

For 1:1 electrolyte, the number of cations and anions are equal, and in 

terms of an averaae mobility 1 v • 1/2(v + + v _} , 

X • 2nev (5.12} 

where n is the number of current carriers of one sian. The number of mole

cu1es per ml. is d/M, so that the number of molecules, n , is
0 



where N 11 Avogadro's number. Fr<D equations (5.12) and (5.13) the ratio 

ot the number ot ions ot one sisn to the total original number ot molecules 

is 

For a system which tollows equation (5.10) 1 the averace mobility 

in a aedium ot viscosity n can be related to a standard reference mobility 

v in a medium ot unit viscosity (1 cp.) by the relation 
0 

( 5.15) 


In a 1:1 electrolyte, the number ot ions ot one sign equals the number ot 

dissociating molecules, and thus the percent ionic dissociation can be 

obtained tram equations (5.14) and (5.15) as 

% • 100 n ~ ~ 100 (5.16)a n d • 2Nev 
0 	 0 

In general, values ot v in any solvent are tound to lie in a 
0 

narrow range. In water, ionic 	mobilities, except tor hydroxyl and hydronium 

-4 -4 2 -1 -1ion, tall in the range 2.5 x 10 to 10 x 10 em. sec. volt ; thus it 

the value 5 x 10•4 cm. 2 sec.·l volt•1 is used in equation (5.16) tor v ,
0 

all mobilities should lie within a tactor ot 2. Substituting this value 

tor v and the values tor the other constants in (5.16) lives
0 

(5.17) 
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This expression can be used to est~ate the degree ot ionic dissociation 

tor melts where conduction is due to an ionic transport mechanism. 

If' only the kinematic viacosity ( "1t} is available, then the varia... 

tion of' the density of' the compound with temperature ia not necessary, and 

the degree ot ionic dissociation can be calculated tram 

(5.18) 

For molten electrolytes where equation (5.10} does not bold, the 

authors have shown( 53) that an esttm&te ot the degree ot dissociation can 

be made using the constant in equation ( 5.9} and the observed value ot m' ; 

thus 
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Conductivity ot Molten Complexes 

The data tor the conductivit;,y ot the melt tor each ot the com

plexes except 8eF4vr and SeF4BiF is giTen in Table 5.1. The compound
5 5 

SeF4V1l'
5 

vas not obtained in sutticient quantit;,y • and SeF4&iF attacks
5 

pyrex alus at its melting point. 

P'ig. 5.1 giTea a graphical representation ot the data tor each 

compound. Froa individual graphs ot X va. T, the following values tor_ 

the specific conductance at th• aelting point ot each ccapound were 

obtaiJledz 

lC 'ohm-l em71l bit. 
-46.30 X 10 105 

5.86 X 10-4 lOT 

1.93 X 10-2 123 
1.46 X 10-2 134 

2.24 X 10-2 108 

2.18 X 10-2 110 

135.0 3.13 X 10-2 111 

3.25 X 10-2 117 

1.60 X 10-2 113 
1.58 X 10-2 115 

Bel"4Tar 122.0 1.62 X 10-2 1185 
1.61 X 10-2 120 

The variation in the values obtained is probabl;,y due to the aethod 

ot aeaaurin.g the telllperature rather than to any aipiticant difference in 

the conduct!Tit;,y. The teaperature vu uuured in the air bath, and a 
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variation ot one or two centigrade desrees vas obserTed dependin& on the 

position ot the theraocouple relative to the cell. Such a variation is 

sufficient to explain moat ot the obu:III'Ved chance. '!'he larser change 

obaerved tor SeF4B:r
3 

aust be aip.iticant. The second experiaent (Expt. 134) 

ia the aore reliable as this experillent uaed freshly prepared cCIIIpound. 

The earlier experiment used a saaple ot the compound which had been sit 

tine in a RUlan tube tor several 11011tha. 

An inspection ot the values tor X i.JIIut4iately shows a 81111m.p. 

larity between the latter tive ca.plexea, and an apparent d~tterence tor 

Se:r4so • This observation is consistent with the nature ot theae compounda3
as determined. by other techniquea. 

AD attempt can be made to calculate the decree ot ionic 4isaocia

tion uaina the aethod ot Greenwood and Martin( 54 ' 55 ). Aa the available 

q,uantit7 ot aost ot the compounds vas limited, Yiacoaity aeaaureaenta 

were made only tor Se:r4sb:r
5

, and these are &iven belovs 

T (°K) n/4 (cp.m1.,:'1 ) X x 102 (oha-l ca:'1 ) 

413.7 3.288 2.77 
405.2 3.757 2.51 

399.2 3.989 2.32 

A plot ot log n/d vs. 1/T gives a value tor En/d • 1.85 kcal./aole. 

Plottina the conductivity data, los X vs. 1/T, civea the value tor Ex • 
1.79 kcal./mole. Hence, the ratio 10141~ • 1.04 tor Ser4sb:r5• Thia ie 

the condition which JBU&t hold tor the application ot equation (5.17) or 

(5.18). 
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Usinc the values of X in the above table (interpolated trom 

Expt. 110) and the aolecular veicht 371.72 tor SeF4Sbr5, the decree ot 

dissociation tor SeF4BbF vas found trc::a equation ( 5.18) to vary from
5 

34 - 35% between 126 and 140°C. 

As viacoait7 data tor the other complexes 1a not available 1 1t 

is neoeea&r,J to make saae assumptions in order to interpret the conduc

tivity data. For the pentatluoride adducta 1 the sizes ot the aolec\lles 

ud their shapes will be essentially the sue tr011 one ca.pound to another 1 

and thus onl7 au.ll chances in the Tiacolity would be expected. Also, 

tor these caaplexes, the paokinc ot the aoleculea in the liquid should 

be essentially the s•e' hence, the assUIIption M • d se•a reasonable. 

OD the buia ot these two usuaptiona 1 a value tor p can be obtained tor 

the other coaplexea trom the value known tor SeF4SbF5• 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

Fraa SeP4sbr5, u • Mnk • 1.5 x 103• Uainc this value tor p 1 the follow

ins decrees ot dissociation are found traa the conductivity at the melting 

point a 

SeF4AaF5 
48% 

SeF4BbF
5 

24% 

SeP'4TaJP
5 

24% 

SeP'4B1"3 22% 

SeP'4so
3 0.9% 



The many approximations necessary to obtain these values raise the ques

tion of what meaning they may have. On their own, these values must be 

considered dubious, but as one piece of evidence in an argument they may 

have more meaning. This interpretation of the conductivity data shows 

clearly the close relationship between the pentafluoride adducts and the 

boron trifluoride adduct, and singles out the SeF4so3 complex as unique 

in the series. This is in ~omplete accord with the interpretation of the 

results of other physical measurements. 

An interesting calculation can be made for the degree of dissocia

tion in SeF4 itself. From equation (5.17), 

a% • (154.96){3.50) X 8•28 X 10-5 
(2.733) 

• 0.0164 % 

http:154.96){3.50
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TABLE 5·1 

CONDUCTIVITY OF MOL?.'m COMPLEXES 

SeF~3 
T(°C) Kx103(ohm-1 cm-1) T(°C) Kx103(ohm-1 em-1) 

Expt. 105 	 88.0 1·23 Expt.107 81·3 0.946 
85.6 1·17 	 80.3 0-906 
84.9 1o15 	 77-0 0.816 
82.3 1-05 72·9 0.6?5 
79·7 Oo950 70·7 o.607 
75·9 0.814 
74.2 o:.765 

73·3 0.7~ 


70·9 0.666 

SeF1.~3 
T(°C) Kx102(ohm-1em-1) 	 T(°C) Kx102(ohm-1em-1) 

Expt. 123 	 68.3 2o4o Expt. 134 69·5 1·997 
67.0 2·525 	 65.8 1-88o 
62.8 2.296 63·2 1·?74 
59·3 2·130 59·9 1·638 
57·9 2-055 57·9 1·569 
56.2 1·979 55·4 1.483 
54·9 1o907 53·1 1·380 
53·2 1.834 	 61.0 1·654 
52.0 1·?76 

49·3 1·658 


SeF SbF4 5 
T(°C) Kx102(ohm-1cm-1) T(°C) · Kx102(ohm-1cm-1) 

Expt. 108 	 146·5 3·00 Expt. 110 142.0 2.819 
144-3 2.898 138.8 2·719 
136·1 .2.675 137·0 2o654 
133·2 2.580 134·5 2.582 
128.6 2.447 	 132·3 2·518 
125.4 2·355 	 130·5 2·459 
122.1 2.257 	 127·5 2·370 
121.4 2·229 	 123·6 2·247 
119·1 	 2.163 120·6 2·166 

119·8 2.135 
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TABLE 5·1, cont'd 

SeF11AsF
5 

T(°C) Kx102(ohm-1cm1) T(°C) Kx102(ohm-1cm1) 

Expt. 111 146.6 
145·5 
142.6 
139·6 
134·4 
133·5 
136·.3 

3·618 
3·567 
3·431 
3·334 
3·109 
2.717 
3·092 

Expt. 117 149·7 
144.1 
140.7 
137·8 
135·4 
1_34.0 

3·856 
3·740 
3·601 
3·452 
3·315 
3·255 

SeF4NbF:5 

T(°C) Kx102(ohm-1cm1) T(°C) Kx102(ohm-1cm1) 

Expt. 113 129·8 
130·7 
122.6 
118.8 
116.1 
112·3 
110.1 
108.0 
105.2 

2.419 
2.463 
2·257 
2·114 
2.015 
1.880 
1·797 
1·734 
1.640 

Expt. 115 132.8 
127·3 
122.0 
117·3 
115.0 
111·2 
108.3 
106.0 
102.8 

2·52 
2·347 
2.161 
2.006 
1·919 
1·790 
1.704 
1·635 
1·539 

SeF4TaF5 
T(°C) Kxl02(ohm-1cm1) T(°C) Kx102(ohm-1cm1) 

Expt. ll8 135·2 
132·9 
130·6 
125·0 
122·7 
119·3 
124.0 
128.6 
14o.o 

1·981 
1·956 
1.884 
1·706 
1.647 
1·551 
1.660 
1·8o6 
2.143 

Expt. 120 138·3 
136·2 
133·6 
130.1 
126·3 
124.3 
122.8 
120·8 

2.089 
2·032 
1.942 
1.844 
1·733 
1.677 
1·633 
1·579 

SeF11 

Expt. 119 8 8K = .2 -5x 10 -1ohm -1em 
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Conductivity Measurements in Nitrobenzene 

The conductivity data for each compound in nitrobenzene is 

given in Table 5·2· Since the density of the solutions is not known, 

the equivalent conductance, A , was calculated using the concentration m 

in molal unite, rather than the customary molar units. A plot of A 
IR 

va • .r.;- is given in Fig. 5·2· An attempt was made to fit the conductivity 

curves to the modified Onsager equation (equation 5·3) by the method 

of Fuoss <74):, and by successive approximation according to Fuoss 

and Kraua.C75~, However, such methods require data at lower concentrations 

than was available from this work, and thus did not yield reliable values for 

A • 
0 

An interpretation of the conductivity data is more readily obtained 

from a plot of~ vs. m as found in Jig. 5•3• For comparison, the data, 

of Van Dyke and Cramford ~76~ for aluminum chloride in nitrobenzene bas also 

been plotted in Fig. 5· .3• From this ;plot it is apparent that the behaviour 

of se:r4sbJ' , SeF4AaJ' , SeF Tar and SeF NbJ' differ. significantly from
5 5 4 5 4 5 

that of se:r VF , SeF4BF and Se:r4so •4 5 3 3

The conductance of ser4vr5 and SeF4Br show approximately the same
3 

behaviour as aluminum chloride and must be weak electrolytes in nitrobenzene. 

The conductance of SeF4so lies below that of aluminum chloride at all
3 

concentrations, and this compound is •ltsentially unionized in nitrobenzene• 
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The compounds Ser4sbr
5

, .ser4Asr , ,SeF4NbF and seF4'l'aF show
5 5 5 

appreciable ionization in nitrobenzene, and an approximate value of 

the dissociation constant for each compound can be obtained by assuming 

that the compounds are completely ionized in dilute. solution. The 

initial slope gives the cur?e for the completely ionized compound, 

and this curTe can be extrapolated to give the conductance of the ions 

at a given concentration. If the compound ionizes according to the 

relation 

+ -SeF + MF63 

then 

It is possible to obtain the concentration of each species in equation 

(5·23) from the conductivity curves. The concentration of ions is 

given b.Y the concentration, m
1 

, of the theoretical, completely dissociated 

complex having the same conductance as a concentration, m , of the e 

compound itself· The concentration of each ion is then mi' and [ser~6) 
is m -mi, and thus 

8 

Using the equation (5.24), the following values for K1 were obtained: 
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at 0.06 m. at 0.045 m. at 0.03 m. d:(0.045 m.) 

Ser4sbl'
5 

o.oa, 0.06, 0.059 6~ 

SeF4Asr
5 

o.olf-9 0.045 0.040 6~ 

Se:r4Ta1
5 

o.025 0.023 0.021 .5~ 

SeF4NbF
5 

0.011 0.010 0.0099 ,a,; 
ser4w

5 
llxl0-4 8.3Jcl0-4 4.Qxlo·4 

1~ 

Ser4:ar
3 

5•3Xl0-4 4.,3xl0-4 2·7xl0-4 
~ 

SeF4so
3 

9·2xl0-5 5·9xlo·5 4.5xl0-5 4~ 

The degree of dissociation, ex., is given by the ratio m1/m , and 
8 

by substituting mi•o.m in equation (5.24) the usual expression for K18 

in terms of ex. is obtained, i.e., 

mso.2 
Ki • k 

Values of ex. at 0.045 m. are given in the right-hand colwnn above, and 

these values for the degree of dissociation verify the qualitative inter

pretation of the conductivity data. The variation in the dissociation 

conatants with concentration can be attributed to non-ideality in these 

solutions and to uncertainty in determining the initial slope of the 

conductivity curves. 

The observed differences in the conduotimetric beharlour ot these 

compounds in nitrobenzene can be related to the relative ability of the · 

+solvent and the accompanying anion to stabilize the ser group. The
3 

- - +anions SbF6 and Asr6 appear least effective for stabilizing the SeF
3 
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group, and stabilization mainl7 b.y solvation results in appreciable 

- - +ionization. 'l'he anions NbF and 'laP' must stabilize the SeF6 6 3 
groups more effectively and can compete with the solvent in this 

role; thus these compotmds are less ionized in nitrobenzene. The 

compound SeF4v.r5 is only slightly dissociated in nitrobenzene, and 

thus the vr6• ion must stabilize the SeF + group more effectively
3

than either NbF or ta:F6-. The conductivity behaviour of SeF BF6 4 3 

is almost that of a weak electrol1te, and thus BF4- must be more 

effecti\'e for stabilizing the ser,+ group than the solvent. 

the behaviour of SeF4so
3 

as a weak electrolyte indicates that 

+the tluorosulfate group is almost entirely associated with the SeF
3 

g:ooup, and only a small traction of the compound is dissociated into 

ions. 

This interpretation of the conductivity beharlour ia supported 

b,y the relative stability of the solutions as indicated by the degree 

of darkening of these solutions• The stability of the solutions 

decreasee in the order SeF4n 
5 

,_ SeF4so ) ser4Br ) SeF!t.NbF )
3 3 5 

SeF4TaF ) SeF4AsF ~ Ser4sbl
5

, and this order corresponds to the
5 5 

order of decreasing anion stabilization of the S.F + group as interpreted
3 

abOTe• This indicates that the darkening of these solutions is due to 

s0111e interaction between SeF + and the solvent, and that the initial
3 

decomposition takes place via species formed through such interactions. 

http:SeF4v.r5
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Thu the degree of ioniaation of the compo11nda depends on the 

abilit;r of the solvent to compete with the anion to stabilize the SeJ' + 
3 

group. The hexafluoride anions are the least effective in this role 

and show the greatest ionic behaviour, increasing in the order v •6

<< Nb16- ( TaF6- ( AaJ'6- ( SbF - • The tetratluoroborate icm. is a6

much better stabilizing ion, and the corapound is highly associatec! in 

solution• These anions probably stabilize the SeF + group through a
3 

fluorine-bridged interaction. '1'he conducti-vity beha-viour of s.r4soj 

is consistent with a coTalent compound which is only ionized to a 

small extent in solution. 
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CONDUCTIVITY in NITROBENZENE15 
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CONDUCTIVITY MEASUIU'MENTS IN NITROJ.m'{ZllfE 

1SeF42Q	 K =8x1o-8 ohm-1cm
3 	 0 

Expt. 138 w(g) m ,;,;- Kx1o5(ohm-1cm-1) Am 

0.26?3 o.o1837 0.1355 1·68 0·915 
0.518? 0.03565 0.1888 3·624 1o01? 
o.Bo41 0-0552? 0-2351 5·542 1·003 
1-1126 0.0?648 0.2?65 7·569 0-989? 
1·3376 0-09194 Oo3()32 9-065 0.9860 

Expt. 145 	 Oo0948o 0.?/)79 9·224 0·9720 
o.o46?2 0.2161 4.587 0.9819 
0.0322? 0.1796 3·244 1.006 
0.02066 0.1437 2·164 1-04? 
0.01214 0.1102 1.048 0.8634 
o.oo4888 0.06991 0·522 i.o6 
o.oo2663 0.05161 0.002 0.009 

1
SeF~BF3 	 K = 2x10-7 ohm-1cm

0 

Expt. 14o w(g) m ru;- Kx104(ohm-1cm-1) A m 

0.3481 0.02564 0.1601 0.9665 3·7?0 
0·5379 0·03962 0.1990 1·043 2.633 
0.?852 0.05784 0.24o5 1·395 2.412 
0-9930 0-07314 0.2'704 1.663 2.2?4 
1·3087 o.o964o 0.3105 2.038 2.114 

-7 -1 -1Se:r4sbF	 K • 3xlO ohm em5 0 

Expt. 139 w(g) m ,r;;- Kx104(ohm-1cm-l) Am 

0.2370 o.01236 0.1112 2.814 22·77 
0.436.5 o.022?? 0-1509 4-?22 20.74 
0.6095 o.o318o 0.1?83 6·233 19.60 
0.8968 0.04678 0.2163 8-500 18.17 
1.1897 0.06206 0.2491 11»·57 17·03 
1·3570 Oo070?9 0.26~:!. 11.66 16.47 
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se:r1.AsF5 

Expt. 144 

SeF4vr5 
Expt. 146 

SeF1+NbF5 
Expt. 1,36 

SeF4TaF5 
Expt. 13? 

w(g) 

0.233? 
0·3891 
0.6211 
0.8800 
1.2112 
1.418? 

w(g) 

0.08.50 
0.18?4 
0.4455 
0·5294 
0.?445 
1.0226 

TABLE 5.2, cont'd 

m r;;- Kx104(ohm-1cm-1) 

0.1688 0.4108 19.4? 

Oo1Q98 0·3314 14.8o 

0.062?6 0·2505 9-864 

0·0352? 0.18?8 6.210 

0·0231? 0·1522 4.~?

0·01162 0-10?8 2. ?~ 


m r,;:- Kx1o-aohm-1cm-1> 

0.06594 0-2568 22.96 

0-03520 0.18?6 11.62 

o.o1??4 0-1332 5-161 
0.01030 0.1015 2-984 
o.oo54o3 0-0?351 1·518 
0.002?39 0.05234 0.?428 

K • 3X10-7ohm-1cm·1 
0 

m rm-- Kx104(ohm-1cm-1) 

0·01415 0-1189 1.8;o 

0.02356 0-1535 2·8o5 

0.03?61 0-1939 4.013 

0·05329 0.23(>8 5·18? 

0·0?335 0.2?08 6.491 

0.08592 0-2931 7·250 


-7 -1 -1
K • 3XlO ohm em 
0 

Ill 	 Kx104 (ohm-1cm-1)~ 

.	o.004429 0.06655 1-252 

0·009764 0.09881 2·050 

0·02321 0·1523 3·'709 

0.02?.58 0.1661 4.188 

0-03879 0·19?0 5·591 

0·05328 0.2,308 6.9?7 


Am 

11·53 
13·48 
15·?2 
1?·61 
16·93 
20-83 

.Am 

3-481 
3·.302 
2·909 
2.89? 
2·809 
2·?12 

A 11 

13·0? 
11·91 
10-67 
9·733 
s.849 
8.438 

A• 

28.2? 
21·00 
15·98 
15·18 
14.41 
13·10 

http:0.02?.58
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Con4lct1v1ty Meaaureaenta in FluoroaultUric Asid 

The conductivity results tor Ser4so and s.r4 in tluoro
3 

aultur1c acid are siven in Table 5.3, and a plot of the specific 

conductaDce, JC, acainst aolality 18 given in Fig. 5.11.. The conductivity 

of the SeF4so aolution decreases slowly with time 1 and the lov values3 

ot lC for the final points in Ex. 31 are likely due to the chance in the 

aolutian overnight. 

Both caapounda ionize aa bues in fluoroaul.turic acid aa an 

a44ition of potaniUIIftluoroaulfate, mo r 1 at the end ot the experiment3

produced a further increase in conductivity tor both caapounda • 

...,, dqree of ionisation ot a weak. base can be found trca the 

ratio of the concentration of the ~ to that concentration of a tully 

ionised reference base (ea. KSo r) neceaaU7 to give the ••e conducti'tity
3

u'i;'tbe weak. 'bue. '!'hi a aethod aaa•ea that the conductivit,. ot the solution 

ia almost entirely due to the selt..diasociat1on ions and that the difference 

in the aobilltiea ot the tvo protona*ed basea can be neglected. For a 

baae, ionid.ng aa in equation (5.26~ 

(5.26) 


the 4iaaociation constant, ~· can be calculated traa the relation 

• 

http:ionid.ng


where all concentrations are in molal units. The curve A in Fig. 5·4 

corresponds to the conductivit,- of KSO.,r trom Barr, Gillespie and 

'rb.ompeon(?
4), and when this cune 1a used tor the reference bue, the 

value of ~ tor Ser4so increases with concentration. Thus ser4so
3 3 

cannot be ionising as a simple base according to the equation 

Aa shown in Chapter III, the ser.,+ ion must be soln.ted in nuoro• 

sulfUric acid, and it the solftted ion is written in equation (5.24) 

we haft 

The tendenc,- for SeF4so to polymerize is indicated by the cr,.oacopic
3 

data in nitrobenzene, and some po~rization might be expected in 

fluoroaulturic acid· Pol,.merization of the s.r <aso,r> 2+ ion would
3

involve the formation of a bridging fluoroaulfate group in place of 

two solvating molecules. The dimeric ion would have the structure 

+ 

FIGURE 5.5 

For varying degrees of pol,.merization, the overall reaction can be 

represented by the equation 
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For n•l, this equation is the same as equation (5.29). It can be sMn 

fr011 equation (5• 30) that the extent to which polymers are fol'lled in 

solution can be obtained from the ratio of the stoichiometric concentration 

of the compound to the concentration of fluorosulfate ion in solution,i·~ 

The concentration of the fluoroaulfate ion at a given concentration of 

ser4so can be obtained from the concentration of KSOf required to
3 

give the same conductivity as the solution of SeF4so • In thia manne~,
3

values for n (Table 5·4) at interpolated values of the concentration of 

• 
0.0156 1.66 
0.0214 1·69 
0.0.274 1·6.5
o.o,368 1·58 
0.0461 1·61 
0.0604 1e65 
0.0765 1·72 
0·0938 le80 
o.u20 1.87 
0·1312 1·94 
0.1520 ,2.01 
0·1750 2·09 
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These values are plotted in Fig. 5·4 using the scale on the zoight. 

It is apparent that ser4so is associated to a considerable extent
3 

even in dilute solution, and at approximately 0·15 m. it is ionizing 

in solution principally as the dimeric ion illustrated aboye. 

This interpretation of the conductiTity of Ser4so in fluoro
3 

sulfuric acid ia correct where the (SeF4so )n species are COIIlpletely
3

ionized. However, if any of these species ia only partially ionized, 

this will result in higher values tor n than expected for the true 

extent of polymerization in solution (i.e., the true extent of poly

merization is lees than the value of n would indicate). It is not 

possible to distinguish between these two effects, but in Yiew of the 

other properties of Ser4so , polymeriaation in solution is likely the 
3

dominant factor. 

The conductivity of SeF4 in tluoroaulfuric acid can be interpreted 

by the reaction 

The evolution of hydrogen fluoride gas can be observed from concentrated 

solutions of SeF4 in fluoroaulfuric acid. The conductivity of the 

solution increases slowly with time, and the reaction may aot proceed 

iiiDlediatel;r to completion; this ma.;r be partially responsible for the 

lower conductivit;r for SeF4 than for s.r4so obserYed at higher concan~
3 

tr~tions. 
T' 
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Hydrogen fluoride ionizes as a weak base in fluorosulturic 

acid (?4) according to the reaction 

BF + HSOf 


However, the ionization of HF in the solution of SeF4 in RSOjF 

should result in a slightly higher specific conductance in HSOf 

for SeF4 than for Ser4so •
3

The observed deYiation of the SeF4 conductiTity curve is 

likely due to faulty experimental technique. Incomplete mixing of the 

stock solution of SeF4 in RSO-f which was used to add the SeF4 to 

the conductiYity cell results in a high· observed conductance at low 

concentration and a low conductance at higher concentration, the 

amount of deviation depending on how poorly the solution was mixed. 

This explains why the initial specific conductance of the S.F4 
solution is higher than that far the S.F so solution, and this4 3 
explains the low values at higher concentration. 
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TABLE 5·3 


CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS IN FLUOROSULFURIC ACID 


r.w. = 235.026~~3 
Expt. 36 	 w(g) m K x103(ohm-1cm-1) 

-4K =2·59x10 1·2974 0.05984 	 9·913
0 	 2.1400 0.09869 14.58-1 -1ohm em 	 2.8603 0-1319 18.06 


3-6608 0.1688 21.42 

4.2734 0-1925 23·40 

4.7'J01 0.2186 25.18 


Expt. 37 

K= 1.588x10-4 0.2109 o.oo847 1·565
0 -1 -1 0.4333 0.01741 3·254ohm em 0.6515 0.02617 	 4.773 

0.8732 0.03508 	 6.214 
1o0372 0.04167 	 6.961 
1·3174 0.05292 	 8.452 
1.5462 0.06212 	 9·653 
1.7706 0.07113 	 10.81 
2·1241 0.08533 	 12·53 
2.4111 0.09686 	 13-85 
2-7908 0.1121 	 15·45 
3·2153 0-1292 	 17·16 

K x103 (ohm-1em-1)SeF1• 	 II 

Expt. 13 	 0.018~ 4.182 
0.031 6.314-4K a1.112x10 0.05381 7·985 

0 -1 -1 0.07862 11·09ohm em 0.1026 12.70 
0.1465 15.69 
0.1824 17·76 
0.2068 18-94 



CHAPTER VI 

X•r![ Powder Diffraction 

Theory 

A cr.yatalline solid consists of an arranceaent of ataaa or mole

cules which are ordered in three diaenaiona, such that a periodic repeti

tion of a baaic unit extended indefinitelY in three dimenaiona produces 

the structure of the solid. · About amy one point in such an arrancaent 1 

the ~viromaent is reproduced exactly at recular interY&la alone atrai&ht 

linea paadna throuch that point. A selection of &DY three non-coplanar 

linea vith their identity period describes exactl1 the periodicity of 

the structure and defines a lattice for the cr.yatal ayst•• The structure 

ia the arramc•ent of atCIIla in apace' the lattice ia relate4 to the struc

ture • but its orisin is arbitrary and 11 chosen for convenience. It ia 

aenerallJ aost convenient to cbooaethe three directions vith the shortest 

identity period as the coordinate ues 1 and these define the unit cell 

tor the crystal' such cella are priaitive. In certain cues it ia possible 

to obtain hiaher aymaetry tor the unit cell by selection of a non-priaitive 

uit cell, which aiaplifiea the interpretation of the structure. 

In a three dimeutonal lattice• a plane paaainc throuch any three 

nan-collinear lattice pointe paaaea throuch an infinite nuaber of lattice 

points. Such a plane 1a called a. rational plane. '!'he action of lattice 
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translations on a rational pl&De generates a taaily ot parallel planes. 

The perpendicular distance between planes ia the only convenient sinsle 

pareeter, and 1t ia Just this quantity which is deterained directly troa 

X-ra, powder dittraction. 

The rational planes have intercepts vith the coordinate axes 

which are acae multiple or traction ot the translational period. In 

practice, such planes are referred to by the reciprocal ot the intercept 

along each coordinate axil. It a plane divides the translation distance 

alone the coordinate axes into h 1 k and l units respectiYely, then the 

plane baa the desipation bltl. The nUilbers h, k and l are the Miller 

indices tor the particular set ot coordinate axes and auat be inteaen 

because every lattice point baa one ot the planes passing throuch it. 

M a first approximation, the solid can be considered aa an ar

r&D~e..nt ot similar electric charges at the points ot a apace lattice. 

When a beea ot X-rqa impinges on such an aas•bly• oscillations ot the 

sae trequency as the incident radiation are induced in each point charce 

such that each becomes a point source ot coherent scattered radiation. 

With recularly apaaed point sources interference effects are produced, 

and scattered radiation is onq obaerYed alone those directions tor which 

the linear ditterenee in path length tr0111 adJacent point sources is an 

integral nuaber ot waYelenctha. For an arrana•ent ot points in a space 

lattice, dittraction ot x-r&71 11 only observed vhen 

nl • 2d ain e (6.1) 
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where d is the interplanar spacing, ~. the wavelength of the radiation, 

e, the ansle between the incident radiation and the rational plane, and n, 

the order of diffraction. By convention, n is incorporated in the indices 

of the plane, the nth order diffraction from plane hkl bein& considered 

as the first order from the plane nh,nk,nl. Since dnh,nk,nl • ~l/n' 

equation (6.1) becomes 

~ • 24 Bin e (6.2) 

This equation is known u Braa' s Law. 

For a specific wavelength, the direction in vhich diffraction ia 

observed is determined by the interplanar spacings. This is a property 

of the lattice and not of the distribution of the atoms in the unit cell. 

The diffracted vaves frca different points in the unit cell differ in 

phase by an amount which is a function ot their relative coordinates and 

of the direction ot diffraction. In this manner, the intensities of the 

reflections depend on the arranseaent of atoma within the unit cell. 

The unit cell of a crystal otten possesses certain symmetry ele

..nts such as axes of rotation, reflection planes, a centre or symmetry, 

and rotation-inversion axes. Crystals can be arouped into seven syata1 1 

each havin& certain lllinilnml SYJ8etry requir•ents aa indicated in Table 6.1. 

lor the crystal sptema vith higher 1711111etry, considerable aia

plitication is observed in the X-ray diffraction pattern, and senerally 

it is possible to determine the crystal syatea or a substance from the 

powder diffraction pattern only tor the crystal systems of higher ayametry. 
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TABLE 	6.1 

System Lattice constants 	 Characteristic symmetry 

Triclinic 	 1-fold rotation or 

rotation-inversion axis• 

No axis of higher symmetry. 

Monoclinic 	 One 2-fold rotation or 

rotation-inversion axis. 

No axes higher than 2-fold· 

Orthorhombic 	 Three mutually perpendicular 

2-fold axes, any of which 

can be either rotation or 

rotation-inversion axes. 

No axes higher than 2•fold· 

Tetragonal a = b -! c 	 Only one 4 or 1+ axis • 

a. ,. 	 = y = 90013 

-Rhombohedral a = b = c Only one 3 or 3 axis • • 

or Trigonal a. = 13 = y "90° 

Hexagonal a 	 Only one 6 or b axis •= b " c 


= )"
a. 	 =90° 


120°
13 = 
Cubic a a: b = c Three }-fold axes parallel 

0: 	 = 13 = )" = 900 to the body diagonals of 

the unit cell· 
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X-ray Powder Diffraction Data 

The X-ray powder diffraction data for each complex are giTen 

in Table 6.1. The diffraction pattern for SeF4BiF
5 

was not obtained 

as the background on the film was too dense. The X-ray beam causes 

fluorescence in SeF4ar , and it was necessary to place a strip of black
3

paper oYer the film in the powder camera. 

The compounds SeF4NbF and SeF4TaF are isomorphous, SeF4NbF
5 5 5 

haTing a slightly smaller unit cell• This de,.ction is apparent tro. a 

Tisu.al comparison of the two films. The background on the film obtained 

from seF4NbF is dense, which leads to some uncertainty in the intensity
5 

or the lines for this compound. 

It was not possible to index any of the diffraction patterns by 

the usual procedures, .and it is likely that all these compounds have unit 

cells of low symmetry. 



X-Ray Powder Diffraction Data for Complexes• 

SeF4BF
3

d(i) 

5·007 
,;.482 

1-195 {1) 
1-161 

5·413 
3·290 

1·220 (1) 
1-184 

2o606 
2·544 (2) 
2.456 {1) 
2.426 {2) 
2·351 
2. ,310 (6) 
2.284 (8) 
2.262 (10) 
2·196 
1-981 {1) 
1·957 (2) 
1.944 (4) 
1·920 {2) 
1·907 (3) 
1.890 {6) 
1·842 {2) 
1.814 (7) 

:1.782 (5)
.·1·745 
':1.7.25 {2) 

lol4o 
1-133 
1-126 
1-111 
1.089 
1-078 (1) 
1.064 {1) 
1·0.31 {2)
1.016 (2) 
0.9961 
0.9944 
0-9885 
0·9743(1)
0.9628 
0-9.507 
0-9342(1) 
0·9314 
0·9300(2) 
0·9135 
0.9118 

3·005 1·175 (1) 
2.61,3 (9) i.l67 
2·599 (2) 1.14.5 
2.540 (1) 1·127 (1) 
2.442 1·099 (l)
2.2,;6 (9) 1·090 (l) 
2·197 (7) 1·073 
2·09.5 (2) 1.0,;6 
2.063 (4) 1.016 
1·95.3 (10)0.9877 
1·917 (1) 0·9529 
1·899 (1) 0.9444 
1-869 (1) 0·9.353(1) 
1.8o7 0·9316(~) 
1·?44 0.9257 
1·673 (3) 0.9154 
1·659 (6) 0·9119 
1.625.(2).0.-8972'
1.601 (1) 
1·5.59 

,-1.641 
1-582 

0.9069(1) 
0.8873 

1·527 
1.481 

:·1·574 (2) 0.8858 1.449 
1·.561 0.8747 1.423 
',1~547 
.;.1.528 (1)

·;·\1.512 (4) 

0.861? 
o.84oo 
0.8,;68 

1.414 {1) 
1·399 
1·388 

\1.437 (1) 
. 1·409 (4) 

0.82.57 1·381 (1) 
1·352 . 

1·325 1·341 
·1· :512 (5) 1·307 
1·302 (1) 
1-289 (5) 

1·292 (1)
1.264 (1) 

il-·269 1·2~ 

•The 	figures in brackets following the values 
of d correspond to the relative intensity of 
the line gi:ring the strongest line a value of 
10. Lines with no intensity giftn have an 
inteuttr less than 1 on this scale 

SeF~SbF5
d<lh 

4.500 1·244 {1)
4.,;62 (1) 1·233 
3·512 1·221 (1) 
3·425 (3) 1·211 
,;.421 (4) 1·198 
2·410 (1) 1-182 
2·491 (1) 1·179 
2·371 (1) 1-149 (1) 
2e,;46 (2) lol43 (1) 
2-251 (2) 1.1,;4 (1) 
2-218 (10) 1·083 
2.188 (5) 1.080 (1) 
2ol64 (1) lo076 
2-108 1.073 
2·054 (2) 1.068 (2) 
2·033 (5) 1.0,56 
2·018 (4) 1-049 
1-989 (8) 1.0,36 (1) ~ 
1-967 (4) 1·027 (1) 
1.945 (3) 1.020 
1-8.54 1.017 
1-822 1.010 
1·723 1·007 . 
1-707 (3) 1.004 
1·656 1·002 
1.640 0-9992 
lo616 Oo9974 
1.,582 (1) 0·9903 
1·562 (1) 0.9867 
1·533 (2) 0.9816 
1·517 (1) 0-9779 
1.497 (1) 0-9701 
1.465 0.9668(1) 
1.449 0.9651(1) 
1·357 0-9619 
1·343 0-9493 
1·334 (,3) 0.9481 
1.3(>8 0.9456 
lo ,;00 {2) 0 • 9168 
1.292 (2) o.'S9_Jto 
1.277 o.8921(1) 
1.261 0.8897 
1·2.55 (1) 0.8868 

0.8668 
0.86.53 
0.8642 
o.8621 
0.8589 
0.8498 
0.8439 
o•822'7 
0·8205 
0.8092 
0.8068 
0;.8028 

. 0.7920 
0·7913 
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TABLE 6.2, cont'd· 

SeF4A.sF SeF,._Tar SeF4NbJ' SeF4VF5 5 5 5 
d(i) d(i) d(i) d(i) 

1.044(3) 4.53()(1) 1·172 o.8759 4.14.5(1) 4.232(1) 1·137(3)
0·9923 4.4.53(1) 1·170 0.8706(4) 3·736(1) 3·311 1·127
0.9900 3·813 1·150(2) 0.8682(2) 2·931(2) 3·229 1.100(1)
0·9634(1) 31259 1.145(2) o.86;o 2·838(1) 2·971(2) 1·091
0·9611(2) 3·219(1) 1·132(9) o.8626(1) 2·2~(5) 2·871(4) 1·054(1)
0·952.5 3·057(1) 1·111 o.8571()) 2·180(10) 2·746(1) 1.05()(1)
o.9483C2> 2.683 1.108(1) 0.8560(1) 2·055(3) 2·710(1) 1.032(1) . 
0·9238(1) 2·631(1) 1·102(2) o.8;o6 2·030(4) 2.479 1.027(1)
0·9129 2.289(2) 1·096(2) 0.8462 2.012(8) 2-340(1) 1·019(1)
0-8930(1) 2.266(4) 1.082 0.8416 1·957(5) 2.290(2) 0.9996
0.8838 2.244(9) 1·078 o.8394 1·927(9) 2•074(3) 0.9933
0.8776 2·094(1) 1.073 0.8348 1.861(4) 2·035(5) 0·9893(1)
0.8754 2.061(6) 1·070 0.8328 1-824<:5) 2-004(5) 0.9657(2)
0.8738 2·009(3) 1·061(1) . 0.8249 1.807(1) 1.968(10) 0.9618(1)
0.869.5 1·980(10) 1.053 o.8227 1·578(1) 1·871(3) 0-9.583(2)
o.8688 1·934(2) 1.046(1) 0.8218 1·543()) 1·838(8) 0·9489(1)
0.8602 1·903(7) 1.041 o.Bo;o 1.411(?) 1.805(2) 0.9425(2)'
0.8465 1.868(5) 1·033 0.8004 1·136(1) 1·753(.5) 0.93()8
o.8448 1·841 1.028(1) 0·7995(1) 1·117(9) 1·712(1) 0·92'78 .
0.8351 1·576(4) 1.011(1) 0.7985 1.087(1) 1·614(2) 0.9249
o.8321 1·.537 1.Qep(l) 0·7961 1.080(1} 1·533(1) 0.9167
0.8287 1·528 0-9916 o.19?/J 0.8577(4) 1·509(2) . 0.9141
0,823'+ 1.486 0·9954 0·7891 1·502(2) 0.9il6'
0.8185 1.455(1) 0·9927(1) 0.7884 1·489(2) 0.9041+
·o.81.39 1-438(3) 0.9879 0.7865 1·4o4 0.9001··.
0.8093(1) 1.420 0.9808 0.7857 1·396(1) 0.89.56
o.8054 1·405(2) 0·9741 0.7846 1·388(1) 0•8917
0·7917 1·370 Oe9717 0.7822 1·366. , o•8705. 
0.7841 1·359 0.9674(1) 0-7809 1.283 0.86~2
0.7834 1·351 0.9573 0·7804 1.244 o.8641
0.7824 1·322 0·9512 0·7799 1·234(1) 0.8357' 
0·7717 1·312 0.9477(1) 0·7769 1·219(3)

1·303 0.9433(1) 1·207(2)
1·291(1) 0.9382 1·202 
1·278(1) 0·9323 1·186(2)
1·268 0·9241 1·179(1}
1·253 0·9221 1.161(1}
1-238 0.8969 1·156(1)
1·219 1·150(2) 



CHAPTER VII 

ConclueiQ!i! 

In the preceding chapters, the data t.rom individull physical 

techniques has been presented with little attempt to show the relation

ship among the possible interpretations. In this chapter an attempt 

is made to give a consistent interpretation of all the results for each 

compound and to summarize the characteristic properties ot these 

selenium tetrafluoride adducts. 

The compound SeF~S03 has vibrational spectra which are consistent 

with either a covalent, tluorosultate-bridged polymeric structure or an 

ionic structure with strong interaction between ions. The properties 

ot the melt are more consistent with a covalent structure; the conductivity 

ot the melt indicates only slight dissociation into ions, and the n.m.r. 

spectrum is consistent with a covalent polymer. In solution in tluoro
solv<\~ecl + 

sulturic acid, the presence ot polymericASeF ions (Fig·5·5) is indicated
3 

by the conductivity, and an envirOIUBent olt six electron pairs about the 

selenium atom in SeF + is consistent with the n.m.r. spectrum. (Although 
3

a disolvated cation (Fig. 3•1) is the simplest species to provide this 

environment, polymeric cations, (Ser3)nSOJFn-l(RSOjF) 2+, also have the 

same environment about the SeF + group.) The conduetimetric and cryoscopic
3 

measurements in nitrobenzene both show considerable polymerization of s.r4so , 
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and the cryoscopic results indicate the pred011inant :f'ol"ttation of dimeric 

species in solution. Thus each o:f' the measurements can be explained 'h;y 

a tluoroaul:f'ate-bridged pol,.eric structure. 

The solid probabl1 contains the lineir pol18ers shown below 

or possibly dimeric molecules, i.e., 

0 F 
'' IF .,.....S~ F 

F ..... I _.....0 0.._. I ..... F 
F ..... se..... .,.....Se,

o.:::-: 5 ........ o F 

F() 

The low melting point suggests that the polymer units are amall, which 

favours the second suggestion above. '!'he vapour pressure of the compound 

is likely due to the presence of 11olecular units in the vapour, and sub

limation probably proceeds via such species. 1'his postulate is supported 

b.1 the tact that sublimation occurs without fractionation, and by the 

intra-red spectrum of the condeued solid· I:f' the Tapour were completely 

dissociated, under the conditions used to obtain the tntra-red spectrum, 

one would expect to see onl1 the spectrum of the ~sociation products 

since recombination should be slow at the temperature o:f' the intra-red 

window. Thus the presence of molecul.ar units in the vapour, probabl1 dimers, 

is consistent with the available data. 

http:molecul.ar
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;ne lluor9§ulfate BridS! 

The only other compound known to show nuorosulfate bridging 

is SbF so{• <47) In this compound the bridging nuorosulfate groups4

complete the six coordination about antimony, and in SeF-fOy six 

·electron pairs surround the selenium atom as a reault of the bridging 

fluorosulfate groups. The valence-bond description of the fluorosulfate 

bridge involves one coordinate covalent bond and one normal covalent 

bond., viz• 

I 

There will also -. some contribution from the following structures: 

0 F 0 F 0 F ,, I ,, I s ''sI s 
~ ~ 

/0 ~ " o, 
/ 
0 
/.,

0 ,_ 0 - 0 
+ 

M M M M M M 
n: m N 

Structure II is the reaonance form of structure I, and resonance between 

these two forms will result in a plane of s,mmetr;r for the bridging group. 

Structures III and IV also ba•e a plane of syrametr:r, and thus this 

description of the bonding requires a symmetrical fluorosulfate bridge 

when bridging occurs between identical groups. This conclusion is valid 

only if structure I and II are true resonance forma, and it seems likely 



that strong fluoroaulf'ate bridging will satiaf'y this condition. Howe'f'er, 

it is possible that the tluorosulf'ate group is bonded more strongly b,y 

the coYalent bond, and structures I and II are not true resonance forma. 

Thus bridging would inYOlve one strong interaction and one weak inter

action, and we do not know how strong the coordinate bond must be in 

order to produce the symmetrical bridge. 

The reaction of' so with SeF4 or SbF replaces the fluorine•bridged
3 5 

interactions in the fluoride with f'luoroaulf'ate bridges. Thie preferential 

formation of' the :tluorosultate bridge shows ~he greater strength of 

fluorosulf'a.te bridging OYer fluorine brid~:· 

The 'f'ibrational spectra and IIWl7 ot the other properties of' 

SeF4SbF5 can be interpreted in terms of' an ionic structure with strong 

interaction betnen the ions. J'roll a detailed examination of' these 

properties, one can eTaluate to what extent fluorine bridging is important 

aa a means of' interaction between ions. The n.m.r. spectrum gins no 

definite information, but it is consistent with some fluorine bridging. 

The conductivity of' the melt shows iacomplete dissociation into ions, 

and it seems likely that the incomplete dissociation is due to fluorine

bridged interactions. The conductiYities and freezing points of' solutions 

in nitrobenzene are t,-pical of' a strong electrolyte at low .,acentration 

but indicate significant association at .concentrations above ~0.03 m. 

Thda it is reasonable to expect fluorine-bridged interaction between the 

http:fluorosulf'a.te
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ions in thia c011poad, which therefore has a linear, or cyclic, fluorine-

bridged pol1J1eric structure (Fig. 2.9}. The infl"a-red frequencies at 

908 and 942 em.-l in ser4sbF, _,. be a criterion of fluorine-bridged 

interaction: the greater the intensity of these banda, the stronger the 

nuorine•b'rid.ged interaction 'between the ions. It seems unlikely that 

these frequencies are ebaracteriatic of the bridging fluorine atoms 

alone; their origin is mOZ'e likely v (0h) of the octahedral iont the2

degeneracy being removed and the frequency probabl;r shifted by the 

fluorine bridging. In SeJ'4sbF
5

, these :frequencies are weak compared with 

the intensity of the stretching frequencies, and thus the fluorine bridging 

in Se:r4sbl' is probably weak {i.e., the fluorine atoms in such bridges
5 

are displa~d towards the antimony atom, therebf giTins greater ionic 

character). 

!b.u the compound SeF4sbl" bas a structure inTolving fluorine
5 

bridged interactions betweea SeF + and Sbl' - icm.s, the bridg:lng fluorine
3 6 

atoms being displaced towards the antimon;r atom. 

The Fluorine Bride 

The fluoriae bridge inTolvee the doDation of a pair of electrona 

trOll a bonded fluorine atom to another metal atom, i.e. • 



In the extreme case this can be regarded as the formation of two bonds 

by an F+ ion. The charge distribution indicates that the electron 

deasity about the bridging fluorine atom is lower than that for the 

same fluorine atom without bridging. In terms of localized molecular 

orbitals, a molecular orbital can be formed between one p or sp' orbital 

on fluorine and a suitable orbital on~ (d2sp3), and a second molecular 

orbital can be formed between a second p or sp3 orbital on fluorine and 

a suitable orbital on M " Four molecular orbitala can be formed, two2 

bonding and two anti-bonding. There are four electrons available for 

these orbitals, one from ~ or M2 and three from fluorine, and thus 

the two bonding orbitals are completely filled. If the metal atoms are 

identical, and if the overlap of the atomic orbitals is the same in both 

molecular orbitals, then the bonding IIUSt be symmetrical about the 

bridging nuorine atom. Howeftr, it is PQSSible that the interaction is 

not sufficiently strong, and a more stable bonding results if one of the 

molecular orbitals is of lower energy than the other (i.e., there is 

more OYerlap of the atomic orbitals) • Thus an as;ymmetric fluorine bridge 

may be observed where the interaction is relatively weak. From a valence-

bond approach, one bond is formed by the overlap of a partially tilled 

orbital (d2sp3) on ~ with a partially filled p or sp3 orbital on the 

fluorine atom. The second bond is formed between a filled p or sp3 orbital 

on fluorine and a vacant d orbital (or suitable hybrid) on M • When the2

bonding interaction is sufficiently strong, .the two resonance forma 

~ F ""'
M M 



are of equal energy, and the bridging fluorine atom must lie in a plane 

of symaetry between the atoms. Bowner, when the interaction is weak 

one structure may be more stable than the ether, and an asymmetric 

fluorine bridge which fa•ours the more stable fora will gi.. a efltem 

of lower energy. 'rhus it is likely that the nu~rine bridge is symmetrical 

for strong interaction, but ae the strength of the fluorine 'bri~se

decreu~a, the asymmetric bridge is more likely to occur. 

It may~ be noted here that nuorine bridging and hydrogen bonding 

are not analogous. Hydrogen bonding can be described most readily in terms 

ot three-centred molecular orbitals. The hydrogen bonded system in liquid 

hydrogen nuoride may be used as a typical example. The hydropn la 

orbital, the fluorine p or ep3 orbital, and a p or ep3 orbital t.rom an 

adjacent nuorine are used to construct three-centred molecular orbitals. 

nu-ee molecular orbitals can be fol'lle4, one bonding, one noll-bonding, and 

one aati-bonding. There are four electrons available to till these orbitals, 

and they occupy the bonding and the non-bonding orbitals. The non•boncting 

orbital makes essentially no ceutril!wution to bond~ for a s,mmetrical 

arrangement of the hydrogen atom, but if the hydrogen atom is displaced 

towarde one of the fluorine atOllS, this orbital is lowered in energy 

resulting in partial bonding. Thus the hydrogen bond tends to be asymmetric, 

the hydrogen atom displaced towards one fluorine atom in order to lower 

the total energy of the system. Although the nuorine bridge can be 

described in terms of three-centred orbitals using one of the 2p orbital.a 

on fluorine, such molecular orbitals are of higher enerQ than simple 

localized molecular orbitals. Thus, contrary to the situation with 



h7drogen bonding, three-cent.red molecul.ar orbitals gin an unaatisfacto17 

explanation of the bonding in the fluorine 'brid.ge, and a simple localiZed 

molecular orbital approach can account tor both the symmetric and the 

asymmetric bridge. 

The fluorine bridge will in general be aa~etric when bridging 

occurs between two ditfennt metal atOIU• In this situation, the fluorine 

atoa 111a7 bond aore stroagly to one atom than to the other Ci·••, the 

tluorille atom laaa a ueater share ot one pair ot electrons than the 

other) o This is direct~ analogous to the bonding with relatiYel.J" weak 

interaction described aboYe and can 0. related to the electronegatiyity 

of the two metal atCMU• The fluorine atom is displaced towards the atoa 

with the greater eleetronesatiYity. 

nuorine bridging has only been obsened directly for compounds 

in which both metal atoms are identical. 'rhe n.m.r. spectrum of Shl (S?)
5 

shows fluorine bridging in the liquid, and the x-ray crystal structures of 

MoF (?S) and Rur (?9) show that both c011p0unda exist as fluorine-bridged
5 5 

tetraJHrs. In both HoF and RuF
5

, the 'bridging fluorine a tou were found
5 

to M eituated symetrica.J.l1 betnen the metal atoms. This is the result 

expected for strong fluorine bridsinl aad supports the description ot the 

bonding g:l:ven a'bow. !here are n.o well established examples of fluorine 

'brid~ between two different metal. atOll&, although flu.orine bridging 

baa Men sugested to explain the obaerftd n.m.r. s~ctrum of As1-fbF,;• (7l) 

http:symetrica.J.l1
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The data obtained for SeF4Asr
5 

are consistent with an inter

pretation siailar to that for SeF sbJ' • The vibrational spectra for4 5
SeF4AsF can be explained by an ionic model with strong interaction

5 

between ions; the infra-red banda at 922 and 953 em•-l are aomewhat<i 

stronger for this compound than the corresponding frequencies for 

SeF4sbl • '!'he higher conducti'V'ity of the melt of SeF4AsJ' than that5 5 
of the melt of SeF4SbF may be due to the higher melting point of SeF AsF •

5 4 5
Conductimetric and cryoscopic measurements in nitrobenzene show some

what greater ionic association for SeF4Aar than for ser4sbF • '!'he
5 5

n.m.r .. spectrum tor s.:r4Aa:r has oae · resonance, presumably because
5 

there is complete exchange between the nuorine atoms on arsenic and 

selenium Tia fluorine-bridged structures. Although this is good indica

tion of fluorine bridgins in s.r As.r , it does not necessarily indicate4 5

a faster exchange rate and thue a greater interaction than in ser4ab15 
+ since the small~r chemical shift between Ser and AaF6 facilitates3 

collapse of the two expected signals into the aingle resonance which 

is obaerTed• This obsert'ation which can be attributed to fiuorine 

bridging, combined with the close ailllUarity between seF4AsF and Se:r4sbF
5 5 

as indicated by other p~aical data, supports the conclusion that fluorine 

bridging is significant in both compounds. Thus the structure of SeF4AsF5 
is related to that or SeF4sbl'

5
, the nuorine bridge being somewhat leas 

asym~~etric in SeJ'4AsF than in SeF4sbJ' •
5 5



The tact that sublimation occurs without fractionation suggests 

that the sublimation is proceeding ?ia molecular species rather than 

b,y dissociation followed by recombination. If dissociation were the 

predominant mechanism, one might expect a concentration of the higher 

boiling component in the sublimate. Alse the spectra of the starting 

compounds are not obserYe4 under the condi~ions used to obtain the 

infra-red spectrum. 

The data obtained for ser4B1r indicate a close similarity
5 

between Se:r4sbl and SeF4Mr • The higher temperature necessary to
5 5

sublime Se14BiF indicates greater ionic character, and such an inter
5 

pretation would result in a gradual increase in ionic character for the 

sequence SeF4Aar <SeF4SbF ( Ser4a11 • This would be consistent with5 5 5
increasing Lewis acid strength in the order AaF5 ( SbF5 ( BiF5• 

The compound SeF4BF presents much the same problem for inter•
3 

pretation as ser4sDF5, the best description of the structure depending 

on the i.llportance of fiuorine-bridged interactions. The 'f'ibrational 

spectra are oonsistent with an ionic structure with strong interaction 

between ions, and it is difficult to ueess the importance of fluorine 

bridging from the spectra alone. The n.m.r. spectrum gives strong evidence 

for fluorine bridging in that only one signal is obeerTed. The chemical 

shift between Ser + and BF - is eye~ greater than the shift between43 



+ s.r
3 

and SbF6 · in s.F4sor
5

, and in SeF4BF
3 

the exchange rate is 

sufficiently rapid to collapse the signals of the two expected resonances. 

This exchange is likely to occur through fluorine bridgea interaction 

between the ions, and the rapid exchange rate probably indicates a 

more symmetrical bridge in Ser4sr than in SeF SoF • The conduotiTity
3 4 5

ot the melt is higher than would be expected from this interpretation, 

the calculated dissociation being 22%. The assumption that a~ SeF SbF • 
4 5 

" SeF BJ' may not be 'f'alid tor SeF4BF , and it may have a.llower viscosity
34 3 

than expected from this assumption. Although the origin of this high 

conductance is not understood, the obaer'f'ed 'f'alue ie not inconsistent 

with extensive fluorine bridging in the compound. The conductimetric 

and cryoscopic measurements in nitrobenzene indicate considerable 

association in solution, and auch association is likely to occur by 

fluorine bridging. 

Thus the beha'f'iour of ser BF is consistent with a fluorine•bridged
4 3 

structure which has considerable covalent character, i.e., 

or 
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Such structures could easily gi._ rise to fluorine-bridged molecular 


species which would explain the high vapov pressure of the coapound. 


The presence of such species in the 'npolll' is consistent with the fact 


that no change in composition occurs on sublimation and with the intra-


red spectrWJI of the condensed solid directly after sublill1a.tion. 


!be Group Va Pentatluoride Adducts 

As for the ~up Vb pentafluoride adducts, the addition compounds 


with the gr-oup Va pentafluorides show increasing ionic character with 


increasing atomic weight of the metal atom. The compound SeF,._VF bas

5 

a vibrational spectrum which is similar to that tor ser,._sbF5. The 
. -l 

relatiYe intensity of the lines at 1022 and 962 cas. is greater in 


SeF vr than that of the linea at 942 and 908 e~~.-lin SeF.a.SbF • As
4 5 5

mentioned above, the increased intensity of thea$ linea may indicate 

strong fluorine·bridged interaction between the ions. 

Conductivity measurements in nitrobenzene support this interpretation 

of the structure, as association of the sue order as that tor SeF4BF
3 


is obeened. Also the high "npolU" pressure of the compound is anothe!" · 


silllilarity betwHn SeF4w and SeJ'ItBr • Thus it is likely that Sel'4VF5 3 5 

has a structure having strong fluorine bridging between ions. 


The compounds Sel'4NDP.5 and SeJ' 4TaF are isostructural as indicated
5 


by their X-ray poWder patterns. and both ooapcnmds show considerably more 


ionic character than SeJ'4n- • As for SeF4SbF.5 the vibrational spectra
5


can be interpreted on the basis of an ionic model with strong interaction 


between ions. A moderately strong band is obsened at 9.5.5 cr~e-l in 



lJt-2 


SeF4Tar
5

, and a a0111ewhat weaker band is o'bseM'ed at 943 cat. ·l.in 

s..r4Mbl' • This would indicate a011ewhat greater tluorine•bridgeci
5

interaction for SeF4Tar • 'fhe n.as.r. spectrum of each compound
5

shows only one resonance, which 1s consistent with s011e fluorine 

bridging in these compound.a. Also the results of conductilletric 

and cryoscopic aeasurem.nta in nitrobenzene indicate some ionic 

auociation for these compounu at concentrations higher than -0.02 m. 

'l'he cryoscopic results show s.r4Ta:~5 to be somewhat leas associated 

than SeF4Nb11'
5

, and a similar deduction can be •4e from the conductiYit7 

resultaQ Thus both compounds exhibit considerable ionic character, 

'but fluorine bridging between the ions is fairly strong, the relatin 

iaportance of fluorine bridging probabl7 being slightly greater in 

s.:r4NbF
5 

than in SeF4!aF
5

• !he intra-red results lead to the opposite 

conclusion, but this may be a result of the low temperature at which 

the int.ra-re4 data were obtained. 

The structures of Se:r4Hbf and SeF4TaJ' are related to that
5 5 

of s.r..sor, and involYe fluorine-bridged interactions between the ions, 

the fluorine bridges being somewhat less ionic than in Se.r4sb:r •5

General ObserT&tions 

The structures proposed, for these COI!lpounda are consistent with 

their chemical properties. The obserntion that the anion is obtained 

in solution after h7drolysis has been cited as evidence in support of 

ionic structures for these compounds. (lO) BoweTer, initial attack by 



water at the ser
3 

group could lead to complete hydrolysis of the ser
3 

group with liberation of the f'rH aniem. 'l'hu the proposed structures 

can explain the obserftd hydrolysis of the compounds. 'l'he Tapour 

pressure of the compounds follows the strength of fluorine bridging in 
, 

the compounds • The COllpOundB SeFItBF and SeF ItVl' show the highest
3 5 

T&pour presaure as well as th4t strongest fluorine bridging, and the 

Tapour preseure of the other compounds is in the order SeF4NbF )
5 

Se:r4TaF5 - SeF1l·•'s) SeF4sDF5 - s.:r4B1J'5, which paral.lela the increasing 

ionic character of the fluorine bridging in th4tse compounds. 

Certain structural characteristics can be observed which are 

comon to each of the addition OCIIlpounds. The anionic species for each 

compound is either tour or six coordinate. The addition compounds are 

found with strong fluorine ion acceptors, and the faTourable four or 

six coordination is achieTed b,y donation of a fluoride ion from Sef4• 

'!'he extent to which the donation of ,- trc:a s.r4 is complete Taries trom 

one c~d to another. 

A second observation, and possibly the aost significant as far 

u the stability or the compounds is concerned, is the environment about 

the SeJ'
3 
+ group. For each c011pound, the selenium atom is surrounded by 

six 'leotron pairs, and the l'.bility of the anionic species to proTide this 

+stable en'Yironment for the SeF~ ion probably is the most significant 

feature of these structures. The fluorine bridging which is found for 

each ot these compounds is essential to proTide the stable environment for 

the s.:r,+ ion. This fact JAy explain the ctifticulty in isolating the 

adchlct with phospho:ne pentafiuoride (P1 ). Although PF i.e a strong
5 5 



fluoride ion acceptor, the higher electronegati"ri.ty of the phosphorus 

ma7 reduce ~he donor ability of the fluorine atoms in Pr6- to the 

extent that they can no longer engage.'. in fluorine-bridged interactions 
+ . 

with the s.r group which are sufficiently strong to previde stability
3 

for the c:satiaJl• 

This necessity to provide the stable pseudo-six-coordinate 

+environment for the SeJ' ion is confirmed by the behaviour of tlut 
3 

adducts in solution. As shown by n·•ter• and conductivity measurements 

in tluorosulturic acid, SeF4so forms polymeric cationic species. The
3 

conductimetric and cryoscopic measurements in nitrobenz• can be inter
.: X. 

preted to show the extent to which the solTent participates in stabilizing 

+the SeF group. 'l'he least stable compounds in solution are those where
3 

the solvent has the most interaction with the SeF
3 
+ ion, and it is likely 

that it is these solvated SeF + ions which undergo decomposition.
3 

Th1a tastab~lity of 
' 

the tree SeJ'3 
+ 

ion is again demonstrated b.1 the 

Raman spectra of ser4so and SeF4BF in more atrongli coordinating solvent•
3 3 

than nitrobenseBe, such as dimethylfo.naamide, tonaaide and nitromethane.. 

These Roan spectra of solutions of Se:r4so and SeF4BF Utica~• clearly
3 3 

the strong inteJ"action between the solvent and the .SeF + ion. In
3 

dimeth;rlformamide and formamide, the interaction is such that the character• 

tatic: frequencies of the ser + group bannot be recognized, and in nitromethazut
3

the frequencies observed are con41stent with strong interaction with tee 

qbent. Thus it appears that the SeF + ion cannot exiat as a tree ion,
3 

but it aut be stabilized by coordination with neighbouring sroupa. The 

http:electronegati"ri.ty
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most stable configuration for the Ser + ion is that given ~low where 
3 

the dotted lines indicate some coordination, whether through fluorine 

bridging or solvation. 

.. 

Properties of fluort;e Bti4JiB« 

Since these compounds a.ll show behaviour which bas been interpreted 

in terms of fluorine-bridged interaction between the ions~ it should be 

possible to evaluate the TIU"ious physical methoda a:ru!:. ,...,_rties for their 

ability to indicate when such interaction is significant. "The infra-red 

and Raman spectra are of limited value, since the changes in the spectra 

are the same as for any anion-cation interaction. However, the relative 

intensity of bands which appear in the range 900-1050 em•-l in the infra... 

red indicates the degree of interaction, and eueb bands are usually strong 

where fluorine btidging is significant. In the selenium tetrafluoride 

adducts, the vapour pressure of the compound is a good indication of the 

importance of fluorine bridging: the stronger the fluorine bridging, the 

more volatile the compound. 

From cryoscopic or conductimetric measurements, the degree of 

ionic association in solvents with relatively high dielectric constants 

but with moderate solvating ability, as with nitrobenzene, appears to be 
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a ~liabl.e mea~ 1.1re of the importance of nuorine bridging. In such solvents 

fluorine-b.tidged interac '·ion can compete witbli:solvation, and the amount 

of ionic association obsened i.e a measure of the ability of the fluorine 

bridging to replace solvation. For a series of compounds in the same 

eol~, this is a good method far evaluating the relative importance of 

such interaction "throughout the series. 

In certain cases the n.m.r. spectrum gives strong indication of 

fluorine bridging. However, it ie difficult to obtain any estimate of the 

u,.aetr.r of the fluorine bridges for a seriea of compounds becauee of 

the changes in chemicu shi!t between the exchanging species. In some 

cases a single resonance is observed when more than one n.m.r. signal i.e 

expected, and this observation can be explained b.1 rapid fluorine exchange 

because of strong fluorine bri.*IP. For slow exchange rates, the resonanctf) 

ot the bridging fluorine atoms can be observed directly (e.g. 9 in SbF ) • 
5

However, for intermediate rates ot exchange, no definite information can 

be obtained from the n.m.r. spectrum. 

Measurement of the conductivity ot the melt gives no direct evidence 

tor fluorine bridging, but tor compounds where fluorine bridging is possible 

the estimate of the degree of ionization which can be obtained from these 

results gives some indication of when such interaction may be significant. 

However, the approximations necessary to interpret these results sake a 

comparison of the strength of Qilelltne bridging from one c0111pound to another 

somewhat unreliable. 

It is apparent trom this discussion of the pb;rsioal methods that no 

one method is suitable tor detecting fluorine bridging in all compounds. 



RoweTer, the combination of the indications of fluorine bridging from 

seTeral physical measurements can lead to a definite conclusion regarding 

the importance of fluorine bridging in a giTen compound· 
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The compound SeF4so has a fluorosulfate-bridged polymeric
3 

atructure. The remaining compounds exhibit fluorine-bridged inter

action betw..n SeF + and the accompanying anion9 such that the Se:r + 
3 3 

ion has six electron pairs about selenium. The fluorine bridges 

become less symmetrical (i.e., more "ionic") in the order SeF4BF ........

3 

SeF4VJ' ) SeF4NbF.5 ) SeF4Tal.5 ) SeF4AaJ'.5 ) SeF4SbF
5 

,., SeF4BiF.5.5 
+ 

The Se:r ion is only stable when there are atx electron pairs
3 

aurroading the selenium atom; thus the tree ser + ion is not found.
3 

Fluorine-bridged interactions can be detected by combinations 

of the followia« properties: 

1) collapse of the expected n.m.r. resonances into a single line 9 

or direct obaervation of the resonance of the bridging fluorine atoms. 

2) appreciable ionic association in solvents such as nitromethane 

or nitrobenzene. 

3) strong intensity of certain forbidden transitions in the 

infra-red. 

4) appreciable ionic association in the molten state where fluorine 

br~l ia a possible source of intera~tion. 
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Sugl!ations for Extension of This Work 

Although it has been possible to obtain a description of the 

structure of these adducts of selenium tetrafluoride, the most complete 

answer to this problem would be given by a single crystal X-ray analysis• 

Such an approach would be interesting in view of the pro~bility of 

nuorine bridging in these compounds. The most promising method to 

obtain single crystals would be vacuum sublimation, and a second 

possibilit;r a,_ght be to growr the crystals from nitromethane if the 

solution could be kept cold enough to preYent decomposition. 

It has been suggested that these addition compounds exist as 

molecular units in the Yapour phase, rather than being completely 

dissociated. It should be possible to test this postulate by studying 

the· infra-red spectrum of the vapour using a multiple reflection cell 

to increase the path length, and working at a sufficiently high temperature 

to ensure an adequate yapour pressure. 

An investigation of the conductivity and freezing point depression 

of these compounds in nitromethane would complement the Raman spectral 

measurements in nitromethane, and the measurements wel.. haYe obtained in 

nitrobenzene• Also, nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of the nitrobenzene 

and nitromethane solutions might giYe some further information about these 

compounds. 

Finally, the techniques we haye described could be applied to study 

the structures of other lul,owa adduets of selenium tetrafluoride. The 

preparation of further selenium tetrafluoride adducts oould be attempted 



by reacting s.r4 with other strong fluoride ion acceptors which might be 

capable of stabilizing the SeF
3 
+ ion. Such compounds as beryllium difluoride 

and aluminum trifluoride may form compounds, and the other transition metal 

pentafiuoridea, such as Crr
5

, Mor
5

, Mn:r
5

, and Rer
5

, are further possibi

lities. 
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CHAPTER VIII ' 

Preparation and Purification of Materials 

a) General Procedures 

Kel-P' 90greaae (Minnesota Minins and Manufacturing Co.) was used 

to grease all ground glass joints. P'luorolube grease (Hooker Chemical 

Corp.) was also used during the earlier part of the work. 

Before use, all slaaa apparatus was cleaned in sulfuric acid 

potaadum dichromate cleanins solution, rinsed thorouahly vith tap water 

and with distilled water, and dried overnight in an oven at ll0°C. 

Larger vacuum line assemblies were cleaned by boiling concentrated 

nitric acid in the until all surtacea of the ass•bly had been in contact 

with the hot acid. The apparatus was rinsed as well as possible with dis

tilled water only, and dried overnight in the oven. Generally dryina was 

completed by beating the line with a bunsen burner under vacuum. 

Volatile materials were handled on a vacuum line equipped with an 

oil diffUsion pump. The vacuum line had two liquid air traps before the 

diffusion pump to prevent volatile products from the preparative section 

of the line from entering the pump. 

Manipulation of the cCDpounds in the line was aocOJilpliahed using 

liquid air unless otherwise indicated. 
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b) Purification of Materials 

Nitrobenzene 

Reagent grade nitrobenzene (Eastern Chemical Corp.) was distilled 

throush a two-foot heated column of glass helices, and the product col

lected after a steady temperature was reached at the head of the column. 

The product was stored over a molecular sieve (T,ype 4A,_Linde Company) 

to remove any traces of water. 

1 13,5-Trinitrobenzene 

Canmercial trinitrobenzene (Eastman Kodak) was recrystallized from 

glacial acetic acid. The crystals were filtered and washed with small 

portions ot cold glacial acetic acid, then stored over phosphorus pent

oxide in a vacuum de8iccator until used. The product had a melting point 

of 123.8- 125.0°C (uncorr.). 

Fluorosulfuric Acid 

Technical fluorosulturic acid (Allied Chemical) was distilled 

twice in all glass apparatus out of contact with the air. The low boiling 

fraction from the first distillation was collected in a tube, and, when 

the distillation temperature reached l52°C, the distillate was directed 

into the pot of the second distillation apparatus. A similar procedure 

was followed with the second distillation, the fraction boiling between 

152-l53°C being used. All ground glass joints which could come in con

tact with the hot acid were kept tree ot grease. 
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Nitromethane 

Commercial nitromethane (Fisher Reagent) was redistilled through 

a fractionating column of glass helices. The product was stored in a 

flask with an ungreased ground glass stopper. 

N, N-dimethylformamide 

Commercial dimethylformamide (Fisher Reagent) was distilled 

through a heated fractionating column of glass helices, and the fraction 

boiling between 150.6 - 151.2°C was collected. The compound was stored 

in a flask with an ungreased ground glass stopper. 

For!f!ide 

Commercial formamide (Fisher Reagent) was used directly without 

further purification. 
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c) Preparation of Caapounds 

Selenium Tetrafluoride 

Selenium tetrafluoride was prepared by the reaction 

0°C 
Se + 2 F2 ---+ SeF4 (8.1) 

according to the procedure given by Dodd and Robinson( 4). 

Selenium metal (30 g.}(Analar- pellets) was placed in the flask 

of the apparatus shown in Fis. 8.1; the system was attached to the fluorine 

line (Fig. 8.2) and evacuated. The system was dried for at least two days 

and heated periodically with a bunsen tl.ae during this time. 

After dryins the apparatus, the selenium was sublimed onto the 

walls of the flask. A hole three inches in diameter was cut in an asbestos 

mat, and this was held beneath the flask so that the upper portion of the 

fluk was protected frcm the flame. The upper part of the flask waa wrap

ped with wet kleenex, and the selenium sublimed by heating the bottan of 

the flask vith a steady flule. The kleenex was kept damp throuahout the 

sublimation to prevent the seleni\1111 from converting to the sray fol'Dl. The 

line was then brousht to atmospheric pressure by cautiously filling with 

nitrogen. The receiver tor the product vas kept evacuated. Once the line 

was at atmoepheric pressure, the nitrocen flow was adJusted at the inlet 

valve to sive a flow ot approximately 100 ml./Jdn. During this tille, the 

main flask was surrounded with an ice bath, and a dry ice - acetone bath 

was placed on the trap. When the nitrosen flow was steady, the fluorine 

cylinder was opened and the flow adJusted at the needle valve (Fig. 8.2,A) 
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until the tlov rate vas approximately twice that ot the nitrogen alone 

(i.e., a dilution ot F2:N2 :: 1:1). The reaction vas continued, the ice 

bath being replenished as necessary, until moat ot the selenium had reacted 

(4- 8 hr.). The fluorine tlov vas then stopped,and the line flushed with 

nitrogen tor one hour. 

The system was evacuated,and the selenium tetrafluoride remaining 

in the tlaak vas distilled into the trap. The selenium tetrafluoride vas 

distilled tram the trap into the receiver (Fig. 8.l,B), then the receiver 

vas sealed ott at A. 

The selenium tetrafluoride vas stored at dr.y ice temperature until 

used, and vas redistilled ~ediately before use. 

Tritluoroselenium (IV) tluorosultate 

The vacuum aanitold shown in Fig. 8.3,A vas used. The reaction 

tlaak (Fie. 8.31B) 1 the Bl9 opening closed with a Bl9 cap, vas placed on 

the centre position ot the manifold. The flask tor the aultur trioxide 

(Pia. 8.3,D) was placed on one end, and the receiver ot selenium tetra

fluoride on the other. The receiver ot SeF4 vas Joined by glass blowing 

to the adaptor (Fia. 8.4,A) which held two nickel balls in the side arm 

to break the break-seal above the SeF4• The system vas evacuated and, 

with the exception ot the tlaak containina so3, vas dried by tlaains with 

a bunsen burner. 

The aultur trioxide vas obtained trom. 65% oleum (Allied Chemical} 

or tram Sultan B (Allied Chemical) by distillation into the reaction flask 

under reduced pressure. The tlaek in Fig. 8.3,D vaa used to prevent liquid 
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splashing into the manifold. Excess selenium tetrafluoride vas then dis

tilled onto the sulfur trioxide. 

The reaction flask vas removed tram the manifold and immersed in 

an ice bath. As the selenium tetrafluoride became liquid, reaction started 

and heat vas produced. At 0°C the reaction remained under control, but 

pressure could develop in the flask at higher temperatures. Once the vio

lent reaction had subsided, the flask was v~ed with hot water tram the 

tap (50°C) until the solution was completely clear. 

The flask vas again placed on the manitold,and the excess selenium 

tetrafluoride distilled into a dried receiver (Fig. 8.4,B). The bulk of 

the excess selenium tetrafluoride vas removed in this way, the receiver 

sealed ott at A (Fig. 8.4,B), and the selenium tetrafluoride stored for 

future use. 

The remaining selenium tetrafluoride was distilled directly into 

the traps of the vacuum line. Periodically • the reaatitn flask vas re

moved tram the manifold and shaken to break up lumps in the product. The 

flask vas kept evacuated until the product was a free flowing powder. The 

reaction flask vas then placed in the dry box, and the product transferred 

to dried tubes which were sealed off under vacuum. 

The product vas a fine white crystalline powder (m.p. 69.0 - 70.0°C) 

and could be used vithout further purification. After handling several 

times or on standing in the tubes for long periods, the product turned pale 

yellow and had a "vet" appearance. The compound could be purified by sub

limation under vacuum in the apparatus shown in Fig. 8. 5, using a heating 
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bath at 70 - 80°C and circulatinc cold water throuch the cold fincer. The 

sublimed material was a white crystalline solid. The yellow product was 

lett at the bottom of the sublimer. 

Trifluoroselenium (IV) tetratluoroborate 

The vacuum manifold (Fig. 8.3,A) was used. The reaction flask 

(Fie. 8.3,B) was attached at the end position. A bubble tube (Fig. 8.3,C) 

was inserted through the Bl9 Joint,and this vas connected to the boron tri

fluoride, BF3, cylinder with Teflon tubinc. The Teflon tubins was heated 

carefully in a fl1111e until clear, then pushed over the glass tubins which 

had a rina of Kel-F srease on it. In this manner, vacuum tiaht seals were 

readily obtained. A similar procedure was used to attach the tubinc to 

the cylinder. 

The container of SeF4 was Joined by glass blowins to the adaptor 

(Fis. 8.4,A} which held nickel balls in the side arm to break the break-

seal above the SeF4• This assembly and a receiver (Fig. 8.4,B) vere placed 

on the other two positions of the manifold. The system was evacuated and 

dried by periodic heatinc with a bunsen burner. 

Selenium tetrafluoride was distilled into the reaction flask. The 

SeF4 was allowed to warm to roar1 temperature; then boron trifluoride 

(Matheson Co. Inc.) was bubbled slowly through the liquid in the flask. 

It waa found that the best conversion was obtained when the reaction was 

allowed to proceed at its own t•perature. The flask vas only cooled vith 

cold water when the temperature rose so much that SeF4 vas swept out in the 

cas stre•. 



Initially, the BF
3 

vaa bubbled in with the system closed, but as 

soon as a ali&ht pressure developed, the BJ'
3 

vas vented into the tulle 

hood throU&h a drying tube. Boron trifluoride vas bubbled tor approxi

aately thirty ainutes atter ataospheric pressure had been attained, or ap

proxiaately ten minutes after the tirat solid started to separate out ot 

the aolution. Then ·the bubble tube vu aealed ott at B ( l'ig. 8. 3 ,c) • 

Arter reevacuatiq the reaction tlask, any exceas SeF~ wu distilled 

into the·receiver. The coaplex is autticiently volatile that under these 

s•e conditions it also sublimes to ac:ae extent. Periodically• the reac

tion tluk vas reoved ADd ahaken to break up any luaps in the product. 

Finally, the solid was opened cU.:rectl7 to the vacuua syat• tor a tev 

minutes. The reaction tluk vas placed in the dry box, and the product 

trADsterred to dried tubea which were sealed ott under vacullll. The product 

vaa a tine white crystalline solid (a.p. 54.0 - 55.38 C) • ADd vu used 

directly. 

On handling • the compound sr&dually turned pale yellow. It could 

be purified acain by sublimation under vacuua udq the apparatus shown 

in Fis. 8.5. The sublimation proceeded rapidly at roam t•perature vith 

ice placed in the cold tinser. 

'l'ritluoroseleni\111. (IV) hexatluorowenate 

The s•e apparatus was used u in the preparation ot tritluoro

seleniua (IV) tetratluoroborate. The cylinder ot arsenic pentatluoride 

(Osark-Mahoniq) vas connected via a piece ot Teflon tubins as described 

above. The AaF5 vas used without turther puri.tication. 
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'!'he system vu dried under vaculDI by fl•ins vith a bunsen burner. 

Selenium tetrafluoride vas diatilled into the reaction flaak. The flask 

vu cooled with ice, and AaF
5 

vas bubbled thJ"OU«h the SeJ'4• The excess 

Asl'
5 

vaa allowed to escape into the tulle hood throuah a tube of P20S on 

gl.ua wool. After the reaction aixture turned solid, the flow o:r .A.ar
5 

was 

reduced and continued at the slower rate for another ten minutes. The 

bubble tube vaa then sealed o:rt at B (Fie. 8.3,C). 

After reevacuatinc the reaction tluk, &llY' excess Sel'4 waa dis

tilled into the receiver. 'l'he reaction flask wu reaoved periodically and 

shaken to break up the lUilps in the product. Finally, the product was 

opened to a vacuum directly to raon the lut traces ot SeJI'4• The reac

tiOI'l fiuk vas placed in the dry boX, and the product trana:f'erred to dried 

tubes which were sealed off under vacuua. The product vas a fine white 

powder ad vu used d1rect}7. 

After hudlinc a nuaber ot tilles, the ccapound cra4uall7 usu1utd 

a pale yellow colour. The CCllllpound could be purified -cain by sublillation 

under Y&eu\111 uainc the apparatus shOWD in Fig. 8.5. The sublillation pro

ceeded read.i'-7 vith a heatinc bath at 50 - 60°C and cold water circulating 

throuch the cold fincer. 

The compound aelted at 135°C with dissociation. 

Tritluoroaelenia (IV) pe.xatluoroutiaonate 

The same apparatus vu used u in the preparation of trifluoro

seleni\lll (IV) fluorosulfate. Cc.aercial antilloay pentafluoride (Allied 

Ch•ical) vas diltilled twice in all glaaa apparatus; the fraction boiling 
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between 14Q-142°C was collected and dietilled into the reaction !laak 

under vacuum. 

Excess SeF4 was distilled onto the Sbr
5

• The reaction 

fiask wae removed from the line and immereedbl a bath of crushed ice. 

When the selenium tetrafluoride was liquid, the exothermic reaction began• 

The tlaak was swirled to bring all the Sb1 into contact with the SeF4•
5 

After the bulk of the reaction was complete, the flask was war.ed to 

approximately 50°C until all the solid went into solution, leaving a 

clear colourless liquid. 

The flask was reevacuated, and the excess SeF4 distilled 

into a dried receiver (Fig. 8.4,B) placed where the SeF4 sample had 

been previously. The solid product was then epened to the vacuum system 

directly to remove the last traces of SeF4• 

The product was a fine white powder (m.p. l20·5-l21·5°C) 

and was used without further purification. 

;ti!luoroselenium (IV) hexa!luoroaiobate and Tritluoroselsnium (IV) 

hexafluorotantalate 

The vacuum li.Be ued !or the preparation of these compounds 

is shown in Fig. 8.6. Commercial niobium and tantalum pentafluorides 

(Ozark-Mahoning) were transferred in a dry box to the tube shown in 

J'i.g. 8.6,B. The··.·pentafluoride was introduced into the vacuum system at 

A, the transfer being performed under a large inverted funnel through 

which a str•am of nitrogen was flowing. The system was sealed off 

immediately at 'a' and eTacuated· The vacuum line was then dried by 

heating with a flame. 
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The end trap was wound with heating tape, and the pentatluoride 

was sublimed into the reaction flask, C, by gradually increasing the 

temperature from 90°C to 1'+0°c. The line was sealed off at 'b'. 

Selenium tetrafluoride was distilled into the reaction vessel, 

and was allowed to warm to room temperature. No violent reaction was 

observed, and it was necessary to .-rm the vessel to 4o°C to dissolve 

the pentafluoride in the excess SeF4• Then the excess SeF4 was distilled 

ott into the trap leaving a grayish-white solid. The system was sealed 

ott at •c• and 'd'· 

In the dry box, the solid was transferred to the sublimation 

apparatus (Fig. 8.5). '.rhe niobium compotmd sublimed readily at 5.5°C, 

and the tantalum compound at 700 c. Both compotmds were white solids· 

The melting point of tritluoroselenium (IV) hexafluoroniobate was l02·8

l04.30C, and that of trifluoroselenium (IV) hexafluorotantalate was 

122.6-123.6°c. 

Trifluoroselenium {IV) hexatluorobiemuthate(V2 

1) Preparation of biaauth {III) fluoride 

Bismuth trifluoride was prepared according to the method of Bra•eJ8l). 

In a 1.50 ml. beaker, 8.5 g. bismuth {III) oxide were dissolved in 

a minim'Uil amount of concentrated hydrochloric acid and filtere4 to remove 

foreign particles. Then concentrated ammonia was added to bring down 

bi&llluth (III) hydroxide, which was filtered and washed with water. The 
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bismuth (III) hydroxide was transferred to a platinum evapor~ling dish, 

and evaporated to dryness with 45% hydrofluoric acid· This process was 

repeated three times to ensure complete conversion to the fluoride. The 

product was then heated to drive off the excess hydrogen fluoride • 

. 
2) Preparation of bismuth (V) fluoride 

Bismuth (V) fluoride was prepared from bismuth (III) fluoride 

b7 reaction with fluorine at 5Q0°c.<82> 

A nickel boat containing Bir was placed inside the monel tube 
3 

shown in Fig. 8. 7• The system was evduated and dried by periodic flaming 

with a buaeen burner. The aonel tube was heated under vacuum at 200°C 

overnight. 

The line was brought up to atmospheric pressure by letting nitrogen 

into the line. The nitrogen now was reg11lated to approzimately 100 ml·/hr·, 

and the fluorine flow adjusted to ~ve approximately 1:1 dilution with 

nitrogen. The temperature of the tube furnace was then raised to 5000 c. 

The first product appeared around 450°C. The product was a white crystalline 

solid which cond.ensed in the cool portion of the monel tube. It was found 

preferable to tip the product from the tube into the glass system rather 

than to transfer it by distillation, since the high temperature necessary 

lead to some decomposition. 

3) Preparation of the adduct 

Once the bismuth (V) fluoride was in the end trap, the sys~em was 

sealed ott at 'a' {rtg. 8.7). Selenium tetrafluoride was distilled onto 



the product. 1'he mixture was allowed to come to room temperature, and, 

to enaure complete reaction, was warmed with hot wa1:er (50°C). The exceu 

selenium tetrafluoride was distilled off into trap B,and the system 

sealed off at 'b', 'c' and 'd'· 

The trap containing the white product was opened in the dry box, 

and the contents transferred to the sublimation apparatus (Fig. 8.5). 

With cold water circulating through the cold finger 9 the first sublimation 

started around 1000 C,and the suBlimation proceeded rapidly with ~ bath at 

110°C. 

The product was a white solid. In a sealed melting point capillary, 

the compound attacked the glass and decomposed. The first melting was 

around 90°C and melting continued to 10.5°C learlng a cloudy liquid. The 

bulk melted between 91-94°c. 

~ifluoroselenium (IV/ hexafluoroTwdate 

The vacuum line used for this preparation is shown in Fig. 8.9. 

The system was attached to the cylinder of vanadium pentafluoride (Ozark

Mahoning) by a Teflon seal as deacribed in the pre~•ti~ of trifluoro

selenium (IV) tetrafluoroborate. Dried sodium fluoride or potassium 

fluoride was placed in the end trap, A. 

The vanadium pentafluoride was distilled onto~the alkali fluoride 

in the end trap cooled in a dry ice-acetone bath. The line was sealed off 

at 'a'. 
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The ,anadium pentafluoride was distilled off the alkali fluoride 

into the Maction flask, B. The intervening trap was to catch any alkali 

fluoride which was carried along in the distilling vapours. The line was 

sealed off at 'b'· 

Selenium tetrafluoride was distilled onto the vandium pentafluoride, 

leaving the vanadium pentafluoride in excess. The reaction flask was 

warmed to room temperature and then to 4o°C to liqu'fY the f11xture. The 

exceas vr was distilled off into the trap, leaving a white powder behind· 
5 

The system was sealed off at 'd', 'e' and 'f'· 

The compound was an extremely eygroscopic white powder. In a sealed 

capillar;y. melting occurred at ll2-11Jt.0 c, and the compound boiled at 120°C. 

t£ifluoroseieniua (tV) hexafluorophosphate 

We were unable to obtain an;r appreciable amount of this compound 

although several methods of preparation were attempted. Phosphorus penta

fluoride ( Ozark-Mahoning) wu used directly after passage through a dry 

ice trap to remove higher boiling impurities. 

Bubbling phosphorus pentatluoride through liquid selenium tetra• 

fluoride, even at 550 c, gave no apparent :reaction. Removal of the selenium 

tetrafluoride left only a trace of white solid. 

Condensation of 8.2 g. phosphorus pentafluoride with 9·3 g. selenium 

tetrafluoride in a stainless steel bomb of 30 ml. volume and heating the 

bomb at 95°C overnight gave little evidence of reaction. No volatile products 

http:ll2-11Jt.0c
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other than PF and Ser4 were detected. After removal of all volatile
5 

substances, the bomb increased in weight by 0.5 g. On opening the 

cylinder, a white solid was removed which fumed in moist air, and which 

on hydrolysis gave a positive test for selenium and a precipitate with 

nitron (Pr6·). 

It is likely that under the correct reaction conditions selenium 

tetrafluoride will combine with phosphorus pentafluoride. However, 

considering the instability of the arsenic pentafluoride compound, it 

is possible that the phosphorus pentafluoride compound is not stable 

at room temperature. 
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Analyses of Compounds 

Selenium: Selenium was determined as the metal by reduction with 

hydroxylamine hydrochloride in slightly basic solution. The precipitate 

was digested at 80°C for one hour. It was then filtered, washed with water 

dried at 110°C for one hour, and weightd as selenium metal. 

In ser~vr5 , the reduction was accomplished with Na2so in strong
3 

Fluoride: In all cases, a fluoride separation was made by distilla

tion as hydrofluorosilicic acid using perchloric acid (Scott, p.408(S3)). 

The fluoride was determined gravimetrically as PbClF according to Scott 
. J.l'\£ (83)
P•"tVV• 

SuJ.fate: Sulfur trioxide in ser4so was determined on the filtrate_
3 

after the selenium determination. The filtrate was evaporated to dryness 

several times with cone~ HCl to remove the fluoride. The residue 

was dissolved in a little dilute HCl and filtered to remove any silica. 

Sulfate was precipitated as BaS04 t.rom ~ hot solution and digested for 

one hour at 9Q-100°C. The precipitate was filtered on a glass filter 

crucible, washed with hot water, ethanol and a small quantity of ether, dried 

0at UO C and weighed as Ba.S04• 

Boron: Boron was determined as nitron tetrafiuoroborate according 

to Vogel, P•578.<84) This method giv.s some difficulty with a gelatinous 

precipitate• .ad large quantities of wash water are necessary to remove 

the gelatinous u:terial. 
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Antimonz: This was determined using the method of Scott, p-76• (B3) 

Atter the reduction, antimon) was detemined by titration with standard 
·~ 

potassium permanganate. The end point was obecured s011ewhat by the yellow-

brown colour of the solution t and this leads to some \Ulcertainty in the tii.al 

value. 

Arsenic: Arsenic was determined according to Vogel, P•367· fB4r 

The analysis was performed on the filtrate trom the seleniua analysiso The 

method involves the titration of iodine, 11-..ated by the addition of an 

excess of potaasium iodide, with standard thiosulfate. 

Vanadiwa: Vanadium was determined by' titrati~n with standard 

permanganate. (Scott p.l038(B3)). A small quantity of sodium sulfite was 

added to the filtrate t.rom the selenium analysis to ensure complete reduction 

to V (IV). The solution was heated to boiling to expel the excess reducing 

agent and then titrated with standard permanganate. 

Niobium, Tantalum: These elements were precipitated as the hydrous 

oxide with concentrated ammonia. The precipitate was digested at 8o-l00°C, 

filtered and washed with dilute ammonia. A second precipitation after 

reducing the voluae of the filtrate gave additional precipitate which wae 

added to the first. The precipitate was ignited at 700°C and weighed as 
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Results of Determinations 

SeF4: Se, 50.2%; calc. Se, 51·0% 

s.:r4so :. found Se, 34.1%; F, 32.5%; so3, 33-4%3
calc. Se, 33•60%;F, 32·34%;503' 34·0"' 

SeF4BF : found Se, 35·3%; F, 54.5%3
calc. Se, 35·44%;r, 59.70%; B, 4.85?% 

SeF4SbF :found Se, 21.~; r, 46.3%; Sb, 31·6%5
calc. Se, 21.24%;r, 46.0Q%;Sb, 32-~'6% 

SeF4Asr :found Se, 24.4%; F, 52·"5
calc. Se, 24. 3Q%;F, 52.64%;As, ·23.06% 

SeF4NbF :found se, 21.()%; F, 50.8%; Nb, 30·5%5
calc. Se, 23.0:;%;F, ~-87%;Nb, 27·1~ 

Ser4TaF :found Se, 17•9%; F, 38.1%; Ta, 45-2%5
calc. Se, 18.3zr;;r, 39.68%;Ta, 42.0()% 

· SeF4vr : found se, 26.7%; F, 46.()% .; v, 22·0%5
calc. SE, 26.24%;F, 56.84%; v, 16.93% 
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A Vacuum Manifold 


C Bubble Tube 

B Reaction Flask 
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FIGURE 8·3 
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FIGURE 8.5 

Sublimation Apparatus 
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CBAP'1'ER IX 

Experimental Techniques 

1. ~-an S:pectroaoow 

The R•an apectr<llleter consisted ot a Hilger 1612 RUJ&D spectro

sraph with clue priaaa used in conjunction with a water cooled, Toronto

t7P8 mercury-arc l•p. Atter the spiral of the l•p had been heated vith 

intra-red l•p• • and the urcury pool electrodes heated vith nichrcme 

heaters • the al"C wu easily struck by usins the diacha.rse trClll a "teala 

coil"'• A 250 DC. power supply ,... used at an operating current of 12 •P•• 

A priam vas used to reflect the Raan radiation thro'Uih 90° and a two lens 

•78'- ensured that moat ot the lisht troa the aaple wu collected. 

Kodak IIa-0 spectroscopic plates were used cenerally• altbouah occasionally 

103a-O plates were also used. The spectra were measured traa aicrodensi

tcaeter tracinas of the photocraphic plates (Leeds and Jlorthnp llecordin& 

Photaa•ter, Type 6700 P-1, No. 1516677) using the 4339 l line in the aer

CUl"J' spectruJI as reference. The calibration chart vaa obtained frca iron 

al"cs superiapoaed onto the aercUJ7 spectrua uains the sae merc\U7 ·line 

+ -1u reference. The uncertainty of the Raan frequencies reported i• • 3 Cll. 

Polarization aeaauraents were carried out uaina cylinders of polal"oid cut 

pal"allel to and perpendicular to the plane of the incident liaht and placed 

inside the filter Jacket (Fis. 9.l,A). 
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Raaan tubes aim.ilar to that in 7il• 9.l,B were used tor each caa

pound. The R•an tubes were tilled in the dry box and sealed ott under 

vacuua illlaediately on removal from the dry box. 

The saaples were mounted inside the filter jacket (7il• 9.l,A} 

containins a saturated solution ot sodium nitrite which vas circulated 

and cooled so that it served both as a filter to reduce the intensity ot 

the 4061 1 mercury line and as the cooling mediua tor the s..ple. 

The samples were mounted in a slaas tube with a B24 joint which 

fitted into the filter Jacket. The Raman tube (Fig. 9,l,B) vas held in 

a rubber stopper cut to tit the aountiq tube tightlf and to hold the bot

tea ot the Raaan tube in the centre ot the holder. The top ot the R•an 

tube vas held in the centre of the holder by pieces ot cork which were 

wedged between the Raaan tube and the tubing of the holder. To prevent 

strq light entering the optics other than thrCNgh the Raaan tube, the 

holder vas painted black traa the position ot the lover support to the 

bottaa ot the joint. 

The Raaan apectra of the solid c0111.p0unda were obtained with thia 

method ot mountina the aaple. Several variations were found useful to 

reduce the background scatterina in the solid spectra. A tinel.1' powdered 

saaple gave less background than a polycryatalline saaple in moat cases. 

The crystalline nature ot the saaple vaa the aain difficulty vith the 

spectra of the arsenic pentatluoride adduct. The background could also 

be reduced by maaking out the lover 1/8" to 3/16" ot the a..ple with 

· black tape. This increased the exposure time, but otten the relative 
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intensity ot the spectrum to the bacqround vas imprOYed. P'or the R•an 

spectrum ot a solid, 1 - 2 em. ot solid packed in the bottom ot the Raaan 

tube vas sutticient to give a soo4 spectrum. 

The Raan spectra ot the molten c011plexes were obtained, in moat 

cues 1 using the same aaaplea used tor the solid apectra. The ••e method 

ot mounting the Raman tubes vas used. 

The hilh temperature necessary to melt the ccmpoun48 vas obtained 

by heating a stre• ot air with the heater ahovn in Pia. 9.2. The stream 

ot air vas reaulated with a needle valve attached to the compressed air 

line 1 and the temperature ot the air eaersilll trca the heater vas regu

lated b)" the voltace applied to the heater tram a variable tranatoraer. 

The stre.. ot heated air was directed through a glass tube into the space 

between the R•an tube and the holder. The t•perature ot the air sur

rounding the Raman tube vas measured with a copper-constantan theraocouple 

ud a Leeds and lorthrup temperature potentiometer. Once equ1librb11l vas 

established with the surroundings, the a8111ple temperature could be main

tained constant tor several hours at temperatures up to l50°C. The varia

tion in t•perature troa the top to the bottom ot the R•an tube vas 

2- 3 c•. 
The conditians necessary to obtain the Raman spectra ot the melts 

did not appear to deccmpose the coapounda. Even tritluoroaeleniWR (IV) 

hexatluoroaraenate, the adduct which 11 the leaat themally stable ot 

those studied, appeared to be stable in the sealed R•an tube up to 150°C. 
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The spectra o~ the complexes in solution were obtained uains the 

a..an tube shown in Fis. 9.3.A. The solutions were made up in the dry 

box and were ~iltered into the Raman tube. 

The Raaan tube shown in Fia. 9.3.B wu used ~or solutions which 

had to be kept cold to preTent decomposition. Air trcm a liquid air 

boiler wu puaed throush the Jacket around the tube. Thi~ R-.an tube 

had two window•• and the apace between thea vu eTacuated. In this way. 

condensation on the outer window vas prevented. The condensation on the 

outer Jacket vu controlled by tluahinc the apace between the Raman tube 

and the filter jacket with a atrea ot nitrosen. then cloains ott this 

space with &].us wool. 
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FIGURE 9-1 


B Raman Tube 


A Raman Filter Jacket 
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A Raman Tube 8 Low- Temperature. 
Raman Tube 

FIGURE 9-3 
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2. Inf'r...red Spectroscopy 

The inf'r...red spectra were obtained uainc a Perkin-Elmer model 

521 gratina intra-red apectraaeter with extended ranee interchange. 

S11Yer chloride and polythene windows were used in order that the entire 

-1 -lspectral ranee available, f'l"CIIIl 4000 c:a. to 250 ca. , could be recorded. 

The usual a..ple techniques f'or inf'ra-red apeotroscop,y were not 

available f'or the cc:apounda studied. luJol, eYen when dried vith aole

cular sieves, t.aed1atel.1' decOIIlpOaed the ccap0\U14a. The aeae vu true 

of' potuaia brcaiele pellets. Thua it vas necessary to develop special 

cella which allowed the a..plea to be mounted in anhydrous conditions. 

Tvo cells, baaed on the &Ule principle 1 were usee!. The first cell 

(Fig. 9.4,A) vaa uaed tor caapounda which did not haTe sutticient vapour 

pressure at roca taperature to aubliae read1l7 in the cell at this t•

perature. Atter clr71nc in the oven overnisht, the cell waa evacuated 

tor several hours to :reaove u INCh water aa possible. The cell wu trans

terred to the dr7 box where one ot the Yindova wu reaoTed, and 'he sample 

introduced into the aide-UIIl of' the cell ( S 1 Fig. 9. 4,A) • '!'he window vas 

replaced, and the cell reeTacuated S....diatel.7 on reaoTal traa the dry 

box. 

To prepare the caapound to obtain ita intra-red spectl"WW• the 

cold tincer (Fig. g.4.B), holding a l/2" b)" 3/4" window of' the appropriate 

window aaterial, waa tumed 10 that the window vas directed toward the 

aide ara of' the cell. Liquid air wu pCNred down the alua tube into the 

cold ttncer to cool the brass aountiac ud thence the cell window. J'ive 



to ten minutes were suf'ticient to cool the vi'ndov to operating t•pera

turea. Once the window vas cold, a low voltase. controlled with a vari

able tranatoraer• vas applied to the heating coil vo\1114 around the side 

ara ot the cell. The amount ot the ccapound sublimed in this manner 

onto the window vas controlled by the heating time. The presence ot the 

ccapound on the window could be detected by observing reflected light 

trcm the surface ot the window. As the caapound deposited on the win

dow, dittraction rings ap)eared, and with experience the nUIIber and colour 

ot the rings could be used to determine when autticient cc:apound had ac

cUIIlulated on the window. In practice • it was tound beat to atop the sub

limation betore sutticient compound was on the window and to record the 

spectrum. The nblillation process was then repeated several times, and 

the apectrua recorded each tiae so that the aaount ot compound on the 

window wu gradually increased up to and. put the •ount which save the 

best spectrum ot the c011pound. 

When autticient compound vas juqed to be on the window • the 

liquid air vas allowed to boil out ccapletely trcm the cold tinaer, and 

the joint between the cell and the cold tinser vaa varaed up with the 

huda until the areue vas vara enouah to allow rotation ot the cold 

tinger ao that the window could be turned into the path ot the intra-red 

beem puains throuah the main windows ot the cell. The cold tinser ap

peared to va:rm up very little during this tille. Once this rotation ot 

the cold tinpr vaa accc:apliahed, liquid air vas iaaediately poured into 

the cold tinser. While the intra-red apectrua was recorded • the cold 

tinser vas kept tilled with liquid air. 
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The second intra-red cell, shown in J.l'ig. 9.5,A, vu deliped to 

handle the ccmpounds whose vapour pressures at roca temperature vere too 

hiah to allow the aaount or ccapound subli.lled onto the window to be con

trolled in the manner described above. 

The cell vu eTacuated and a\tied u &boTe. In the dry box, the 

saaple vas introduced into the sample reservoir by reaoval or the Bl4 

cap. The cell vu reeTacuated imaediately on reaoval tr0111. the dJ7 box, 

and the ••ple reservoir vas cooled vith powdered dry ice. The cold tin

aer vas cooled with liquid air, and, vhen the window had reached operat

ing t•peraturee, the dry ice vu remowd trca th• s•ple reservoir, and 

the s•ple allowed to wara slowly to roaB t•perature. When sutticient 

sample was observed to be present on the vindov, the dry ice vas replaced 

around the sample reservoir. 'rhe cold tinger was rotated into the path 

ot the intra-red beaa, and the intra-red spectrum ot the material on the 

vindov obtained. It vas aaain round lllOIIt convenient to increase the 

aaount ot aaterial on the vinclov in several stages in order to obtain 

spectra vith the optblwtl aaount or eaaple. 

One ditticulty vu encountered with the use or these cells. The 

tluori4e resistant greases which vere in general use during this work, 

i.e., ll'luorolube and Kel-11' greaae, both have sutticient vapour pressure 
-

that they vill sublime onto the surtace ot the vindov held in the cold 

tta&er. Thus it vas nec•saary to use Apieson T grease to seal the main 

windows to the cella, and tor the stop..cocks on the cella. FortWlately, 

un4er the conditions used to prepare the saaple, little attack ot the 
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Apieson &reue was observed until the cell vu allowed to VarJil to roca 

t•perature atter the spectJ'Uil had been measured. Kel-P' sreue vu used 

tor the Joint between the cell and the cold tinger. Since the grease on 

this Joint is at approxillately the same temperature u the cold tinpr 

itaelt 1 there is no possibility ot it subliming onto the cold tinser. 

Silver chloride windows were used to obtain the spectra ot the 

'· -1 -1coapounda between ..ooo ca. and 500 ca. • Jlo coapenaating windows were 

placed in the reterence be•, and the cell vas baluced by part1al.l7 

closins the reference beaa ot the spectrometer. 

Po!Jtbene windows were used to obtain the spectra between 600 ca71 

-1and 250 cm. • The vindova were cut to 3/16" thickness trom a polythene 

blook 1 and the surfaces polished aaooth. 'l'he cell vu balanced b;r a 3/8" 

vindov ot the saae po!Jtune 1 tinished in the s•e JUDner. To bring the 

recor4er pen turther down scale 1 the reterence beaa vu partially cloaed 

u well. 

To obtain a vacu\Uit. tight seal ot the polythene vindovs 1 1 t vas 

necessary to apply pressure around the eclaes ot the window in contact 

with the cell. This waa accoapliahed with the clamp shown in Fia. 9.5,B. 

These measures were neceasa17 since the polythene vindon buckled slightly 

\IDder vacuum. 

The trequena,y calibration ot the spectra vas accoapliahed by 

superimposing onto the apectrua ot each ca.pound aeveral ot the peaks ot 

lmovn frequency trOll the apectrwa ot polystyrene. Thus the observed intra

red trequenciea haYe an uncertainty ot leas than t2 ca71 • 

http:part1al.l7
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3. Nuclear Mypetic Resonance SJ)!ctrosco:pz; 

The nuclear maanetic resonance spectra vere obtained using a 

Varian Associates DP-60 high resolution n.m.r. apectra.eter operating 

at 56.4 Mc./aec. The spectra vere calibrated using ~dio aide band 
' 

techniques, the modulation frequency being obtained frcm a Muirhead

Wigan, D-690-A, decade oscillator. Referencing of the spectra vas car

ried out b,y exchansina the aaaple tube vith a tube of tluorosulturic 

acid or of trifluoroacetic acid. 

The saaple tubes of selected 5 mm. tubing vere filled in the dry 

box aad sealed ott under vacuua. 

The high temperatures required to liquet, the a..plea were ob

tained b,y paaain1 heated air throuah a Varian Associates variable tem

perature n.a.r. probe accessory, model V-4340. The air heater (Fig. 9.2) 

described for high temperature R ..an spectra vas used to provide the hot 

air neceas&%'7 to raise the taperature ot the probe. T•peraturea were 

measured vith a copper-constantan the~ocouple connected to a Leeds and 

lorthrup temperature potentiaaeter. 

The spectra at low t•perature vere obtained by passing air trc:a 

a liquid air boiler throush the variable temperature n.m.r. probe; the 

teaperature vu measured in the sae manner as aboYe. 
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4. 	Conductivity Meaaurements 

The conductivity cell (Fig. 9.6,A), designed to have a cell con

-1atant ot approxiaately 1 ca. and a sample volume ot approxiaately 3 ml. , 

vu used to measure the conductivity or melts. The cell vu standardised 

at 25°C b,y comparison efth a cell ot known cell conatant uains a solution 

ot potuai• chloride. The cell used tor campariaon vu standardized at 

25°C with aulturic acid by adjusting ita composition to obtain the mini-

ll\lll conductance. The llinimua specific conductance ot aulturic acid at 

25°C 1 1.0432 x 10-2 oha-l ea71 (60), vas then used to calculate the cell 
' 

eonatut•.A Wqne Kerr UniTersal Bridae ('I'ype :a-221, No. 599) vas used 

to meaaure the conductance ot all solutions. 

The platinum electrodes vere coated vith platinua black by elec-

trolJ'aiq a solution ot chloroplatinic acid. A current ot ten ailli 

aaperes vas passed tor twenty ainutes vith reversal ot the current every 

titty seconds. 

The cell vaa eT&Cuated • ud the cell and the side ull ot the 

adapter (S, Fig. 9.6 ,B) were dried by heatina .aently vith a bunsen tlae. 

The cell vu tilled w1th the ccapound in the dry box, and evacuated iJIIBe

diately on removal trca the dry box. Mercury vas placed in the alus 

tubes to the electrode connections, and copper vires vere inserted into 

the •rcury and connected to the conductivity bride• leads. A larse 

dewar tlaak vas placed around the con4uctiTity cell. The temperature inside 

the dewar vu raised above the melting point ot the compound b7 pasaiac a 

stream ot air throuah a heater (Pia. 9.2) and down a 5 11111. claas tube to 
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the bottom of' the dewar. Turbulence vithin the dewar vas reduced by 

placinc three circles of' wire cause, one at the bott011, one Just &boTe 

the position of' the electrodes and one near the top ot the dewar. The 

temperature of' the ult in the cell wu aeuured Yith a copper-constantan 

ther.aocouple placed in the air bath adJacent to the electrodes of' the cell. 

The teaperature ot the air bath vu raised until it was titteen 

to· twenty decrees above the Mltina point ot the ccapound. When the te... 

perature wu ateaq, the conductance and the teaperature of' the aelt were 

recorded. The temperature vas reduced slowly tvo to three clqree1 at a 

tiM • all.ovina twenty to thirty llinutea tor the teaperature to stabilize 

before each readiq was taken. In this JUUmer 1 a aeries of' 'Y&luea tor 

the conductance ot the aelt Y&ll obtained tor temperatures down to the 

aeltin1 point ot the compound. The conductance Taluea were plotted 

aaainat teaperature • and the specific conductance at the aeltinc point 

deterained tor each c011pound. Duplicate detem1nationa were aade tor 

each compound on ••plea ot the ccapound vith different histories. Generall11 

one ot the experiMnts vu pertonaed uaina treahly sublimed product. 

Conductivity ..uurements on aolutiona vere carried out uaina the 

cella in Pic. 9.7. These cella were standardised with ain1aua conduct1na 

sulfuric acid at 25°C. 

J'or condueti"f'ity aeuur•enta in f'luoroaul.turic acid, the cell 

(Fia. 9.T,A) was veiahed and attached to the outlet troa the f'luorosul

turic acid still, where it vu dried by heatina while a slow atre• ot 

dry air vas passed throuch it. lfhe acid vas distilled into the cell, and 
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the uell reweighed to deteraine the sacunt ot acid in the cell. The 

-4 -4 pure acid haa a specific conduatance between 1.0 x 10 and 2.5 x 10 

oa.·l ca:1 • Additions ot solute were made to the conductivity cell using 

the veisht dropper in Fig. 9.8j. The cell vas placed in an oil thermostat 

reaulated at 25.000 t 0.002°C. 

The uonductivity meaaureaenta in nitrobenzene were .-48 using the 

conductivit)' cell shown in Fig. 9.7 ,B. The conductivities were measured 

in a bath .resulated at 10.00 t 0.005°C. the t•perature beina deterained 

with a platinua resistance theraaaeter. 

The cell vaa tille4 with nitrobenzene traa a veiaht dropper 

{P'ia. 9.8,B). Additions to the cell were a&de with the weicht dropper 

in Fia. 9.8 1A, which vaa tilled in the dey box. The solutions were mixed 

thorough:q &t"ter each addition and the conductance ree41 the solutions 

were then aixed asain and the conductance redeterained until no turther 

chance waa obaerYed. In this va:y variations in conductance due to im

proper aixina were eliainated. 

Several ot the conductivity experiments in nitrobenzene were 

obtained b)' a dilution technique usina the conductivity cell shown in 

Fig. 9.6A. A B24-Bl9 ring adaptor with a rubber diaphrap over one end 

vas used to close the cell. The clean, dry cell was weighed, a small 

amount or the compound P}&eed in the cell in the dry box • and the cell 

reweighed to deteraine the aaouat ot OCIIPOUDd. Uains a 5 ml. aY'!'inge, 

8-10 a. ot nitrobenzene waa then introduced into the cell through the 
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rubber diaphragm. The exact weight was determined by weighing the syringe 

before and after the addition. The compound was dissolved, and the 

conductance of the solution determined at 10°C as above. Then a ~rtion 

of the solution ..as removed by inserting the needlec ef the syringe into 

the solution and withdrawing the desired amount of solution. The weight 

of solution removed was determined by weighing the syringe before and 

after the remoYal· Then a second quantity of nitrobenzene was added, 

the weight being determined aa before. The solution was mixed thoroughly, 

and the conductance measured. Genera1J.7, a second addition of nitrobensene 

was made before more of the solution was removed. B.Y such alternation 

of additiorus of nitrobenzene and removal of solution, the concentration 

of the solution was gradually reduced to as low a value as desired. 1'he 

concentration corresponding to the measured conductance was determined 

from the known weights of solution remoYed and solTent added. In this 

manner, the conductivity was determined under anhydrous conditions using 

a very &mall quantity of the compouncle 
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FIGURE 9.7 

Conductivity 

Cells 
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FIGURE 9.8 


A Weight Burette B Weight Burette 
{solids) ( 1 iquids) 
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5. Vbcolity 

'rhe Yiacodt,- ot tritluoroselenium (IV) hexatluoroantillonate vae 

determined to teat the validit,- ot the equations used to interpret the 

conductiYit,- data. 

A aoditied Ostwald Yiscoaeter vas used (Fie. 9.9). The YiacCIIIleter 

vas calibrated with 100% sulfUric acid and vith a 4o% sucrose solution. 

'rhe Yiacoaeter vas calibrated with the sae YOlUJU ot liquid as vas used 

in the •uur•enta (about 5 ml.). 

The viacoaeter vas dried by heating on the vacuum line and tilled 

with SeP'4SbF5. in the dry box. The viscometer vu imaersed in the air bath 

used tor conductivity measurements ot the melts (Section IX, 4). The t•

perature vu aeasured vith a copper-conatantan thermocouple. The via

coait,- vu deterained at 140°C 1 132°C and 126°C. One to two hours vere 

allowed tor the .,.stem to cCIIIle to equilibrium between each set ot read

inca. 

Dry air vas introduced into the viacaaeter vitb the cround-slua 

tap at A, Fis. 9.9, to :torce the liquid up throuah the capillary tube. 

Then the tap vas turned to poaition B1 Fig. 9.9 1 to measure the time :tor 

the liquid leYel to tall. 'l'hia process vas repeated, reevacuatinc the 

viscometer as neceaaar.y, until sutticient readings were obtained to giYe 

a good Yalue tor the viscosity. 
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FIGURE 9.9 


Viscometer 
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6. Ctyosco;r in litrobensene 

A cr;roacope (Fig. 9.10) 1 similar to that uaed previoual)" tor 

aulturic acid( 6l) • vu used tor nitrobenzene. The lU4 around clus Joint 

on the the~ameter vu inserted in an adapter tor the Bl9 Joint on the 

cryoacope • ad by rotation ot the a.cl&pter the thermcaeter could be centered 

in the cryoscope. All around clue joints on the cryoscope • vith the 

exception ot A (Fie. 9.10) 1 were creued with a narrow rinc ot silicone 

greue ( Dov-Corninc) • Temperatures were •uured vith a Tinsley platin\Dil 

resistance thel'Jicaeter (lo. ll1Tl2) 1 calibrated by the Ifational Physical 

Laborator:r. The resistance ot the the~cmeter vu •uure4 on a Mueller 

resistance bridce (Leeds and lorthrup lo. 1338840). The ice point rests

tance ot the theraaaeter vas checked by determining ita resistance at the 

triple point ot water usinc a Trana-aonic Inc. "Equiphue Cell". 

The cryoscope vu charaed vith approxillately 100 s. nitroben&ene 1 

uaiq the veisht dropper ahown in Fig. 9.8~ :a. The nitrobenzene vas cooled 

vith an ice bath around the outai4e ot the cryoacope. At t•peraturea 

below the treezinc point • the contact ot the atirrer vith the bottOIIl ot 

the cryoscope caused the solvent to seed out; thus it vu neceaaary to 

discontinue stirring once the contents had cooled to the treesinc point. 

When the solvent had super-cooled 2.5 to 3.0 decrees, the ice bath vas 

reaoved and replaced with a aecODd 'bath at 4 - 5°C 1 with an air Jacket 

placed around the lower part ot the cryoscope (J 1 Fie. 9.10). The super

cooling t•perature vas r4tcorded 1 and the atirrer vaa started to seed out 

the solution. As the tirat czyst&la appeared in the solution, a stoP-watch 
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vas started, and after one minute, readinas or the resistance ot the 

thermometer vere taken ever,v tventy seconds tor the first five ainutes, 

aad ever,y thirty seconds thereafter. Readinca vere continued tor fifteen 

ainutes attar the solution vas seeded. out. The C adjust resistance vas 

changed attar the determination ot the first freezing point, so that the 

correction tor the resistance ot the thermometer leads vould be as small 

as possible tor the succeeding freeains point deter.ainations. 

The freezing point for the solution wu calculated froa the aaxi

mua value observed for the thermoaeter resistance. Th18 Yalue vu at

tained traa three to four minutes atter the solution vaa seeded out, and 

corresponds to equilibriua between the solid solvent and the solution. 

When a reliable value for the treezin& point ot the pure solYent 

had been obtained, the first addition of solute vas aade. The veicht 

dropper (Pi&. 9. 8.4) vas filled in the dry box and all the caps aade 

secure. The weight dropper vas weiahed quickly attar r-.oval traa· the 

dry box. A.tter its contents vere eaptied into the cryoscope thl'O\'lgh A 

(11&. 9.10), the weight dropper vaa i•ediately reveiahed. The addition 

vas .ada to nitrobenzene at ita treezina point aa this vas found to slow 

dCMI. darkenina of the solutions. During the r•ainder of the experiment 

the solution was not allowed to wara aboYe 10°C. 

The freezing point of the solution was deterained. in the same man

ner as described for the solvent. The super-coolin& temperature was noted, 

the solution seeded out by atartinc the stirrer, and readings of the ther

.._eter reailtstance taken vith time. The aaxillua thenuaeter resistance 

vas used tor the resistance at the freezing point. 
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For each compound, at leaat three additions were made ~or each 

experiment. 

A correction vas made to the solution concentration ~or the aaount 

o~ solvent ~rosen out when the solution vas seeded. The weight o~ nitro

benzene trozen out, Wn, vas g1ven by the expression 

where W ol is the weight o~ solvent in the cryoscope, C , the heat capas v. p 

city o~ nitrobenzene (1.52 J.s71 deg71 at 5°C)(62 - by extrapolation) AT, 

the aaount o~ nper-cooling 1 and AH, the heat ot tusion ot nitrobenzene 

(94.25 cal. g71 (62 >). Then tbe concentration of the solution, c, in 

equilibriua with the solid nitrobenzene vas determined by the ~ollovingt 

w 
c • (w s _ \i ) x 1000 g./kg. nitrobenzene 

solv. n 

vhere W is the vei&bt of the solute. Usina the ~ormula weight ot the 
1 

adduct, the aolality of the solution vas &iven by c/r.w. lfo correction 

vaa m&Ae ~or the heat capacity o~ the cryoscope. 

A value ~or the aalecUlar weight ot the caapound vas obtained ~rom 

the alope ot the plot ot the treesina point depression acainst concentra

tion. Jl'rca the value tor the heat of ~aion civen above, the molal 

~reezinc point depression constant for nitrobenzene vas calculated to be 

8.684 ctec71• 
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FIGURE 9.10 

Cryoscope 
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7. X.R!f Powder Dittraction 

Thin-walled 5 •· pyrex tubina waa drawn down to aa.ke thin-walled 

capillariea ot approxiaatel.y 0. 5 •· diaaeter. ll'rCllll the capillariea that 

were drawn down, only those which were cylindrical, ot even wall thickness, 

and ot suitable 41•eter were selected. 

These capillaries were charged in the dry box. The compound vas 

sround to a tine powder in an qate mortar, and transferred into the 

capillary which vu aealed ott imme41atel.T on r•oval trom the dry box. 

X-r&7 powder dittraction patterns were obtained uains an 11.46 em. 

De'b)re-Bherrer camera. The radiation wu provided by a Phillips (T7Pe PW 

101030) X-ra, 1enerator usins a copper target with a nickel tilter. 

'l'he tilma were measured trom microphotometer tracincs. The 

conftraion factor trCII inchel on the chart paper to mm. on the til.JI vu 

deterained by •uuring the distance between tvo scratchea on the tila 

uains the Jlicrophotometer tracina and a travelling microscope. A correc

ticm tor tilm ~nk&ae vas aPJ)lied in the usual •IID!er. 
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